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ABSTRACT 
 
This research examines and compares the distributions of archaeological sites and 
materials in order to investigate native settlement patterns and resources use throughout 
12,000 years of prehistory and protohistoric time within the Apalachicola/Lower 
Chattahoochee River valley of northwest Florida, southwest Georgia, and southeast 
Alabama. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are used to map the distributions of 
sites from different time periods and to explore their relation to various environmental 
characteristics that are now available in digital format. I employ tools now available in 
GIS to examine several longstanding research questions and expand upon archaeological 
interpretations within this region, where the University of South Florida (USF) has an 
ongoing research program. The results of this work illustrate change through time and 
space as cultures begin to adapt to post-Pleistocene ecological change, develop food 
production and complex societies, and react to the appearance of European groups.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
This thesis investigates the prehistoric and early historic cultural record within the 
290+ river km (180+ river mi) of the Apalachicola/Lower Chattahoochee river valley by 
using current archaeological data in conjunction with the tools and capabilities currently 
available in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). This allows me to build on past 
studies and address longstanding research questions regarding shifting landscapes and 
human activities throughout the valley. 
The study area for this research includes the entire Apalachicola River valley and 
lowest portions Chattahoochee and Flint River valleys (Figure 1). The study boundaries 
are based on both environmental and cultural factors within the valley and the entire 
region that will be investigated during this thesis study is contained within the southern 
third of the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) River Basin, which covers portions 
of northwest Florida, southwest Georgia, and southeast Alabama. 
The Apalachicola River is formed from the confluence of the Chattahoochee and 
Flint Rivers, and the study area includes the southernmost 77 river km (48 river mi) of 
the lower Chattahoochee River stopping in northward extent just south of Columbia, 
Alabama, and the southernmost 45 river km (28 river mi) of the lower Flint River 
extending from the confluence at Lake Seminole to southwest of Bainbridge, Georgia 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 1:  Location of Study Area  
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Figure 2:  Major Rivers within the Study Area  
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This project focuses on the very lowest portions of the lower Chattahoochee 
River, south of the Walter F. George Lake and Dam, and the lower Flint River, because 
they are located south of the Fall Line and the Fall Line Hills upland region, which have 
different environmental, archaeological, and cultural characteristics than the valley to the 
south. Within Alabama, the northernmost extent of the study area is the drainage basin of 
Omussee Creek. Within Georgia, the northernmost extent of the study area includes the 
lower drainage of Spring Creek ending just south of Miller County. While the St. Joseph 
Bay and Peninsula may not currently have any drainage connection to the river valley, it 
did in the past. It also has close cultural connections, and is therefore also included. 
The valley is rich in archaeological and natural resources. In general, the banks of 
the rivers and streams of the southeastern U.S. are home to the most diverse collection of 
aquatic plant and animal species in the country. Within the Southeast, the Apalachicola 
River valley has the largest number of fish species among Gulf coast drainages located 
east of the Mississippi River, the largest collection of freshwater fish in Florida, the 
largest number of mollusks in western Florida, and the highest species density of 
amphibians and reptiles north of Mexico (Couch et al. 1996; Livingston and Kitchens 
1984). This diversity would have provided attractive environments for human occupation 
and exploitation.  
This research is organized into the following sections: research goals, theoretical 
framework, and contributions to public archaeology; an overview of the distinct 
environmental characteristics present within the upper, lower, and middle valley; an 
outline of relevant previous research within the valley and how it relates to and informs 
the current research; a description of database synthesis and spatial analysis performed; a 
 5 
presentation of analysis results; and an evaluation of site distribution and prehistoric 
settlement patterns based on the updated database and relative to various environmental 
characteristics formerly unavailable in digital format, as well as an exploration of the 
post-Pleistocene fluvial shift of the Apalachicola and Chattahoochee and the of possible 
stream capture of the Chipola by the Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, and Flint Rivers. 
 
Research Goals 
This research examines the changing settlement patterns and the use and 
movement of resources throughout the 12,000 year history and changing landscape of the 
river valley. Now that many more sites have been recorded within the region, and more 
environmental variables are available in GIS for comparison, it was possible to conduct a 
more accurate comparison of characteristics of sites located in distinct environmental 
settings within the valley than had been done in the past.  
This study expands upon previous work not only by using new variables now 
available in digital format, but also by incorporating the lower part of the lower 
Chattahoochee valley in Alabama and Georgia in order to give a more comprehensive 
picture of settlement than initial studies that have been limited solely to Florida data. This 
thesis combines data from the USF Department of Anthropology Apalachicola/lower 
Chattahoochee Archaeological database (USF database) and archaeological data from the 
Florida, Georgia, and Alabama site files to create a comprehensive database of 
archaeological sites within the valley that reconciles differences in data format and level 
of recording.  
 6 
Theoretical Framework 
Even as we are decades beyond the first appearance of “new” or processual 
archaeology, this scientific framework is still the dominant interpretive framework in 
American archaeology. However, it is of course influenced by more recent theoretical 
developments. To varying degrees, environmental conditions and material factors 
influence human activity and societal behaviors such as settlement patterns, social 
development, and social structure. For as long as archaeologists have studied the past, we 
have always been interested in the intricacies of space and place, and therefore landscape 
(Knapp and Ashmore 1999:1). 
A detailed examination of the history and relevance of landscape within the field 
of archaeology is beyond the scope of this thesis and has been thoroughly synthesized 
(see Anschuetz et al. 2001). However a brief summary of the foundation and relevance of 
this approach follows. Four premises provide the current foundation of the landscape 
paradigm: landscape is separate from the natural environment; it is a cultural product 
built up through routine activities to turn “physical spaces into meaningful places”; it is 
constructed based on both the interrelationship and interrelationship of these places; and 
it is dynamic and unique (Anschuetz et al. 2001:161). This approach is relevant to 
archaeological study as it allows for the investigation of regional change and variation, 
allows for the reconstruction of the past centered on active participants, and allows for a 
dialogue regarding connectivity to place (Anschuetz et al. 2001:161–163). 
In the 1970s and 1980s, landscape moved past simply being a unit of analysis and 
became a target of investigation in and of itself (David and Thomas 2008:27). In 1979, 
landscape archaeology had its own issue in World Archaeology, albeit without a single 
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use of the term „landscape archaeology‟ (David and Thomas 2008:28). Studies in the 
1979 issue were predominantly dedicated to investigations of site distributions in various 
environmental settings, interregional economic strategies, and economic determinants of 
settlement patterns, and artifact distribution within various regions (David and Thomas 
2008:28). The focus of this issue, and what we would today call landscape archaeology at 
that time, was clearly slanted towards “human impacts on and interactions with their 
physical surroundings” (David and Thomas 2008:27). 
The idea of landscape has often been viewed only in terms of a background 
against which the locations of archaeological materials have been found or against which 
to contrast human activity (Cummings 2008:285; Strang 2008:51; Knapp and Ashmore 
1999:1). For instance, nature is frequently ignored because it is not culture, and therefore 
not considered as important to the interpretation, other than in relation of economic 
resources (Tilley 2010:36). However, in-depth views of landscape focus on the concept 
of landscape as it is “perceived, experienced, and contextualized” by the individuals 
located within that landscape (Knapp and Ashmore 1999:1) and all landscapes have 
inherent meaning assigned by those living within them (Cummings 2008:285). 
While there are many definitions and interpretations of landscape in the 
archaeological literature, it is obvious that natural and cultural influences are not 
mutually exclusive (Knapp and Ashmore 1999:20). Landscape has grown to mean more 
than just environment, but to represent the concept that there is more to social process 
than can be dictated by environmental adaptation (David and Thomas 2008:36). A 
landscape is made up of sets of discrete places and is itself a place that has inherent value 
and influence; it is not abstract or universal (Casey 2008:49).  
 8 
Features within the environment may be perceived in different ways by different 
individuals. For instance, Barnes (1999:101) provides an example involving a waterfall, 
which can be valued simply for its beauty by one individual and for its energy potential 
by another. Taҫon (1999:36) suggests that there are elements of the landscape that are 
capable of registering a response with all individuals. While these responses can be 
varied, Taҫon advocated that these feature often fall into four types of places: 
 (a) where the results of great acts of natural transformation can be best seen, such 
as mountain ranges, volcanoes, steep valleys or gorges; (b) at junctions or points 
of change between geology, hydrology, and vegetation, or some combination of 
all three, such as sudden changes in elevation, waterfalls, and the places where 
rainforest meets other vegetation; (c) where there is a cave, or hole in the ground 
that one comes upon suddenly; and (d) places providing panoramic views or large 
vistas of interesting and varied landscape features (1999:37). 
 
In addition to the main task of looking for the usual correlations of environmental 
variables with archaeological sites of different time periods, this research looks for 
evidence of these types of places and features within the study area (i.e. caves, bluffs, 
gentle rapids, Torreya Ravines, etc.), to investigate whether there is any unique change in 
settlement patterns relative to these areas. 
In contrast, sometimes factors that are not readily apparent play significant roles 
in site and monument location. Tilley (2010:340) provides an example in which certain 
locations, while they did not provide a particularly advantageous view of the area or 
cover, would allow hunting parties to stay downwind of their prey. In addition, some of 
the highest and possibly most significant elevations may be too spiritually powerful to 
contain sites or monuments (Tilley 2010:462). 
Traditionally, research involving the environment has been conducted in the vein 
of settlement archaeology, where the focus has been on either a passive natural 
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environment, or the environment as a director or influencer of culture (Knapp and 
Ashmore 1999:2). Environmental conditions certainly influence human behavior and 
adaptation, but humans can also impart physical change to the environment, and also 
attribute their own perceived values onto the landscape. As Tilley suggests, there are 
elements of spatial process and causality that can be discovered, “lurking beneath the 
distributions of the dots on the map” (1994:9). While it is difficult to study these 
perceived past (or even present) environments, archaeologists assert that people perceive 
or create their own cultural environments (Green 1990:6). 
In their early stages, studies of settlement pattern focused on evaluating spatial 
relationships and change in terms of a description of what the past was like, rather than 
the more important question of why the settlement patterns changed (Anschuetz et al. 
2001:174). All too often, researchers underrepresented the role of social organization and 
culture relative to the more recognizable impact of the interaction of persons and their 
environments (Anschuetz et al. 2001:174). Archaeologists then began to consider that 
changes imparted by humans onto the landscape were more than simple modifications to 
the physical environment, and that the environment is not solely “practical and 
utilitarian” (Deetz 1990:2). 
The integration of the archaeological sites and environmental features such as 
hydrology, soils, and vegetation is complex, but can be done with the tools of GIS. 
However, true understanding of the interrelationship of these environmental and human 
systems necessitates, “a culturally specific temporal and spatial perspective applied at the 
regional scale” (Crumley 1994:7-8). While I have uncovered patterns representing the 
interplay of environmental conditions and their potential influence on human activity 
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within the valley, I have also demonstrated patterns illustrating other factors that affect 
culture adaptation and human behavior that cannot be explained by technology or natural 
environments. Using GIS mapping, I am able to show some characteristics of changing 
social environments through time as well.  
While this research contributes a great deal of information  to the current 
discussion of the valley, it is possible see the limitations of this study to address the role 
of the individual‟s relationship and influence upon the environment and how this relates 
to site distribution. I can acknowledge that this is an expected and potentially appropriate 
criticism that unfortunately results from the limited time and scope allotted for a Master‟s 
thesis. However, I encourage anyone who is interested to feel free to inquire about the 
use of this comprehensive database and the results of this thesis as a baseline from which 
to expand and consider some of the research questions from a more 
individualistic/agency perspective, and I look forward to the results. 
 
Integration of State-Based Data 
In order to examine the research questions discussed above, I updated and 
standardized the USF database of archaeological sites that has been compiled for over 20 
years. The fact that the Chattahoochee traverses the boundaries of three states is part of 
the reason that the Alabama and Georgia data regarding sites in the valley had not been 
previously integrated into the USF database. Archaeological, geological, geographical, 
and biological systems research is often state-based. Therefore, the difficulty of 
integrating the data was increased due to distinct state-specific variations, as well as an 
expected lack of consistency and standardization from state to state. The variation of data 
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between states resulted from differences in the use of terminology and research strategies, 
as well as different types of recording, analysis, format, and publication of data. 
An interesting example of the confusion created is the expiration of an agreement 
between the states of Florida and Georgia in 2008. The agreement allowed for senior 
fishers from either state with certain types of legal fishing license to fish unabated on 
Lake Seminole, which straddles the Florida-Georgia border. However, after the 
agreement expired only certain areas could be fished unless additional fees were paid to 
the non-resident state, even though Lake Seminole is situated at the Chattahoochee-Flint 
confluence, through which the shared state boundaries run (Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission 2012; Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Wildlife 
Resources Division 2012). There is even a sign located in the middle of Lake Seminole 
that reads “GA fishing license required beyond this point.” These examples show how 
arbitrary boundaries, represented in these cases by state lines, often have no regard for the 
pre-existing boundaries (natural, cultural, or otherwise) that they intersect and how the 
comparison, evaluation, and examination of these otherwise seamless natural landscapes 
is unnecessarily complicated and influenced by these boundaries. 
Complications are worse when dealing with archaeological terms and artifact 
typologies, where the same specimen is identified differently depending on the state 
where the typologies were created (White 1981:602-605). The interpretation of 
archaeological sites can be muddied by the superimposition of archaeological data by 
modern boundaries and, as Verhagen et al. (1995:188) suggest, “we cannot explain the 
past by back-projecting the present.” 
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The comprehensive database that has resulted from this thesis has attempted to 
overcome these state biases by standardizing the previously unincorporated tabular and 
spatial data from the Alabama, Georgia, and Florida site files and integrating information 
from the numerous USF projects conducted in the region that were previously not 
incorporated into the existing database. This database is now the most comprehensive and 
current source of tabular and spatial archaeological data for the region, and will serve as a 
tool for future research. 
 
Public Archaeology 
This thesis serves the interest of public archeology in several ways. The results of 
this work have provided a new tool for the USF research program which has been 
working in this region for over two decades. In addition, the error checking conducted as 
part of this research allows for the updating of site file forms for dozens of sites in the 
valley and has increased the accuracy of information on file for many the resources 
currently on file with the site files of Florida, Georgia, and Alabama. Updates made 
within the database integrated data from academic and Cultural Resource Management 
(CRM) communities, as well as private collectors, and enhanced the quality of data 
available for both academic research and compliance archaeology. The comparison of 
site distributions with various levels of environmental data will also be of interest to 
modern geologists and ecologists who investigate the manner in which the environment 
impacts human behavior and can contribute a historical perspective to current issues 
regarding environmental change and human behavior. 
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CHAPTER II: ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
The boundaries of this study area were selected with both environmental and 
cultural factors in mind. They take into account the drainage basins (and sub-basins) that 
encompass all or portions of the drainage systems of the Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, 
Flint, and Chipola rivers. The uplands located to the north of the study area, above the 
fall line and the fall line hills in Georgia, exhibit very different environmental conditions 
and cultural manifestations. The boundaries also reflect known archaeological culture 
extents. The cultural landscape, especially in later prehistoric times, is much different 
even as close as 16 km upriver in the vicinity of the confluences of Bennett Mill Creek 
and Kolomoki Creek with the Chattahoochee River (located near Haleburg, Alabama, 
and Blakely, Georgia). The northern limits of the study area correspond with the 
northernmost extent of the Fort Walton cultural region within the valley (Du Vernay 
2011; Marrinan and White 2007). 
The study area for this research includes several distinct but related areas: the 
entire lower, middle, and upper Apalachicola River valley; the southernmost portion of 
the lower Chattahoochee; and the lower Flint. It also includes the Chipola River, which is 
a tributary of the Apalachicola River located entirely within Florida, as well as the barrier 
islands located to the south of the Apalachicola river delta (Figure 3). I examine regional 
differences in the distribution of archaeological sites within these distinctive areas.   
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Figure 3:  Location of Different Subareas within the Study Area 
(Adapted from Light et al. 1998:34, 2006:viii)  
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Apalachicola River Valley 
The Apalachicola River is located 80 km west of Tallahassee in the Florida 
panhandle. The river extends approximately 172 river km (107 river mi) from the 
confluence of the Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers (at the present-day Jim Woodruff Lock 
and Dam on Lake Seminole) at the Florida-Georgia border to the Gulf of Mexico (Light 
et al. 1998, 2006). The Apalachicola is an alluvial river containing large amounts of 
sediment, has a larger watershed than non-alluvial rivers, and experiences annual 
flooding (Clewell 1986). It is also the largest river in Florida in terms of flow and 
contains the most diverse species of fish and shellfish (Light et al. 1998; Livingston 
1983:8; Livingston and Kitchens 1984:26–27).  
The flow from the Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers today reaches the Lake 
Seminole reservoir at the Florida-Georgia line, providing a source of headwater to the 
Apalachicola (Torak and Painter 2006). This reservoir was started in 1950 with the 
construction of the Jim Woodruff Dam at the confluence of the Flint and Chattahoochee 
and finished in 1957 (Light et al. 1998:5, 2006:7). While its drainage primarily 
encompasses all or parts of six counties in northwest Florida (Jackson, Gadsden, Liberty, 
Calhoun, Gulf, and Franklin counties), the study area also extends ever so slightly (less 
than 6.5 km) into Bay and Washington counties. The lower Chattahoochee and Flint 
valley areas included in this study primarily encompass portions of three counties in 
southwest Georgia (Decatur, Early, and Seminole Counties) and portions of two counties 
in southeast Alabama (Henry and Houston). The study area also includes a small stretch 
(less than 3.2 km) of Geneva County in Alabama. 
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The study area is located within the Coastal Plain physiographic province (Figure 
4). This province can be divided into three separate and distinct regions including a low-
lying karstic region, a region of remnant hills and sand-hill ridges, and a flat low coastal 
region comprised of portions of five physiographic districts (Couch et al. 1996; Torak 
and Painter 2006:8).  
 
Lower Valley 
The lower valley extends approximately 68 river km (42 river mi) from the coast 
to the Chipola Cutoff–Wewahitchka area and features large several tributary lakes 
including the River Styx tributary lake system (Light et al. 1998:34:Plate 3, 2006:viii). 
The lower valley is swampy and located entirely within the Gulf Coastal Lowlands 
(Figure 4). The Gulf Coast Lowlands are located to the south of the Tifton Uplands and 
Tallahassee Hills Districts (Clark and Zisa 1976). Tidal influences are present in the 
lower 40 km upstream from the river‟s mouth and this district is made up of sandy 
lowlands created by waves and currents associated with the inundation of the area from 
Pleistocene ocean (Couch et al. 1996).  
Elevations in this area are the lowest of any within the three portions of the valley, 
generally lower than 15 m (Leitman et al. 1983). The floodplain is largest in the lower 
valley where the Apalachicola River moves south towards the Gulf, widening from 4.8 to 
8 km wide (Couch et al. 1996; Leitman et al. 1983). In the southernmost areas of the delta 
near the coast and bays like St. Joseph Bay, White (2005) suggests that ridge and swale 
topography affects site location. Sites are often found in areas of higher elevation on 
beach ridges near swales where prehistoric people may have gotten their fresh water. This 
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is also true for the barrier islands, which have formed around the river‟s mouth: from east 
to west, St. George and St. Vincent Islands, and St. Joseph Barrier Peninsula. 
Representative photographs of the lower valley are included in Figures 5 and 6. 
 
Middle Valley 
The middle valley extends approximately 56 river km (35 river mi) from the 
Chipola Cutoff–Wewahitchka area at river km 67.3 (river mi 41.8) to the Bristol–
Blountstown area at river km 124.7 (river mi 77.5) and also features large tributary lakes 
like Iamonia Lake and McDougal Lake (Light et al. 1998:Plate 2, 2006:viii). The middle 
valley is located within the northern portion of the Gulf Coastal Lowlands (Figure 4) and 
exhibits better drainage than the unique Torreya ravine pattern found predominately to 
the north. The floodplain within the middle valley is narrower than in the lower valley 
and wider than the upper valley, ranging from 3 to 5 km wide (Leitman et al. 1983). The 
path of the river exhibits large loops in the northern, more elevated portion of the middle 
valley along the Beacon Slope and forms smaller, tighter bends in the area of the Gulf 
Coastal Lowlands in the southern portion of the middle river valley (Leitman et al. 1983). 
Elevations within the middle valley extend up to 45 m near the Beacon Slope on the east 
side to less than 30 m in the northern portion of the Gulf Coastal Lowlands on the west 
and south (Leitman et al. 1983).  Representative photographs of the middle valley are 
included in Figures 7 and 8 . 
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Figure 4: Physiographic Districts within the Study Area 
(Adapted from Couch et al. 1996:5)  
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Figure 5:  Lower Apalachicola Valley 
(Photograph Courtesy of N. White) 
 
 
Figure 6:  Small Creek within the Lower Apalachicola Valley 
(Photograph Courtesy of N. White) 
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Figure 7: East Bank of the Apalachicola within the Middle Valley 
(Photograph Courtesy of N. White) 
 
 
Figure 8: Back Swamp located within the Middle Valley 
(Photograph Courtesy of N. White)  
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Upper Valley 
The upper valley extends approximately 47 river km (29 river mi) from the 
Bristol–Blountstown area at river km 124.7 (river mi 77.5) to the Jim Woodruff Dam on 
Lake Seminole at river km 171.1 (river mi 106.3) and contains many perennial and 
intermittent streams (Light et al. 1998:Plate 1, 2006:viii). These perennial streams are 
much rarer in the middle and lower valley (Light et al. 1998:8, 2006:36). On the west 
side of the upper valley are lower, gently rolling areas dotted with sinks, springs, and old 
stream meanders (Leitman et al. 1983). The path of the river is typically longer and 
straighter in the upper valley area with gentler bends. The width of the floodplain for this 
river portion ranges from 1.5 to 3 km wide (Leitman et al. 1983).  The east side of the 
upper river basin consists of relict „v-shape‟ Torreya Ravines containing seeping springs 
and rare faunal species found only within the ravines. The ravines also have steep bluffs 
on the east side of the river, which represent landforms that remained above water when 
the rest of the valley was below sea level. Representative photographs of the upper valley 
are included in Figures 9 and 10. 
The upper valley is located within the Marianna Lowlands, Tifton Uplands, and 
Tallahassee Hills districts (Figure 4). The Marianna Lowlands District is a karst plain 
drained largely by the Chipola River (Couch et al. 1996). The unusual combination of 
clay and limestone within this district makes it home to hardwood forests with species 
that are not found anywhere else throughout Florida (Whitney et al. 2004:98). The 
ravines located in younger sand hills are particularly favorable for many species as water 
is present year-round regardless of rainfall, unlike the ravines to the north which tend to 
dry up between rainfalls (Whitney et al. 2004:93).   
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Figure 9: West Bank of the Upper Apalachicola River 
(Photograph Courtesy of N. White) 
 
 
Figure 10: Blue Spring Located Along the Upper Apalachicola 
(Photograph Courtesy of N. White) 
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The Tifton Uplands, also currently referred to as the Tallahassee Hills in 
northwestern Florida and formerly the Altamaha Grit Region of Georgia (Hubbell 1956), 
are another example of differences in naming conventions based on state or jurisdictional 
boundaries that do not necessarily reflect physical differences between the two areas. 
Within these uplands, the borders of the Apalachicola valley on the east side are steep 
bluffs that exhibit an elevation ranging from approximately 100 m near the Florida-
Georgia state border and approximately 31 m near the Cody Scarp which borders the 
Gulf Coastal Lowlands (Clark and Zisa 1976). Yet, elevations reach as low as 15 m near 
the Apalachicola River (Campbell and Hoenstine 1982). Many of the streams traversing 
this contain water only during periods of heavy rain or sustained wet periods (Campbell 
and Hoenstine 1982). The clayey sands that form the highlands located within this district 
create greater runoff and prevent rainwater from being absorbed into the soil which 
results in heavy erosion and „torrents‟ of water being transported downstream to the gulf 
(Campbell and Hoenstine 1982:1). The geologic conditions of this district impact the 
movement of the Apalachicola River, which has slowly migrated east within the last 
several millennia (Campbell and Hoenstine 1982).  
 
Lower Chattahoochee River 
The Chattahoochee River begins as a cold water mountain stream originating in 
the Blue Ridge Province in northern Georgia and forms the boundary between the states 
of Alabama and Georgia as it flows south to its confluence with the Flint River (Couch 
et. al 1996). The George W. Andrews Dam is located within this portion of the study 
area, built in the early 1960s near the town of Columbia, but the flow of the river has not 
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been appreciably altered through this human modification (Couch et. al 1996:10). 
Currently, the flow of the Chattahoochee River is controlled by hydroelectric plants used 
for hydro power. However, most of the river tributaries are still free-flowing and located 
in forested and urban basins. 
The portion of the lower Chattahoochee within the study area is located within the 
northern portion of the Marianna Lowlands, as well as the Southern Red Hills and 
Dougherty Plain districts (Figure 4). The Southern Red Hills District is located within the 
northern portion of the study area in Alabama and contains areas that range dramatically 
in elevation from approximately 15 to 76 m (Couch et al 1996). The eastern portion of 
the district, which is located within the study area, exhibits rolling hill topography (Smith 
1917:128). The dark red soils located within this district are distinct from the lighter soils 
located to the north (Hubbell et al. 1956:8–9). 
The Dougherty Plain District contains portions of the lower Chattahoochee and 
the entirety of the portion of the lower Flint located within the study area. This district 
separates the Fall Line Hills and Tifton Uplands districts and is a gently rolling, level, 
lowland that slopes southwestward with an elevation ranging from approximately 23 m 
near Lake Seminole to 91 m in the northern extent where it meets the Fall Line Hills 
(Clark and Zisa 1976; Couch et al. 1996). This district contains sinkholes, many of which 
contain water year round, and are associated with the marshes and ponds making up the 
wet and ponded nature of the district (Couch et al. 1996; Mosner 2002). However, it 
contains few surface streams as the ground is so permeable (Hubbell 1956:11). 
Weathering processes within this region have removed the lime from exposed rock 
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outcrops and resulted in white and purple clay, as well as red and orange clay (Hubbell et 
al. 1956:10). 
 
Lower Flint River 
The Flint River is located entirely within the state of Georgia and flows from its 
headwaters near Atlanta to the Lake Seminole reservoir (Crews and Dowling 2002). The 
major tributaries of the Flint River are located north of the study area, and include 
Ichawaynochaway Creek, Chickasawhatchee Creek, Kinchafoonee Creek, Muckalee 
Creek and Spring Creek (Crews and Dowling 2002). There are two hydropower dams 
located along the Flint River. However, they are also located outside of the study area 
and do not significantly influence the flow of the river (Couch et. al 1996:15). 
The entire lower Flint is located within the Dougherty Plain district (Figure 4). 
This portion of the study area borders the „Pelham Escarpment‟ which  is a prominent 
feature that forms a regional boundary between the Tifton Uplands and the Dougherty 
Plain districts (Hicks et al. 1987) and separates the Flint River from the Ochlocknee and 
Withlacoochee Rivers which lie to the east of the study area (Torak and McDowell 
1996). 
 
Barrier Islands 
The chain of barrier islands forms the southernmost extent of the Gulf Coastal 
Lowlands (Figure 4) and was formed approximately 5,000 years ago (Livingston 1983). 
These islands enclose the Apalachicola bay and estuary, which forms the boundary 
between the fresh water from the Apalachicola and the salt water present in the Gulf 
(Livingston 1983). 
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Springs 
In addition to the fresh water and transportation provided by the rivers, streams 
and creeks within the study area, there are many large springs located within the Florida 
and Georgia portions, as well as a few within Alabama (Ferguson et al. 1947). At least 63 
springs are located within the Chipola River Basin alone (Barrios and Chelette 2004:3). 
Within Florida, the flow of water from natural springs is constant and relatively 
consistent (Ferguson et al. 1947), offering another readily available source of potable 
water that may have had a large influence on the human settlement patterns within the 
valley. Some springs form waterways deep enough that they can be traversed, and these 
waterways have played an important role during the development of the state of Florida 
serving as the “highways of the early settlers” (Ferguson et al. 1947:5). 
The Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, Chipola, and Flint Rivers all have springs 
along them located within different areas of the valley. Both the Flint and the Chipola 
River, the largest tributary of the Apalachicola on its west side, are spring-fed along their 
entire courses. Several springs, including perched waterways, feed into the lower 
Chattahoochee. The Apalachicola has a few extant springs, from Blue Springs in the 
upper valley to Porter‟s Bar Spring which is located right on the coast. 
A common misconception regarding springs is the idea that they are small 
amounts of water slowly seeping from underground. This is true for the many small 
steephead springs that emerge from the upper reaches of the Torreya Ravines formation 
in the lower Chattahoochee and upper and middle Apalachicola. But many other springs 
in this valley are larger and have levels of discharge similar to that of a river (Ferguson et 
al. 1947:6). The levels of water discharged by a spring undergo seasonal variation. 
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During periods of heavier rainfall, ground-water basins will fill, resulting in a greater 
amount of water flowing out of the spring, which gradually becomes less and less until 
the wet season returns (Ferguson et al. 1947:31). In some cases, springs and other sources 
of ground water actually provide the only significant source of water to streams during 
drier periods (Ferguson et al. 1947; Landers and Painter 2007). Groundwater 
contributions within the study area to streamflow are the highest during the winter and 
lower in the summer due to the higher rate of evaporation in the summer months (Mosner 
2002). 
The rate at which water flows from a spring is influenced by the altitude of the 
spring vent relative to the water table, and while Florida has a generally low surface 
elevation, it exhibits a reasonable amount of elevation change (Ferguson et al. 1947:11). 
The western and northern areas of Florida, near the borders of Alabama and Georgia, are 
areas in which spring flow would be generally higher. The hydraulic gradients are usually 
the steepest near streams, and become flatter as the distance from the stream increases 
(Mosner 2002). 
 
Fluctuating Sea Level 
Throughout the human past in the valley, both the sea level and ground water 
levels reached significantly higher and lower levels than at the present, and it is generally 
thought that these levels have fluctuated since the beginning of the Pleistocene (Clark et 
al. 1996:563; Donoghue 1993:200; Ferguson et al. 1947). In fact, during the past 100 
million years, the study area was intermittently under the ocean, which resulted in the 
deposit of layers of shell, coral, and other material that eventually formed the limestone 
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deposit on which the land sits (Donoghue 1992:303; Mohlenbrock 2007:44; Riggs 
1980:747). 
 According to most glaciologists, the maximum change in sea level since the 
Pleistocene is estimated to be +/- 90 m relative to the current sea level (Ferguson et al. 
1947:21). The effects of changing sea levels and shifting land surfaces resulting from 
diminished aquifers relative to archaeological site distribution have not been expressly 
studied in this region (Donoghue and White 1995). Due to the changes in sea level, it is 
more than likely that there are numerous sites of past human settlement located as deep as 
111 m below the mean modern sea level (Lazarus 1965:57). 
The most widely accepted sea-level curves in the Florida archaeological 
community are low resolution and depict the rise of sea level as relatively smooth. 
However, these low resolution models are beginning to be replaced as archaeologists are 
finding out that, many times, the archaeological data do not fit the curves (Walker et al. 
1995). Indeed, recent work on sea level has centered on geological and archaeological 
deposits on St. Vincent Island, within the study area. The concept of a higher-resolution, 
fluctuating-sea level model has been proposed before based on global data (see 
Fairbridge 1961, 1974, 1992 for examples). 
In addition, faunal material present at sites within the valley may offer insight into 
changes in salinity, or predator/prey relationships (Walker et al. 1994). For instance, large 
gastropod populations (i.e. conch) often increase during times when the oyster population 
is stressed. This can be due to high temperature or extended exposure to the elements due 
to the regression of the sea level (Walker et al. 1994). The presence or absence of mussels 
can also be informative as they are filter feeders and are dependent on clean and flowing 
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water (Crews and Dowling 2002). The large number and diverse types of shell midden 
sites in the project area offers possibilities to test some of these ideas. 
 
Fluvial Migration 
The geology of the study area was predominantly influenced by the formation of 
the Apalachicola Bay during the Neogene and Quaternary Periods (Donoghue 1992:293). 
At this time, the paleo-Apalachicola Delta was located near the Florida-Georgia border 
(Schmidt 1984:7–8). The current location of the Apalachicola River Delta is a 
continuation of the long-term southward growth into the gulf (Donoghue 1992:294). 
During the late Holocene, the majority of the river‟s sediment was deposited into the 
Apalachicola Bay and the original embayment has since been covered by the migration of 
the Apalachicola River Delta (Donoghue 1992:293, 1993:185; Schmidt 1984:68). The 
existence of paleochannels located to the south of the current location of the mouth of the 
Apalachicola River may be evidence of the eastward migration of the Apalachicola 
during the late Wisconsinan or early Holocene Period east to its current location 
(Donoghue 1992:302, 1993:185). 
The fact that both the Apalachicola and Flint rivers have developed terraces on 
their eastern banks, but not on the west, suggests a shift to the southeast (Donoghue 
1993:182). The low areas, swamp, marsh, and river deposits to the west of the 
Apalachicola are remnants of a past ridge systems that have been eroded over time 
(Campbell and Hoenstine 1982:4). The study of the comparative size of the modern river 
channel relative to the amount of flow and the size of the valley, as well as a study of the 
seismic profiles of paleochannels located in the Apalachicola Bay, suggest that the river 
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was much larger in the past and that it has migrated over time and was likely formerly 
within the channel currently occupied by the Chipola River (Donoghue 1993:189–191, 
196). Donoghue‟s research (1993:202) also suggests that, as the lower portion of the 
Apalachicola River shifted to the east in the early-to-mid Holocene, probably due to 
rising sea level, it still flowed through the area of Lake Wimico and the Jackson River 
until approximately 7,500 years ago, when the upper Apalachicola shifted and bent 
sharply eastward cutting off Lake Wimico and relegating the Jackson River into a relict 
channel (Donoghue 1993:203). 
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CHAPTER III: PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND RELEVANT WORK 
 
This chapter provides a brief summary of the history of early archaeological 
investigations within the valley in order to introduce the reader to the level and intensity 
of past work conducted within the study area. This is followed by an examination of the 
1996 study of prehistoric settlement patterns within the Apalachicola valley conducted by 
Simpson, and how the current thesis can build upon and improve his study. This section 
then provides a discussion of the results of the 1996 study and other relevant research 
conducted within the valley, and how they relate to and inform the research questions 
outlined in Chapter I. 
 
Early Work in the Valley 
The archaeological documentation of the lower Chattahoochee and Flint rivers 
began as far back as 1777, when naturalist William Bartram documented an abandoned 
Native American village he encountered during his journey through the Apalachicola and 
Chattahoochee valleys during the 1770s (Bartram  1955:309–317). Since this initial 
venture, a significant amount of archaeology has been conducted in the valley. The first 
survey work and archaeological excavation in the area was conducted in the early 1900s 
by C.B. Moore (1901, 1902, 1903, 1907, 1918).  
While Moore‟s methods of excavation were rudimentary by today‟s standards, his 
work was notable on two accounts. First, unlike many others, Moore published his 
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findings. These publications included descriptions of the excavation conducted as well as 
elaborate and detailed illustrations of the artifacts he uncovered. These drawings 
portrayed the intricate pottery, exotic materials, worked shell, and other interesting 
artifacts recovered from the mounds Moore excavated. Moore‟s work with northwest 
Florida mounds provided some of the first evidence in this region of the rich grave goods 
and complex mortuary ceremonialism associated with those who were undoubtedly 
important prehistoric individuals. 
By the early 1940s, Willey and Woodbury had completed the earliest summary of 
modern archaeology in northwest Florida. This work was expanded by Willey (1949) and 
compiled into a major synthesis of work on the Florida Gulf Coast. The main 
contribution of this synthesis was the implementation of a chronological framework for 
the region based on ceramic artifacts. This framework was established though the use of 
relative chronology and still holds up well today even though it was initially established 
without the benefits of radiocarbon dating, a technology that was still being developed by 
Willard Libby and his colleagues at the University of Chicago in the late 1940s. 
Multiple archaeological surveys of the Chattahoochee and Flint rivers, as well as 
the Jim Woodruff Reservoir/Lake Seminole, followed between the late 1940s and 1950s 
(Bullen 1950, 1958; Kelly 1950). However, little archaeological fieldwork occurred 
within the study area between the end of the 1950s and the 1970s. For example, 
archaeological surveys conducted by White (1981) and Belovich et al. (1982) of the 
Chattahoochee and Lake Seminole in the late 1970s and early 1980s was the first large-
scale archaeology conducted in the vicinity since the 1950s (White 1981:19). 
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The 1970s and 1980s saw additional archaeological work within the valley as 
numerous universities and institutions conducted surveys of varying scopes throughout 
the valley and identified numerous archaeological sites. Surveys and excavations 
conducted by Florida State University (Percy 1972), Case Western Reserve University 
(White 1982), and the Cleveland Museum of Natural History (Brose et al. 1976) focused 
on identifying and locating sites with the upper and middle portions of the valley as well 
as conducting subsurface testing at Woodland and Mississippian sites resulting in 
synthesis of Weeden Island and Fort Walton settlement patterns and social systems (i.e. 
Brose and Percy 1974, 1978; Percy and Brose 1974). 
Yet, while the 1970s resulted in a sizeable amount of survey work within other 
portions of the study area, the lower valley was largely neglected until the 1980s when 
USF began a field program in the area (Henefield and White 1986). This work resulted in 
the identification of numerous sites along the meander banks of the river and in areas of 
higher elevation surrounding wetlands, and identified shell mounds both along 
Apalachicola Bay shore and located deep in the swamps and estuaries of the 
Apalachicola River (White 1994).  
 
Simpson’s Study of Prehistoric Settlement Patterns  
This thesis is based upon the fact that the study area has varied and distinct 
environmental characteristics that almost certainly impacted past human behavior and site 
distribution. Looking to explore the effects of these environmental variables on site 
distribution, the USF Department of Anthropology created a database of archaeological 
sites within the Florida portion of the Apalachicola River valley in the mid-1990s.   
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Not due to a lack of interest or ambition, but a lack of available digitized data at 
the time, Simpson (1996) conducted a limited exploration of the effects of surface 
hydrology (i.e. rivers and streams) relative to site distribution using the GIS tools then 
available. He initially hoped to also explore the potential influence of elevation, 
vegetation, and soils on site location but unfortunately, in the early 1990s, this 
information was not readily available or required too much coding and reformatting to be 
usable in a digitized format. 
It is particularly hard to represent vegetation digitally, especially due to the fuzzy 
boundaries between differing ecological realms, not to mention the significant amount of 
change that has occurred over the past 12,000 years. While elevation and soils data are 
also subject to change throughout the course of 12,000 years, they are more resistant than 
vegetation to shifting environmental settings. Elevation data are now much more 
accurately represented in digital format and readily available in the form of National 
Elevation Datasets (NED) and Digital Elevation Models (DEM). Soil survey data for the 
valley are also now available through the Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database, 
which is obtainable through the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). At the time of Simpson‟s study, digital 
elevation models were still not readily accessible and there were no USDA soil survey 
manuals for multiple counties within the Florida portion of the valley. 
The 1996 study was also only able to obtain digital data for Florida, limiting the 
scope of evaluation and interpretation in several ways. The valley system is a 
comprehensive whole, and confining the analysis to the Apalachicola valley and west 
side of the lower Chattahoochee, while excluding the Georgia and Alabama portions of 
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the lower Chattahoochee and Flint River areas, artificially removes critical portions of the 
valley. For example, this kind of imposed arbitrary boundary results in the exclusion of 
the entire east bank of the Chattahoochee River from Simpson‟s analysis of the valley, as 
only the west bank of the Chattahoochee is located in Florida. 
Despite this shortcoming, the 1996 study still laid the ground work for the current 
USF database as it explored environmental variables in the Apalachicola River Delta 
region through the systematic organization, classification, and updating of existing 
available data as well as the subsequent digitization of site locations using Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. Simpson‟s study focused on the investigation 
of available site data through cultural affiliations and artifact types, resulting in the 
creation of 18 site location maps for the different time periods represented within the 
valley (Table 1), finer temporal divisions of material representations of these periods (i.e. 
early vs. late Weeden Island sites), and indeterminate site groupings (i.e. „indeterminate 
lithic sites‟). My thesis research has updated the mapping of site settlement patterns and 
provides an analysis of this patterning and its relation to several longstanding research 
questions which are discussed later in this chapter. 
This thesis documents shifts in settlement patterns by time period using a wealth 
of new data, including all the research in the region conducted by USF over the last few 
decades and the data contained within the Florida, Alabama, and Georgia site files. In 
doing so, I address the theoretical interpretations of past and recent work conducted 
within the valley by addressing not only environmental factors, but also social and 
economic systems that may have been at work among prehistoric and protohistoric native 
groups.  
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Table 1. Time Periods and Associated Diagnostics within the Study Area 
Period Date Range 
Examples of 
Diagnostics 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Paleoindian ca. 12,000–7,500 B.C. Clovis, Suwanee Points Paleo 
Early Archaic ca.7,500–5,000 B.C.  Bolen Beveled Points EArch 
Middle Archaic ca. 5,000–3,000 B.C. Diverse projectile 
points 
MArch 
Late Archaic ca. 3,000–1,000 B.C Fiber-tempered 
ceramics 
LArch 
Early 
Woodland 
ca. 1,000 B.C.–A.D. 200 Deptford, early Swift 
Creek ceramics 
EWdlnd 
Middle 
Woodland 
ca. A.D. 200–700 Swift Creek, early 
Weeden Island 
ceramics 
MWdlnd 
Late Woodland ca. A.D. 700–950 late Weeden Island 
ceramics 
LWdlnd 
Mississippian ca. A.D. 950–1650? Fort Walton ceramics Miss 
ca. A.D. 1650–1750? Lamar ceramics Miss 
Lower Creek/ 
Seminole 
ca. A.D. 1750?–1850 Chattahoochee Brushed 
ceramics 
LCr/Sem 
 
Springs, Chert Outcrops, and the Paleoindian Period (ca. 12,000+–7,500 B.C.) 
Pleistocene subsistence and other lifeways are mostly unknown, but an abundance 
of megafaunal fossils have been recovered from the valley, especially by divers in the 
rivers. Within the Florida portion of the valley, settlement during the Paleoindian period 
occurs largely in the karstic area within the western portion of the study area, in the upper 
Chipola basin. Previous work shows little or no Paleoindian settlement known in the 
lower Apalachicola valley, the coast, or barrier islands. Some Paleoindian sites have 
however been noted on the lower Chattahoochee. As discussed in Chapter II, it is 
possible that the main channel of the whole river valley may have flowed in the Chipola‟s 
valley during the Pleistocene, only to be shifted by stream capture or some fluvial 
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processes after that time. If this is the case, the alluviation and stream capture occurring 
since that time may account for this pattern of Paleoindian settlement. 
A recent study (Tyler 2008) suggests there are two distinct clusters of Paleoindian 
sites within the valley; a larger concentration of sites located along the Chipola, and a 
much smaller concentration along the Apalachicola. Past studies (Dunbar et al. 1991; 
Faught 2002, 2004; Faught and Donoghue 1997) have noted that Paleoindian sites are 
typically located near rivers, springs, estuarine river mouths, and lithic sources. Tyler 
(2008) attributes the frequency of springs along the Chipola, and the availability of 
natural chert in outcrops along the Chipola in Jackson and upper Calhoun counties, as a 
major influence on the higher concentration of sites. The past study suggested that a lack 
of springs in the vicinity of the sites around the Apalachicola indicated that other factors, 
such as the availability of chert sources, may have influenced the smaller concentration 
along the Apalachicola. While this may be the case, the current research conducted for 
this thesis indicates that there are in fact numerous springs located along the Apalachicola 
River, south of Lake Seminole, particularly in the vicinity of the second Paleoindian 
cluster. Therefore, the smaller location along the Apalachicola may be associated with the 
lack of locally available chert. 
Several other factors may influence this site distribution. There are significant 
differences between the two rivers as the Chipola is smaller, shallower, and narrower 
than the Apalachicola. Also, as the 2008 study notes, the Chipola cuts deep into the 
bedrock and is connected to numerous springs and sinks, and times of low water level 
during the late Pleistocene, the river may have alternately consisted of flowing water and 
an intermittent series of springs and sinkholes. The fresh water offered by the river and 
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intermittent springs, coupled with the numerous chert outcroppings located along the 
Chipola, would have offered an abundance of resources.  
 
Interior Uplands, Proximity to Water, and the Archaic Period (ca. 7,500–1,000 B.C.) 
Simpson (1996) suggests that the GIS mapping of the valley resulting from his 
1996 study illustrates that settlement patterns within the valley during the Early Archaic 
(ca. 7,500–5,000 B.C.) appear similar to those of earlier Paleoindian sites along the 
Chipola, but that there is also evidence for the spread of sites to the lower Chattahoochee 
and main channel of the Apalachicola by the Early Archaic. Presumably, the adaptation is 
to early Holocene landscapes, but little is known beyond diagnostic points and site 
locations (Bullen 1958). It is believed that, due to sea level fluctuation, the coastal region 
of the valley was very dry during this time period, with few sources of fresh water.  
Middle Archaic (ca. 5,000–3,000 B.C.) sites are rare within the valley, and like 
the Early Archaic sites, they are often similarly represented by isolated finds or low-
density scatters. However, Middle Archaic points are found along the main river 
channels, not just the Chipola. Due to the lack of known sites and materials, this time 
period is conceivably the least well known within the valley. There are very few sites 
from this time period contained within the database.  
Sites from the Late Archaic (ca. 3000–1000 B.C.) period were originally believed 
to be predominately located in coastal wetland areas (Milanich and Fairbanks 1980) or in 
the interior uplands. However, this was partially due to survey bias along the coast where 
development is much more common, and to the alluvial nature of the valley burying sites 
in soils deeper than conventional testing reaches. However, in 1985, White called for a 
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re-examination of the view that site distribution was concentrated in the interior uplands 
due to the presence of numerous sites from this period that are found concentrated along 
river drainages, wet prairies, sinkholes, and lakes (Tesar 1980).  Further research has 
shown that Late Archaic sites tend to cluster along the Apalachicola and Chipola rivers, 
as well as the Flint River and the barrier islands (White 2003a). Past analysis has shown 
coastal sites and sites in low estuarine and swampy areas are typically shell middens, 
while sites on higher ground near small creeks are not. There is a disparity between the 
amounts of saltwater and freshwater species at estuarine sites, with those located to the 
west of the current river containing more freshwater species than those located to the east 
of the Apalachicola River delta (White 2003a). The explanation for this may be that, as 
sea level rose after the end of the Pleistocene, it pushed the river mouth eastward and 
brought more fresh water later in time. My thesis examines the locations of Early Archaic 
sites relative to interior and coastal locations within the valley to evaluate the identified 
evidence for or against these hypotheses.  
 
Site Distribution in the Woodland Period (ca. 1,000 B.C.–A.D. 950) 
The 1996 GIS study illustrated that, by the Early Woodland Period (ca. 1,000 
B.C.–A.D. 200), sites with Deptford pottery appear to cluster along the Apalachicola and 
Chipola rivers, with the exception of the middle portion of the Chipola River. This study 
also suggests that sites with early Swift Creek pottery tend to cluster along the upper 
portion of the Apalachicola River, with fewer on the coast (c.f. Ward 1989). This 
distribution contrasts with the model suggesting Deptford was a coastal adaptation 
(Milanich and Fairbanks 1980). Though the Early Woodland was the time of the 
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beginning of burial mound construction and even some small-scale food production in the 
eastern U.S., few mounds of this age are known in the valley, and there is no evidence of 
domesticated plants. This thesis uses the data compiled since the 1996 study to explore 
the differentiation of sites with Deptford and early Swift Creek pottery. 
The Middle Woodland (ca. A.D. 200–700) in the eastern US is marked by a shift 
to early food production and horticulture but so far no evidence of this is known in the 
valley. Burial mounds from this time are abundant and contain exotic materials. 
Diagnostic artifacts of the Middle Woodland include Swift Creek and early Weeden 
Island ceramics and non-local materials like copper, mica, and steatite, representing a far-
reaching network of trade or other exchange. Settlement patterns during this period 
exhibit a more complete coverage of the valley, with the heaviest areas of settlement 
along the Chattahoochee and upper Apalachicola rivers, as well as along the coast. 
Numerous models exist regarding settlement patterns of this time period in different parts 
of the U.S. A recent study (Frashuer 2006) focused on Middle Woodland mounds in the 
valley places importance on distance to major trade routes (i.e. the banks or tributaries of 
major rivers) citing the greater quantity of grave goods and exotics within the burial 
mounds on these routes, as opposed to those located farther away. In addition, this study 
suggests that the proximity of sites to sources of raw materials that could be used for 
exchange with groups to the north was also of great importance, as these materials led to 
an increase in wealth and prestige which prompted the sites to grow in response to the 
demand for these goods that ultimately followed. 
The Late Woodland (ca. A.D. 700–950) saw an increase in population sizes and 
intensified cultivation practices, which were presumably instrumental in the shift towards 
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more complex social structures (Brose and Percy 1978:105; Brose 1984). The 1996 GIS 
study noted that sites with Middle Woodland early Weeden Island pottery were mostly on 
secondary streams on the east side of the river in the middle valley, while Late Woodland 
late Weeden Island sites were located mostly along the main river system. This may be 
representative of the conducive nature of alluvial soils to early farming. My research 
compares the locations of Late Woodland sites to different classes of water sources. 
While the distribution within the valley is limited (Austin 2003:15-16), instances 
of Tallahatta “quartzite” sandstone artifacts have been noted in southern Alabama and 
northwestern Florida during the Woodland Period (White 1985). It has previously been 
suggested that the influx of Tallahatta quartzite during this time period may suggest 
interaction between groups in the valley and groups from the interior area of Mississippi 
and southwest Alabama in the Tallahatta Hills, where outcrops of this material resource 
are located (Austin 2000:13; White 1985). Formerly called buhrstone in the geological 
literature, the quartzite portion of this material‟s name is misleading as it is actually a 
sandstone consisting of cemented quartz sand, sandstone, and silica (Brown 2009:4; 
Austin 2003:13). Using the updated database, this thesis revisits the distribution of known 
instances of Tallahatta quartzite within the valley to see if any more sites with Tallahatta 
quartzite have been identified since 2003, and examines how the distribution of this 
distinctive raw material varies spatially and temporally. 
 
Site Type, Lamar Ceramics, and the Mississippian Period (ca. A.D. 950–1750?) 
Site distribution within the valley during the Fort Walton (ca. A.D. 950–1650?) 
period can be described as a system of inland mound-village centers exhibiting maize 
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agriculture and coastal shell midden sites exhibiting local resource procurement (i.e. 
hunting, fishing, gathering) along the coast (Marrinan and White 2007). This thesis builds 
upon the current research regarding the comparison of coastal shell midden and interior 
mound and habitation sites during this period. Simpson‟s (1996) analysis showed linear 
clusters of sites along the upper Apalachicola and lower Chattahoochee rivers, with a few 
shell middens on the coast and estuarine wetlands. Previous examinations of shell 
middens within Franklin County, and the zooarchaeological materials present with them, 
provide evidence of an increased use of freshwater environments between Late Archaic 
and Fort Walton times (White 2003b).  
Current research is also examining the place of Lamar (ca. A.D. 1650–1750?) 
ceramics relative to the late Fort Walton period. Some have interpreted the presence of 
Lamar pottery as an indicator of increasing interaction with ancestors of the Creeks to the 
north (Du Vernay 2011; Marrinan and White 2007). Creek and Seminole Indian sites also 
cluster in a few locations along the upper Apalachicola where Georgia and Alabama 
Indians migrated downriver into the valley after the original inhabitants were gone, and 
interacted with British colonists, American settlers, and the military. The updated 
database includes several newly recorded instances of Lamar within the valley and 
examines the presence and absence of Lamar pottery at Fort Walton sites located within 
the Alabama and Georgia portions of the study area. 
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CHAPTER IV: METHODS 
 
While archaeologists have been using hand-drawn maps and hardcopy databases 
throughout the history of the discipline, and while some of them would seemingly prefer 
to stick with this system, current data sets are simply often too large to manage in this 
fashion and the analyses are too time-consuming to perform by hand (Wescott 2001). The 
use of GIS technology allows for the integration of many different types of data and 
enables the user to see complex relationships that may not otherwise be readily apparent 
to the naked eye. This kind of study also helps to eliminate some of the subjectivity 
inherent in the analysis of maps that results from individual interpretation and the 
tendency to see patterns where we think patterns should exist (Hodder and Orton 
1976:241). 
The temporal and spatial characteristics inherent in archaeological datasets make 
them well-suited for management and analysis using GIS and increasingly, the 
availability and accessibility of GIS technology has made it easier for archaeologists to 
integrate and analyze multiple layers of information at once (Evans 2006; Lock 2006; 
Wheatley and Gillings 2002; Wescott 2001). This ability of GIS to integrate and analyze 
data at a variety of scales is considered to be its greatest impact on the archaeological 
community (Evans 2006; Frachetti 2006; Lock 2003; Boaz and Uleberg 1995:249). 
The spatial component of GIS is what gives it an edge over the use of other types 
of systems used for database management (Kvamme 1990:281). The basic premise of 
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archaeological predictive modeling is that the spatial distribution of cultural material, 
represented physically as archaeological sites, is the direct result of human choices or 
activities that are influenced by or constrained by environmental and other conditions 
(Duncan and Beckman 2001; Warren and Asch 2001; Warren 1990). Investigations of 
site distribution provide archaeologists with patterns of prehistoric settlement, as well as 
information regarding possible environmental correlates of site location (Warren and 
Asch 2001:8). 
The use of GIS has reached a point where many non-specialists can implement 
the tools provided by user-friendly software to engage with and solve real archaeological 
problems (Conolly and Lake 2006). GIS can quickly process large amounts of different 
types of locational data stored in different map layers, resulting in the development of 
detailed, complex, and effective models of archaeological site distribution (Duncan and 
Beckman 2001:34; Gaffney and Stančič 1991:29; Hodder and Orton 1976:233). 
However, Daly and Evans (2006:3) caution that even though most individuals are 
inundated with computer usage in their everyday lives, it does not mean that they 
automatically know how best to use them and the tools they provide to their advantage. It 
is up to the user to manage these tools and data correctly. 
 
Existing Databases and GIS Data 
The first step toward completing this thesis research was obtaining the most up-
to-date versions of the USF, Florida Master Site File, Alabama State Site File, and 
Georgia Archaeological Site File databases to ensure the most current data were being 
used for this study. As expected, each of these databases was significantly different in 
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terms of the types of information they contained, and the manner in which the 
information was stored. A brief discussion of the differences and similarities between the 
between the types of information stored within each of the four databases follows. 
 
USF Database 
The USF database consists of one Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet containing 
information regarding site number and name, USGS quadrangle map name, Township, 
Range, Section, UTM easting, UTM northing, type of site and density of cultural 
materials, archaeological cultures and names, lithic artifact types, ceramic artifact types, 
other artifact (and ecofact) types, USDA soil complex and soil series, site integrity (how 
much left undamaged), cultural significance, and important references (White 2009). 
Much of the information in this database is coded and has an accompanying WordPerfect 
guide to explain the meaning of many of the values for each field. Spatial information 
within this database was limited to the „UTM‟ attribute that contained UTM coordinates. 
While no indication of the associated datum or coordinate system was indicated in the 
guide, the coordinates are stored using the North American Datum of 1927 [NAD27]), 
and were used to project the locations of archaeological sites using ESRI ArcMap™ 10.0. 
 
Florida Master Site File 
The Florida Master Site File data were provided courtesy of Vincent „Chip‟ 
Birdsong, Supervisor/Database Administrator and Celeste Ivory, Assistant Supervisor of 
the Florida Master Site File, Division of Historical Resources, Tallahassee. The data 
consist of a Microsoft® Access table and corresponding GIS Shapefiles which are 
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updated every three months. The Access table contains information regarding site number 
and possible multiple listings, site name, land ownership, whether or not the site is on 
publicly owned land, USGS Quadrangle map name, nearest city within three miles, 
township, range, section, general location, UTM zone, UTM Easting, UTM Northing, six 
fields for site type, eight fields for cultural affiliation, surveyor evaluation of sites 
eligibility for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (National Register), 
additional site names, recorder site identification number, field date, recorder name, 
associated survey number, date of National Register listing, State Historic Preservation 
Office‟s evaluation of sites‟ eligibility for listing in the National Register, closest water 
type, distance to closest water type, soil association, and soil series. 
The corresponding GIS files are polygonal shapefiles that contain digitized 
versions of each archaeological site based on locations provided by the recorder on a 
USGS map when a site file form is initially turned in or updated. These shapefiles contain 
a smaller subset of the information contained within the Access table (site name, site 
identification number, site type[s], cultural affiliation[s], survey number, surveyor‟s 
evaluation, National Register listing data, and SHPO evaluation) as well as two additional 
fields that describe whether the site boundaries are actual or estimated, and a field 
indicating whether or not there are potential or confirmed human remains at the site.  
 
Alabama State Site File 
Since it was first created in 1931, the Alabama State Site File has been managed 
and curated by research archaeologists at the University of Alabama (Futato 1995:6). The 
Alabama State Site File data were provided by Eugene Futato, Senior Archaeologist/ 
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Deputy Director, and Sam Mizelle, Cultural Resources Investigator/IT Manager, for the 
Office of Archaeological Research through the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa. The 
Alabama site file data is stored and maintained using database management software 
(dBase) and is accompanied by corresponding GIS point shapefiles.  
The Alabama State Site File was kind enough to clip the GIS data to include only 
sites located within the thesis study area prior to transmittal. These data consist of GIS 
point shapefiles and two accompanying .dbf files (the .dbf file extension is a file type that 
is typically associated with databases and can usually be opened using Microsoft® Excel 
or Microsoft® Access). Within the GIS shapefiles from Alabama, the location of 
archaeological sites is represented by points generated from the UTM coordinates 
provided when the sites are initially recorded or updated.  
The .dbf file associated with the point shapefile contains similar kinds of 
information to those of the USF and Florida Master Site File databases, although it is 
stored in its own unique way. Information stored in the Alabama State Site File database 
includes site number, site name, county, date of submittal, date of revision, degree of 
disturbance, whether or not the site is destroyed, whether the site is located at a 
confluence, direction to nearest water, distance to nearest water, nearest water source, 
drainage basin, UTM zone, UTM easting, UTM northing, elevation, level of excavation, 
ground cover, survey intensity, absence or presence of looting or vandalism, the major 
and minor axis of the site, the maximum depth of the deposit, National Register 
eligibility, percentage of site destroyed, physiographic region, impacts to preservation, 
Township, Range, Section, site recorder, private or academic recorder, soil type, soil 
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texture, date of soil information, survey sponsor, sponsor type, USGS quadrangle map 
name, and topography. 
The associated „Characteristics.dbf‟ and „Components.dbf‟ tables provided by the 
Alabama site file can be joined to the larger site data table using site identification 
number. The „Characteristics.dbf‟ file contains the site identification number, site type 
(i.e. shell midden, artifact scatter, mound, etc.), and the date the entry was last updated. 
The components file contains the site identification number, whether the site is 
„aboriginal‟ or „historic‟, cultural affiliation (period, phase, stage) and the date the entry 
was last updated. The Alabama State Site File data are updated as new surveys and site 
files forms arrive, and there is currently a backlog of surveys to be entered. 
 
Georgia Archaeological Site File 
The site file data from Georgia consist of a Microsoft® Access database with 
eight tables that can all be linked or queried by site number.
1
 Georgia Archaeological Site 
File data were provided by Mark Williams, Director of the Archaeological Site File at the 
University of Georgia. Within the Access database, the „Sites‟ table consists primarily of 
location information and includes the field identification number, site name, county 
Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) code, county name, location accuracy, 
northing, easting, and coordinate system information. The locations of these sites were 
imported into GIS using the associated UTM coordinates and coordinate system stored in 
the „Sites‟ table. All sites with available UTM coordinates were stored within the table 
                                                 
1
 Since this work was conducted, many of the site locations on file with the Georgia Archaeological Site 
File have been digitized and are available through the Georgia‟s Natural, Archaeological, and Historic 
Resources GIS website (www.gnahrgis.org) that was compiled by Department of Natural Resources, 
Georgia‟s State Historic Preservation Office, and the Georgia site file. 
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using the North American Datum of 1927 [NAD27] coordinate system. For sites that did 
not have associated UTM coordinates in the database, site files were pulled and UTM 
coordinates were recorded manually using USGS Quadrangle maps. 
Each of the remaining tables stores the data so that multiple entries can be stored 
for each site without having additional columns. The property field contains the category 
of interest (i.e. site type), while a value field contains the actual site type (i.e. prehistoric 
lithic scatter). The „Information‟ table includes current vegetation, preservation prospects, 
public status, register status, site significance, topography, and user comments. The 
„Additional Information‟ table contains information regarding buildings, disturbance, 
elevation, features, investigation status, investigation type, length, width, orientation, 
ownership, owner name, owner address, midden presence, nature of deposit, and USGS 
quadrangle map code. The „Record Investigation‟ table includes the investigation date, 
artifact collected, location of the collection, location of the documentation, report title, 
other associated reports, supervisor, affiliation, address, and whether or not it was a 
private collection. The „Cultural Affinity‟ table contains information regarding period 
and phase/artifact type. The „Form Preparation‟ table contains information regarding the 
date of the site form and institution that filled it out; the „Types‟ table contains site types, 
and the „Preservation State‟ table contains information related to the state of preservation 
and threats to the site. 
 
The Limitations of Site File Data 
It is important to address the limitations and inherent issues that arise when 
working with site file data. First and foremost, site file data are based on the information 
provided by the site recorder. Data have been recorded, collected, and interpreted in a 
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variety of ways based on the individual or individuals who conducted the survey 
(Massagrande 1995:56). While this problem may not be able to be resolved entirely, it 
can be addressed through the standardization and classification of sites (Massagrande 
1995:59). While attempts to standardize this information have been put in place, often the 
accuracy and quality of the information included on the site file forms is relative to the 
level of experience of the recorder. In addition, there is nothing that requires a recorder to 
fill out the entire site file form. Often, researchers must return to the initial survey report 
or field notes to ascertain information that was previously left off of the site file forms 
and corresponding databases or to correct information that was inaccurately determined 
when the survey report or site files were initially completed. 
A second limitation of the site file data is that survey coverage within the three 
states is far from uniform. The spatial distribution of archaeological data is often 
inherently biased due to the way many of data are collected and the varying levels of 
documentation associated can create a biased sample of site distributions (Duncan and 
Beckman 2001). As with most spatial investigations of archaeological site distribution, it 
is necessary to address the partial and uneven nature of archaeological data (Baena et al. 
1995:102). 
Within the study area, like in much of the United States, most of the survey work 
is conducted as a result of CRM projects that preclude the use of more intensive survey 
strategies and levels of analysis due to the time and funding restrictions. There are also 
numerous surveys conducted by academic researchers, who may or may not employ more 
stringent methods and survey strategies in their own right. In addition, their projects tend 
to be clustered in areas containing universities, research centers, or zones of particular 
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interest to the researcher (Massagrande 1995:61). However, as Nance suggests, “noting 
that archaeologists most often achieve only partial coverage of populations is merely an 
acknowledgement of the fact that we work within the constraints of physical and 
economic realities” (1990:138). Fortunately, within the study area, White and other 
researchers from the USF Department of Anthropology have been conducting research 
for well over 30 years, mostly for research projects unrelated to CRM concerns. 
There is also no standardized manner in which site locations are managed in GIS 
among states and municipalities. The USF database, Alabama State Site File, and 
Georgia Archaeological Site File store the locations of sites solely as point shapefiles 
based on UTM coordinates while the Florida Master Site File stores the locations of sites 
as both polygon shapefiles based on sketches provided when sites‟ data are submitted and 
corresponding point shapefiles that have been created in GIS using the centroids of the 
polygon shapefiles. While some level of descriptive information regarding the boundaries 
of the sites (i.e. acreage, orientation, length, width, etc.) is sometimes available, it is often 
missing for the majority of sites, and is not a very accurate reflection of the actual 
boundaries or shape of any given archaeological site as many are estimated in the field 
based on surface collection. 
Another issue regarding the use of site file data is the lack of specificity or 
inaccuracy regarding time periods or cultural affiliations (Thompson and Turck 2009; 
Duncan and Beckman 2001). Many archaeological archives are incomplete or are laden 
with inaccuracy and the problem of how to display this error and uncertainty is a major 
one that needs to be addressed (Miller 1995:320). For the majority of sites, no actual 
radiocarbon date has been obtained but rather the time period has been interpreted based 
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on diagnostic ceramic types or lithic points (Thompson and Turck 2009:260). Copies of 
site file forms and cultural resource survey reports were consulted for Florida and 
Alabama, as the standardization of the database revealed many cases of incorrectly coded 
sites relative to the assemblages described on the site forms and surveys themselves. It 
was shocking to see how many professional archaeologists determined sites to be Archaic 
based on artifact assemblages consisting of one or more lithic waste flakes and no 
diagnostics. 
As an example of this type of issue, I reviewed a typical survey report and 
associated site file forms for the Cultural Resource Assessment Survey of the Legacy 
Chipola Development Tract, Jackson County, Florida (Johnson 2007), on the upper 
Apalachicola. While there were several issues regarding the six previously unrecorded 
sites documented during this survey, the discrepancies and inaccuracies possible are 
exemplified by the case of 8Ja1829. The report describes 8Ja1829 as an Archaic, low 
density artifact scatter. However, the discussion of the materials recovered from this site 
notes that it contained only 14 non-diagnostic tertiary lithic flakes, and the author 
tentatively stated that the site may have represented a preceramic Archaic occupation 
(2007:46). Based on the information provided, the site is more accurately described as an 
indeterminate lithic scatter that could be from any aboriginal time period, preceramic or 
simply non-ceramic. The tentative nature of the initial site interpretation was left off of 
the site file form when this site was first recorded, and therefore, not carried over to the 
corresponding database, where it was erroneously classified.  
Due to these types of errors, a review of a large number of additional survey 
reports and site file forms was necessary to increase the accuracy of site characterization 
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within the research area. In the event that the surveys were not available to read at the 
USF lab, or downloadable from the FMSFweb website, the Florida Site File was gracious 
enough to scan many of the surveys that I needed to conduct the thorough and extensive 
review of sites within the study area. While reports were not as easily obtainable for 
Alabama, the Alabama site file staff was also very accommodating and provided scans of 
several reports. Data for sites and survey reports from Georgia were the hardest to obtain 
as the Georgia Site File does not have as extensive of a collection of digitized resources. 
Despite these problems, there are positive aspects surrounding the use of site file 
data that are attractive for use in regional studies. Archaeological site file data are an 
important resource and in many cases are often the only records detailing the location, 
components, and integrity of sites within a given area and are capable of providing 
important insights about where past populations lived and where unrecorded sites may be 
found (Anderson and Horak 1995:3; Robinson 2000:89). As summarized by Lewis 
(2000:525), site file data are often readily available, provide information on areas larger 
than even the most large-scale field surveys, and are usually the most comprehensive 
record of archaeological sites available. Even with the limitations described, analyses 
using site file data can still provide general answers to regional questions that can serve 
as baseline interpretations to be independently tested by future field surveys (Thompson 
and Turck 2009; Lewis 2000).  
Therefore, despite some of the negatives that are associated with the use of site 
file data, they are obviously useful for identifying general temporal trends in settlement 
patterns at a regional level, as long as these shortcomings are discussed (Pluckhahn and 
McKivergan 2002:150). This idea is eloquently expressed by King (1999:113-114) who 
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suggests that “it is more productive to use a model that assumes general contemporaneity 
of sites dating to the same phase, rather than to abandon all hope of using patterns in 
settlement data to construct explanations of social change.” 
 
Database Synthesis 
While updating the USF database does not address all of the limitations of site file 
data, it increases the accuracy of data included in the USF database, which is already 
exceedingly more accurate as it is maintained by individuals who have participated in 
many of the surveys conducted within the region, and by those with an intimate 
knowledge of the sites and artifacts contained within these survey reports. As so many of 
these records and site materials from surveys within the valley are stored in the USF 
archaeology lab (for easily over 1,000 sites), it was easier to achieve the desired level of 
accuracy.  
 
Data Processing 
Database processing began by starting with the USF database as the template and 
then importing the site locations from the remaining three databases into GIS using the 
associated UTM coordinates and point data to determine which of these new sites were 
located within the study area. In order to maintain consistency within the existing 
database, and not cause further confusion, all sites already in the database were 
standardized and checked for accuracy. The review of these of records included archival 
research, resolving the existence of duplicate entries or entries that were not actually sites 
at all, and resolving conflicting and contradictory entries.  
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I initially thought that a complete overhaul to the design of the USF database 
would be necessary to make it more accessible and user-friendly. However, when used 
with the accompanying sorting guide (White 2009) and list of standard abbreviations, 
both of which were revised in consultation with my advisor, the initial scheme for coding 
information within the database proved to be much better than anticipated. Still, a good 
deal of editing was necessary to ensure consistency within the coding and abbreviations 
used to represent the information within the database. The lack of consistency within the 
USF database was likely caused by the lack of many standard terms within the sorting 
guide and list of associated abbreviations, and may have been compounded by the sheer 
number of students and individuals who helped to add and maintain the data. Therefore, 
in consultation with my advisor, these guides were updated and revised to ensure that 
selecting the proper coding for future entries into the database would go much smoother 
and be more self-explanatory in the future.  
While this may sound like a simple process, in truth it was a lengthy, tedious, 
arduous, and complex process confounded by the many different levels of recorded 
information for sites within the various site files as well as the inconsistencies within the 
databases themselves. While updating the current USF database and integrating the 
additional information from each of the site files, I checked many of the records against 
original site files and survey reports (when available) in order to verify the accuracy of 
the information and minimize the potential for error. This was particularly important for 
information relating to time periods, cultural affiliations, and site locations, although it 
applies to all of data categories.  
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White (1985:165) stresses the importance of distinguishing between 
archaeological cultures and cultural periods, correctly noting that they are often used 
interchangeably by archaeologists. She argues that when archaeologists discuss artifact 
chronologies, “what we usually mean of course, are certain artifact (usually ceramic) 
assemblages. But we breathe life into them, see them „migrating‟ or „intruding,‟ rising or 
declining or being replaced by each other” White (1985:165). Therefore, it is important 
that the distinction is made between the artifact assemblages, and the cultural groups of 
people who may have used them.  
When possible, the values for time periods and cultural affiliations were 
standardized using the USF sorting guide. If the sorting guide did not offer a valid option, 
the disparity was resolved in consultation with my advisor and the terms and placement 
were again revised resulting in a common set of well-defined terms.  
Pottery and ceramic types were well documented within the sorting guide, and 
while some of the time periods were not clearly outlined within the text, adequate 
references were provided at the end of the guide to obtain more specific information. The 
major references used to establish ceramic types within the database were Willey (1998) 
and Williams and Thompson (1999), although Bullen (1950) and Sears (1967) were also 
referenced.  
Lithic artifacts were not as well represented within the sorting guide and 
additional research was necessary to define the lithic types contained within the database 
and establish corresponding time period codes within the database. Major references used 
for lithic artifacts included Cambron and Hulse (1975) for Alabama, Bullen (1968, 1975) 
for Florida, and Whatley (2002) for Georgia. This information was supplemented by the 
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reevaluation of Bullen‟s typology conducted by Farr in 2006, as well as local (Powell 
1990) and regional (Sowell 1990 and Nowak 1990) syntheses compiled by avocational 
archaeologists. 
A reference table of abbreviations for common time periods and cultural 
components used is included in Table 2 and a full list of these terms and abbreviations is 
included in Appendix A. A list of the ceramic and lithic types, and corresponding time 
periods are included in Tables 3 and 4. 
When this thesis began, the USF database consisted of 1,360 archaeological sites 
within the valley. Coordination with the three site files and extensive hours of reading 
and coding survey reports and site file forms resulted in the addition of another 702 sites 
to the database (252 from Alabama, 287 from Georgia, and 163 from Florida) for a grand 
total of 2,062 archaeological sites. While not all of these sites were pertinent to my 
research, each entry was given the same level of attention and detail to ensure that the 
coding was correct and that all the entries in the database would be useful and cohesive in 
the future. Once all the newly entered sites were integrated and coded, and the initial sites 
revisited and cleaned, several steps were required in order to prepare the database to be 
used in this thesis.  
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Table 2. Abbreviations for Time Periods and Components within the Database 
Time Period/Component Database Abbreviation 
Paleoindian Paleo 
Early Archaic EArch 
Middle Archaic MArch 
Late Archaic LArch 
Indeterminate Archaic Arch 
Deptford Dept 
Swift Creek SwCr 
Swift Creek-early Weeden Island SwCr-eWI 
early Weeden Island eWI 
late Weeden Island ltWI 
Indeterminate Weeden Island WI 
Early Woodland EWdlnd 
Middle Woodland MWdlnd 
Late Woodland LWdlnd 
Indeterminate Woodland Wdlnd 
Fort Walton FW 
Lamar Lamar 
Leon-Jefferson Leon-J 
Lower Creek/Seminole LCr/Sem 
Indeterminate Lithic indet lithic 
Indeterminate Ceramic indet cer 
Indeterminate Ceramic Check-Stamp indet cer cs 
 
 
Table 3. Ceramic Types and Associated Periods within the Database 
Ceramic Type Database Abbreviation 
Time Period and/or 
Cultural Period Used 
in Databasea 
Source 
Abercrombie Plain Abercrom Pl Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:6 
Alligator Bayou Stampedb Allig-St SwCr; MWdlnd to 
LWdlnd 
Willey 1998:373; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:7 
Andrews Decorated or 
Incised 
Andrews FW; Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:10 
Basin Bayou Incisedb BasinB Inc SwCr; MWdlnd Willey 1998:376; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:13 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Ceramic Type Database Abbreviation 
Time Period and/or 
Cultural Period Used 
in Databasea 
Source 
Carrabelle Incised Carr Inc WI; LWdlnd Willey 1998:425; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:18 
Carrabelle Punctated Carr Punc WI; LWdlnd Willey 1998:427; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:19 
Cartersville Cartersville MWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:19–21 
Chattahoochee Brushed Chatt Br LCr/Sem Bullen 1950:103; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:19–21 
cob-marked cobmk ltWI to LCr/Sem White 2009:4 
Columbia Incised Colum Inc FW; Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:24 
Columbia Utility Colum Util Wdlnd to Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:24 
Cool Branch Incised Cool Br FW; Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:27; 
Sears 1967:37 
cord-marked cordmk SwCr-eWI to ltWI White 2009:4 
Coweta Micaceous Utility Cow Mica N/A (indet cer) Williams and Thompson 1999:27 
Crooked River 
Complicated-Stamped 
Crooked River Comp-St SwCr-eWI; MWdlnd Willey 1998:384; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:28, 29 
Crystal River Zoned Redb Crys Riv Red SwCr; MWdlnd Willey 1998:391; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:30 
Deptford Bold Check-
Stampedb, c 
Dept Bold Ch-St Dept to SwCr; MWdlnd Willey 1998:357; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:36 
Deptford Linear Check-
Stamped 
Dept Linear Ch-St Dept; MWdlnd Willey 1998:356; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:39 
Deptford Simple-Stampedb Dept S-St Dept to SwCr; MWdlnd Willey 1998:358; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:40 
Dunlap fabric marked Dunlap EWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:40 
fiber-tempered fiber-t LArch White 2009:2 
Fort Walton Incised FW Inc FW; Miss Willey 1998:462; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:50 
Indian Pass Incised Ind Pass Inc WI; LWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:56 
Kasita Red Filmed Kas red LCr/Sem Williams and Thompson 1999:61 
Keith Incised Keith WI; LWdlnd Willey 1998:428; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:62 
Kellog Cord Marked or 
Fabric Marked 
Kellog EWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:62, 63 
Kolomoki Complicated-
Stamped 
Kolo Comp-St SwCr; MWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:64 
Lamar check stamped Lamar Ch-St Lamar; Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:72 
Lamar Complicated-
Stamped  
Lamar Comp-St Lamar; Miss Willey 1998:486; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:70 
Leon Jefferson Leon-J Leon-J; Miss Willey 1998:493; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:74 
Lake Jackson Plain or 
Incised 
LJ FW; Miss Willey 1998:460; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:67, 68 
Marsh Island Incised MI Inc FW; Miss Willey 1998:466 
Mossy Oak Simple Stamped Moss S-St LWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:82 
Norwood Plain NorwPl LArch Williams and Thompson 1999:85 
Ocmulgee Fields Incised OcmFields Inc LCr/Sem Williams and Thompson 1999:87 
Ocmulgee Fields Plain OcmFields Pl LCr/Sem Williams and Thompson 1999:87 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Ceramic Type Database Abbreviation 
Time Period and/or 
Cultural Period Used 
in Databasea 
Source 
Pensacola Incised Pens Inc FW; Miss Willey 1998:464 
Point Washington Incised Point Wash FW; Miss Willey 1998:463; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:96 
Rood Rood FW; Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:101 
Ruskin Dentate-Stamped Rusk Den-St WI Willey 1998:442 
Savannah River SavanRiv Miss Williams and Thompson 1999:105-
110 
Seale Plain Seale Pl WI; LWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:110 
Stallings Island Stall Is LArch Williams and Thompson 1999:119-
121 
Stallings Plain Stall Pl LArch Williams and Thompson 1999:120 
Saint Andrews 
Complicated-Stampedb 
StAnd Comp-St SwCr-eWI; MWdlnd to 
LWdlnd 
Willey 1998:386, 436; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:111, 112 
Santa Rosa Stampedb StRosa-st SwCr; MWdlnd Willey 1998:377; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:104, 105 
St. Simons Plain StSimonPl Dept; LArch Willey 1998:360; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:118 
Swift Creek Complicated-
Stampedb 
SwCr Comp-St SwCr; MWdlnd Willey 1998:383; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:124 
Tucker Ridge Pinched Tucker WI; LWdlnd Willey 1998:429; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:128 
Wakulla Check-Stamped Wak Ch-St ltWI to FW; LWdlnd to 
Miss 
Willey 1998:438; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:130 
West Florida Cord-Markedb WFl Crdmk SwCr; MWdlnd Willey 1998:389; Williams and 
Thompson 1999:134, 135 
Weeden Island Incised WI Inc eWI; MWdlnd White 2009:7 
Weeden Island Plain WI Pl eWI; MWdlnd White 2009:7 
Weeden Island Punctated WI Punc eWI; MWdlnd White 2009:7 
Wilson Check-Stamped Wils Ch-St WI; LWdlnd Williams and Thompson 1999:141 
aTime period and component abbreviations are based on those used in the USF database (Table 2) 
bAll instances of Swift Creek/Santa Rosa were categorized as Swift Creek (SwCr) within the database, because there is very little 
Santa Rosa pottery known in the study area 
cDeptford Check-Stamped and Deptford Bold Check-Stamped are the same type (Williams and Thompson 1999:36) 
 
 
Table 4. Projectile Points and Associated Time Periods within the Database 
Point Type 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Date Range Perioda Source 
Period Used 
in Databasea 
Abby/Abbey 
/Abbie 
Abby pt 3,500–2,500 B.C. 
3,500–2,500 B.C. 
2,550–2,050 B.C. 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
LArch 
Powell 1990:29, 32 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:13 
Whatley 2002:11 
MArch to 
LArch 
Alachuab Alach pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
4,000–3,000 B.C. 
ca. 3,400 B.C. 
No Range Given 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
MArch 
Arch 
Bullen 1968:3 
Bullen 1975:32 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:15 
Powell 1990:28 
Farr 2006:86 
MArch to 
LArch 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Point Type 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Date Range Perioda Source 
Period Used 
in Databasea 
Arrendondo Arrend pt 7,550–6,550 B.C. 
7,000–5,000 B.C. 
6,000–4,000 B.C. 
5,550–3,050 B.C. 
5,000–3,500 B.C. 
No Range Given 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch to MArch 
MArch 
MArch 
LArch 
Farr 2006:88 
Bullen 1968:3 
Bullen 1975:39 
Powell 1990:27 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:16 
Whatley 2002:17 
Arch 
Baker‟s Creek BakeCr pt 1,500 B.C.–A.D. 500 
50 B.C.–A.D. 450 
LArch to MWdlnd 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:8 
Whatley 2002:18 
LArch to 
MWdlnd 
Beaver Lake BeavLake pt 10,650–9,250 B.C. 
ca. 8,050 B.C. 
8,050–7,550 B.C. 
8,000–7,000 B.C. 
ca. 7,500 B.C. 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo to EArch 
Paleo to EArch 
Farr 2006:45 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:10 
Powell 1990:10 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:17 
Bullen 1975:47 
Paleo 
Benton Benton pt 4,000–2,000 B.C. 
ca. 3,400 B.C. 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:12, 13 
Powell 1990:24, 27 
MArch to 
LArch 
Big Sandyc BigSand pt 8,500–6,670 B.C. Paleo to EArch Cambron and Hulse 1975:14–16 Paleo to EArch 
Bolen 
Beveledc 
Bolen Bev pt ca. 9,050 B.C. 
ca. 7,300 B.C. 
7,050–5,550 B.C. 
7,000–6,000 B.C. 
7,000–5,000 B.C. 
Paleo 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
Farr 2006:64 
Bullen 1975:52 
Powell 1990:16 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:20 
Bullen 1968:3 
Paleo to EArch 
Bolen Side-
Notchedc 
Bolen SN pt 9,550–8,550 B.C. 
7,050–5,550 B.C. 
ca. 7,000 B.C. 
7,000–6,000 B.C. 
7,000–5,000 B.C. 
Paleo 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
Farr 2006:64 
Powell 1990:17 
Bullen 1975:51 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:23 
Bullen 1968:3 
Paleo to EArch 
Bradford Brad pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
500 B.C.–A.D. 500 
No Range Given 
A.D. 0–1250 
MArch to LArch 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
Wdlnd 
Wdlnd to Miss 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:24 
Powell 1990:44 
Bullen 1975:14 
EWdlnd to 
Miss 
Bradley Spike  BradSp pt ca. 2000 B.C. LArch Cambron and Hulse 1975:19 LArch 
Broward Brow pt 500 B.C.–A.D. 500 
No Range Given 
A.D. 200–1,250 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
MWdlnd 
Wdlnd to Miss 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:25 
Powell 1990:43 
Bullen 1975:4 
EWdlnd to 
Miss 
Camp Creek CampCr pt 1,000 B.C.–A.D. 500 EWdlnd to MWdlnd Cambron and Hulse 1975:22 EWdlnd to 
MWdlnd 
Clay Clay pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
3,050–1,050 B.C. 
3,000–1,750 B.C. 
3,000–1,000 B.C. 
3,000–1,000 B.C. 
No Range Given 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
LArch 
LArch 
LArch 
LArch 
Bullen 1968:3 
Whatley 2002:22 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:29 
Powell 1990:35 
Bullen 1975:27 
Farr 2006:75 
LArch 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Point Type 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Date Range Perioda Source 
Period Used 
in Databasea 
Clovis Clovis pt 12,050–10,050 B.C. 
12,000–8,000 B.C. 
11,550–10,900 B.C. 
ca. 10,000 B.C. 
9,550–9,050 B.C. 
9,000–7,000 B.C. 
No Range Given 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Powell 1990:7 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:30, 31 
Farr 2006:34 
Bullen 1975:57 
Whatley 2002:24 
Bullen 1968:3 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:25-27 
Paleo 
Cotaco Creek CotacoCr pt No Range Given Arch to Wdlnd Cambron and Hulse 1975:33, 34 Arch to Wdlnd 
Crawford 
Creek 
CrawCr pt 6,000–5,000 B.C. 
Prior to 5,000 B.C. 
EArch 
EArch 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:36 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:35 
EArch 
 
Culbreath Culbr pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
3,000–1,750 B.C. 
3,000–1,000 B.C. 
1,550–550 B.C. 
MArch to LArch 
LArch 
LArch 
LArch to EWdlnd 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:37 
Bullen 1975:28 
Powell 1990:39 
LArch to 
EWdlnd 
Dalton Dalton pt 10,550–9,550 B.C. 
8,550–7,950 B.C. 
7,550–7,050 B.C. 
ca. 7,300 B.C. 
7,000–5,000 B.C. 
Paleo 
Paleo 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
Farr 2006:50 
Whatley 2002:36 
Powell 1990:12 
Bullen 1975:44 
Bullen 1968:3 
Paleo to EArch 
Decatur Decatur pt No Range Given EArch Cambron and Hulse 1975:41 EArch 
Duval Duval pt A.D. 0–200 
A.D. 1–750 
A.D. 1–500 
A.D. 300–1300 
A.D. 350–750 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
Wdlnd 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
MWdlnd to Miss 
MWdlnd to LWdlnd 
Bullen 1975:13 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:38 
Powell 1990:45 
Bullen 1968:3 
Whatley 2002:39 
EWdlnd to 
Miss 
Elora Elora pt 5,000–3,000 B.C. 
3,050–1,550 B.C. 
3,000–1,500 B.C. 
2,850–2,350 B.C. 
MArch 
LArch 
LArch 
LArch 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:46, 47 
Powell 1990:29, 33 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:40 
Whatley 2002:43 
MArch to 
LArch 
Eva Eva pt 5,550–3,050 B.C. MArch Powell 1990:23 MArch 
Florida 
Archaic 
Stemmed 
FAS pt ca. 5,250 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
3,050–1,550 B.C. 
EArch 
MArch to LArch 
LArch 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:48 
Bullen 1975:32 
Powell 1990:29 
Arch 
Florida 
Spiked 
Fl Spike pt A.D. 1–500 EWdlnd to MWdlnd Powell 1990:45 EWdlnd to 
MWdlnd 
Gary Gary pt No Range Given LArch to Wdlnd Cambron and Hulse 1975:57 LArch to 
Wdlnd 
Gilchrist Gilch pt ca. 9000 B.C. 
8,000–6,500 B.C. 
7,050–5,550 B.C. 
Paleo 
Paleo to EArch 
EArch 
Farr 2006:54 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:43 
Powell 1990:18 
Paleo to EArch 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Point Type 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Date Range Perioda Source 
Period Used 
in Databasea 
Greenbriar Greenbr pt ca. 9000 B.C. 
8,000–6,000 B.C. 
7,550–7,050 B.C. 
ca. 6,500 B.C. 
7,050–3,050 B.C. 
Paleo 
Paleo to EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch to MArch 
Farr 2006:54 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:44, 45 
Powell 1990:14 
Bullen 1975:53 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:58 
Paleo to EArch 
Hamilton Ham pt 7,550–6,550 B.C. 
3,500–1,500 B.C. 
No Range Given 
EArch 
LArch 
Arch 
Farr 2006:88 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:30 
Bullen 1975:3 
Arch 
Hamilton 
Arrow 
Ham Ar pt A.D. 300–1000 LWdlnd to Miss Cambron and Hulse 1975:64, 65 LWdlnd to 
Miss 
Hardaway Hard pt 9,550–9,150 B.C. 
ca. 8,050 B.C. 
8,140–7,240 B.C. 
8,000–6,000 B.C. 
7,550–7,050 B.C. 
ca. 7,000 B.C 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo to EArch 
Paleo to EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
Farr 2006:62 
Whatley 2002:50 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:66 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:48, 49 
Powell 1990:14 
Bullen 1975:50 
Paleo to EArch 
Hernando 
Point 
Hern pt 1,550–550 B.C. 
1,000 B.C.–A.D. 200 
550 B.C.–A.D. 50 
500 B.C.–A.D. 200 
500 B.C.–A.D. 300 
LArch to EWdlnd 
EWdlnd 
EWdlnd 
EWdlnd 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
Powell 1990:40 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:50 
Whatley 2002:51 
Bullen 1975:24 
Bullen 1968:3 
EWdlnd 
Jackson Jacks pt 500–200 B.C. 
500 B.C.–A.D. 300 
A.D. 1–750 
A.D. 200–600 
EWdlnd 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
Wdlnd 
MWdlnd 
Bullen 1975:21 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:53 
Powell 1990:46 
Wdlnd 
Johnson Johns pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. MArch to LArch Bullen 1968:3 MArch to 
LArch 
Kays Kays pt ca. 3,000 B.C. MArch to LArch Cambron and Hulse 1975:72 MArch to 
LArch 
Kirk Corner 
Notched 
Kirk CN pt 9,150–7,300 B.C. 
7,550–6,550 B.C. 
7,050–5,550 B.C. 
7,000–6,000 B.C 
ca. 6,050 B.C. 
Paleo to EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
Farr 2006:68 
Whatley 2002:59 
Powell 1990:18 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:55 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:59 
Paleo to EArch 
Kirk Serrated Kirk Serr pt 6,950–6,050 B.C. 
6,950–6,050 B.C. 
6,000–5000 B.C. 
6,000–5000 B.C. 
6,000–5,000 B.C. 
ca. 5,500 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
MArch to LArch 
Farr 2006:68 
Whatley 2002:60 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:74, 75 
Powell 1990:21 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:56, 57 
Bullen 1975:37 
Bullen 1968:3 
EArch 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Point Type 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Date Range Perioda Source 
Period Used 
in Databasea 
Lafayette Laf pt 3,000–1,000 B.C. 
3,000–500 B.C. 
2,000–1,000 B.C. 
1,450–450 B.C. 
No Range Given 
ca. 960 B.C. 
A.D. 300–1,300 
LArch 
LArch to EWdlnd 
LArch 
LArch to EWdlnd 
LArch 
EWdlnd 
MWdlnd to Miss 
Powell 1990:35 
Bullen 1975:6 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:59 
Whatley 2002:62 
Farr 2006:75 
Bullen 1975:26 
Bullen 1968:3 
LArch to 
EWdlnd 
 
Lamoka Lamoka pt No Range Given Arch Cambron and Hulse 1975:120 Arch 
Ledbetter LedBtr pt 3,050–1,550 B.C. 
3,040–2,070 B.C. 
2,000 B.C.–early A.D. 
LArch 
LArch 
LArch to EWdlnd 
Powell 1990:29, 33 
Whatley 2002:69 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:78 
LArch to 
EWdlnd 
Leon Leon pt A.D. 200–1250 
A.D. 300–1300 
A.D. 400–900 
No Range Given 
MWdlnd to Miss 
MWdlnd to Miss 
MWdlnd to LWdlnd 
LWdlnd 
Bullen 1975:12 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:61 
Powell 1990:47 
MWdlnd to 
Miss 
Levy Levy pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
ca. 4,065 B.C. 
3,050–1,550 B.C. 
3,000–1,500 B.C. 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
LArch 
LArch 
Bullen 1968:3 
Bullen 1975:32 
Farr 2006:86 
Powell 1990:31 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:62 
MArch 
Limestone Limest pt 1,550–550 B.C. 
No Range Given 
LArch to EWdlnd 
LArch to EWdlnd 
Powell 1990:39 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:81 
LArch to 
EWdlnd 
Little Bear 
Creek 
LilBear pt 1,650–1,000 B.C. 
2,050 B.C.–A.D. 450 
2,050 B.C.–A.D. 450 
LArch 
MArch to MWdlnd 
MArch to MWdlnd 
Powell 1990:37 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:82 
Whatley 2002:71 
MArch to 
MWdlnd 
 
Lost Lake LostLake pt ca. 7,500 B.C. 
7,300–7,050 B.C. 
7,050–5,550 B.C. 
7,000–6,000 B.C. 
Prior to 5,000 B.C. 
Paleo to EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
Farr 2006:69 
Whatley 2002:73 
Powell 1990:18 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:63 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:83 
Paleo to EArch 
Madison Madison pt A.D. 800 
No Range Given 
Miss 
Miss 
Powell 1990:49 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:84 
Miss 
Maples Maples pt 3,050–1,550 B.C. 
ca. 2,050 B.C. 
LArch 
LArch 
Powell 1990:29 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:85 
LArch 
Marionb Marion pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
4,000–3,000 B.C. 
3,550–2,550 B.C. 
3,400 B.C. 
No Range Given 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
Arch 
Bullen 1968:3 
Bullen 1975:32 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:65 
Whatley 2002:77 
Powell 1990:28 
Farr 2006:86 
MArch to 
LArch 
Mississippian Miss pt A.D. 1100–1400 
A.D. 1200–1600 
Miss 
Miss 
Whatley 2002:79 
Powell 1990:49 
Miss 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Point Type 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Date Range Perioda Source 
Period Used 
in Databasea 
Morrow 
Mountain 
MorrowMt pt 7,000–1,000 B.C. 
5,550–5,050 B.C. 
Prior to 5,000 B.C. 
5,000–4,000 B.C. 
5,000–4,000 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
4,550–3,550 B.C. 
Arch 
EArch 
EArch 
MArch 
MArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
Bullen 1975:34 
Whatley 2002:82 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:89–91 
Powell 1990:23 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:66 
Bullen 1968:3 
Whatley 2002:84 
EArch to 
MArch 
Newnan Newnan pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
ca. 4,550 B.C. 
4,050–3,510 B.C. 
4,000–3,000 B.C. 
ca. 3,400 B.C. 
ca. 3,400 B.C. 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
MArch 
MArch 
MArch 
MArch 
Bullen 1968:3 
Farr 2006:92 
Whatley 2002:86 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:67 
Bullen 1975:31 
Powell 1990:28 
MArch 
O‟Leno Oleno pt A.D. 200–1250 
A.D. 300–1300 
MWdlnd to Miss 
MWdlnd to Miss 
Bullen 1975:11 
Bullen 1968:3 
MWdlnd to 
Miss 
Pickwick Pick pt No Range Given 
3,000–1,500 B.C. 
2,000 B.C. 
MArch to LArch 
LArch 
LArch 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:103 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:70 
Powell 1990:32 
LArch 
Pinellas Pinellas pt A.D. 1200–1600 
A.D. 1250+ 
A.D. 1300–1650 
A.D. 1300+ 
Miss 
Miss 
Miss 
Miss 
Powell 1990:49 
Bullen 1975:8 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:71 
Bullen 1968:3 
Miss 
Putnamb Putnam pt 5,000–1,000 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
3,550–1,050 B.C. 
3,050–1,550 B.C. 
3,000–1,500 B.C. 
No Range Given 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
LArch 
LArch 
Arch 
Bullen 1968:3 
Bullen 1975:32 
Whatley 2002:96 
Powell 1990:31 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:74 
Farr 2006:86 
MArch to 
LArch 
Santa Fe StFe 9,000–7,000 B.C. 
8,000 B.C. 
No Range Given 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:78 
Bullen 1975:2 
Paleo 
Savannah 
River 
SavRiv pt No Range Given 
5,000–3,000 B.C. 
4,000–2,000 B.C. 
3,500–1,000 B.C. 
2,200–1,850 B.C. 
No Range Given 
Arch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch to LArch 
LArch 
LArch to EWdlnd 
Bullen 1975:35 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:80 
Powell 1990:29, 30 
Whatley 2002:99 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:114 
MArch to 
EWdlnd 
Simpson Simps pt 10,550–10,050 B.C. 
ca. 9,000 B.C. 
9,000–7,000 B.C. 
8,850–8,550 B.C. 
8,500–7,500 B.C. 
8,050–7,550 B.C. 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Farr 2006:39 
Bullen 1975:56 
Bullen 1968:3 
Whatley 2002:101 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:82 
Powell 1990:10 
Paleo 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Point Type 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Date Range Perioda Source 
Period Used 
in Databasea 
Stanly/Stanley Stan pt 5,850–5,550 B.C. 
5,550–3,050 B.C. 
ca. 5,000 B.C. 
EArch 
MArch 
EArch to MArch 
Whatley 2002:108 
Powell 1990:22 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:118 
EArch to 
MArch 
Sumter Sumter pt 7,000–5,000 B.C. 
6,050–5,050 B.C. 
5,550–3,050 B.C. 
5,000–1,000 B.C. 
4,000–3,000 B.C. 
ca. 3,550 B.C. 
EArch 
EArch 
MArch 
MArch to LArch 
MArch 
MArch 
Bullen 1975:36 
Whatley 2002:110 
Powell 1990:26 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:85 
Farr 2006:90 
EArch to 
MArch 
Suwannee Suwan pt 10,550–9,550 B.C. 
ca. 9,000 B.C. 
9,000–7,000 B.C. 
8,850–8,550 B.C. 
8,500–7,500 B.C. 
8,050–7,550 B.C. 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Paleo 
Farr 2006:42 
Bullen 1975:55 
Bullen 1968:3 
Whatley 2002:111 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:86 
Powell 1990:11 
Paleo 
Swan Lake Swan Lake pt 1,500–550 B.C. 
50 B.C.–A.D. 450 
A.D. 200–600 
LArch to MWdlnd 
EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
MWdlnd 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:120 
Whatley 2002:112 
Powell 1990:46 
LArch to 
MWdlnd 
Tallahassee Tallah pt 9,000–7,000 B.C. 
7,000 B.C. 
1,550–550 B.C. 
1,000–500 B.C. 
550–50 B.C. 
No Range Given 
Paleo 
Paleo 
LArch to EWdlnd 
EWdlnd 
EWdlnd 
Wdlnd 
Bullen 1968:3 
Bullen 1975:45 
Powell 1990:38 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:87 
Whatley 2002:116 
Farr 2006:56 
LArch to 
EWdlnd 
Thonotosassa Thono pt 5,550–3,050 B.C. 
ca. 3550 B.C. 
No Range Given 
MArch 
MArch 
Arch 
Powell 1990:26 
Farr 2006:91 
Bullen 1975:3 
MArch 
Wacissa Wacissa pt 9,050–7,050 B.C. 
7,000–6,000 B.C. 
7,000–5,000 B.C. 
5,000–4,000 B.C. 
4,000–3,000 B.C. 
Paleo to EArch 
EArch 
EArch 
MArch 
MArch 
Farr 2006:71 
Bullen 1975:43 
Bullen 1968:3 
Sowell and Nowak 1990:91 
Powell 1990:27 
Paleo to 
MArch 
Wade Wade pt 2,550–1,550 B.C. 
2,500–1,500 B.C. 
1,500–550 B.C. 
LArch 
LArch 
LArch to EWdlnd 
Whatley 2002:121 
Cambron and Hulse 1975:122 
Powell 1990:39 
LArch to 
EWdlnd 
Wheeler Wheel pt No Range Given Paleo Cambron and Hulse 1975:125-
127 
Paleo 
aTime period and component abbreviations are based on those used in the USF database (Table 2) 
bFAS subtype 
cThis point type is known in Florida as Bolen, in Alabama and Georgia as Big Sandy, and Taylor in South Carolina (Cambron and 
Hulse 1975:16; Farr 2006:18, 64; Whatley 2002:117) 
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The current thesis is limited to Native American cultures and the cutoff period for 
archaeological sites was Lower Creek/Seminole sites; I do not include Euroamerican or 
other historic sites. Therefore, the database was filtered using Microsoft® Excel in order 
to remove any archaeological sites that contained only historic components. This step 
removed 177 sites, updating the total number of sites within the database to 1,885. 
As one would expect, not all site file forms or surveys were accessible and some 
were significantly lacking in detail. Therefore, during the data processing, a verification 
attribute „Verif‟ was added to the database to allow for it to be noted that either no 
documentation was available to verify resource information or that the documents did not 
provide pertinent information. In the event that verification of site data was not possible, 
a value of „No‟ was entered in the „Verif‟ category of the database and an explanation for 
the discrepancy provided in an associated field entitled „Verif _Ex‟. The Williams site 
(8JA397) is an example of one of several sites within Florida that had very limited 
information available. No survey report was associated with this resource, and a review 
of the archaeological site file form identified very little information outside of the name 
of the site and the site file number. Coordination with the Florida site file concluded that 
only USGS quadrangle maps and site names were submitted for the site, no actual site 
file forms.  Rather than disregard the sites entirely, the site file chose to enter what little 
available information they had into the system and create limited site file form in the 
hopes that additional information would eventually be provided. Other examples of 
unverified sites include sites where the paper site file forms have gone missing or do not 
exist and even an extreme instance where the senior author (B. Calvin Jones) died prior to 
publication and the accompanying notes and manuscripts were never found (Jones and 
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Tesar 1998). Sites flagged in this manner due to the limited accuracy of data, or the 
unverifiable nature of information, were also excluded from this thesis. Microsoft® Excel 
was again used to filter and remove any archaeological sites that were marked as 
unverified. This step removed 75 additional sites, bringing the total number of sites 
within the database to 1,810. 
 
Site Location Mapping 
An important component of this thesis was the creation of maps illustrating the 
locations of archaeological sites by time period and/or component throughout the valley. 
Therefore, upon completion, the 1,810 archaeological sites, representing the newly 
updated and comprehensive database, were imported into ArcMap 10.0 using the UTM 
coordinates and coordinate system information (NAD27, Zone 16). During this process, a 
proximity search identified an additional 36 sites located outside of the valley boundaries 
and these sites were removed, resulting in 1,774 archaeological sites within the study 
area. 
 
Datum 
UTM coordinates and coordinate system data are all stored within the database 
using the NAD27 datum. While using a version of the North American Datum of 1983 
(NAD83) datum would account for some of the distortions associated with the NAD27 
datum, and provide a slight increase in accuracy, many of the sites in the study area were 
recorded prior to 1983, before the NAD83 datum was created. Coordinates provided prior 
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to this date were likely submitted using NAD27 UTM coordinates or Latitude/Longitude 
coordinates.  
In particular, a main reason that the NAD27 datum has not been phased out is that 
each of the site files requires the submittal of site locations on 1:24000 scale USGS 
Quadrangle maps and the USGS maps for Alabama, Georgia, and Florida are created 
based on the NAD27 datum and UTM projection. Therefore, the NAD27 datum was 
chosen based on consultation with representatives from each of the site files (Sam 
Mizelle, Vince Birdsong, and Mark Williams) in order to maintain consistency with the 
way data are currently stored, as well as how they are, and were, generated. All three site 
files indicated that they had no immediate plans for changing the geographical datum 
with which the data are stored. 
 
Legal Considerations 
Legislation exists in Florida and Georgia that prohibits the display of the exact 
locations of archaeological sites and historical resources (Chapter 267.135, Florida 
Statues and 50-18-72 [a][10], Georgia General Assembly Unannotated Code). In addition 
to these legal issues, it would be unethical to publish the exact locations of so many 
archaeological sites in a thesis that will be available to any reader as looting is a severe 
problem in this valley. Therefore, the scale at which all mapping for this thesis was 
produced (1:1,150,000) was small enough to provide general locations and pattering of 
sites while not providing an exact location. 
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Intensive Survey Area 
Over 30 years of dedicated research have been conducted within the valley, 
resulting in the identification of numerous archaeological resources; and great strides 
have been made in taking this research and applying these finds to larger theoretical 
issues. However, when comparing the study area to records of survey data available 
through the state site files, and field mapping available from the USF lab, it was clear that 
there are large swaths of land within the study area within southern Alabama and 
Georgia, particularly away from the main river channels and developed areas, that have 
never been subjected to intensive or comprehensive levels of archaeological survey. Even 
within areas that have been covered in large-scale surveys, it has been said that valley is 
so rich with archaeological material that additional sites can be found wherever a shovel 
is put to the ground. Therefore, a smaller sample area was compiled to capture those 
areas most intensively surveyed to explore the relationship of the environment to site 
distribution and in attempt to have a more representative sample of the valley. 
To establish this area, I reviewed many surveys catalogued by the state site files 
and universities, and selected the larger contiguous areas that had been most intensively 
surveyed. The majority of surveys consisted of pipeline, roadway, and transmission line 
surveys; smaller survey areas associated with private development; or broad based 
regional reconnaissance-level surveys conducted during earlier research within the valley.  
As a result of this search 31 survey areas were included that were associated with 
surveys of National Wildlife Refuges, Wildlife Management Areas, National Forests, 
military bases, reservoirs, and large-scale development projects. Digitized versions of 
several large-scale surveys dealing with the river valley were not available in GIS format 
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including the Archaeological Survey in the Middle and Lower Apalachicola Valley 
(Henefield and White 1986), Archaeological Survey of the Chipola River Valley, 
Northwest Florida (Trauner and White 1987), and Apalachicola Valley Remote Areas 
Archaeological Survey, Northwest Florida (White 1999). In addition, no mapping was 
available within these reports to digitize. However, written descriptions of surveyed area 
within these manuscripts suggest that the surveyors intensively surveyed the main river 
channels, as well as the major drainageways that intersected the main channels for up to 
18.5 km to either side. To account for the most intensively surveyed portions of these 
larger areas, a buffer of 250 m from the main river channels and a buffer of 250 m from 
major drainage extending out one mile were also included in the intensive survey area. 
This area is intended to function as a sample of intensively surveyed areas within the 
valley, and does not represent the entirety of comprehensively surveyed land within the 
valley. The area considered to be intensively surveyed for this thesis is illustrated in 
Figure 11. 
 
SQL Queries and Exportation 
In order to create the desired mapping, Structured Query Language (SQL) queries 
of site attributes were constructed within ArcMap to search the comprehensive database 
and select archaeological sites by individual time periods and components within the 
larger study area. From this selection, a separate selection was conducted to capture only 
those sites located within the smaller intensive survey area. A brief summary of time 
period and component counts, as well as the associated abbreviations used within the data 
base is presented in Table 5.   
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Figure 11:  Areas of Intensive Archaeological Survey within the Valley 
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Table 5. Site Counts and Percentages by Time Period and Component 
Component 
Database 
Abbreviation 
Entire 
Study Area 
Intensive 
Sample Area 
Count % Count % 
Paleoindian Paleo 20 0.8 13 1.1 
Early Archaic EArch 99 4.1 54 4.6 
Middle Archaic MArch 40 1.6 17 1.4 
Late Archaic LArch 101 4.1 64 5.4 
Indeterminate Archaic Arch 78 3.2 32 2.7 
Archaic N/A 318 13.0 167 14.2 
Deptford Dept 80 3.3 53 4.5 
Swift Creek SwCr 97 4.0 62 5.3 
Swift Creek-early Weeden 
Island 
SwCr-eWI 87 3.6 59 5.0 
early Weeden Island eWI 43 1.8 23 2.0 
late Weeden Island ltWI 32 1.3 28 2.4 
Indeterminate Weeden Island WI 34 1.4 26 2.2 
Additional Woodland Wdlnd
a
 30 1.2 18 1.5 
All Woodland N/A 403 16.6 269 22.8 
Fort Walton FW 160 6.6 119 10.1 
Lamar Lamar 21 0.9 16 1.4 
Leon-Jefferson Leon-J 3 0.1 0 0.0 
All Mississippian N/A 184 7.6 135 11.5 
Lower Creek/Seminole LCr/Sem 70 2.9 59 5.0 
Indeterminate Lithic indet lithic 657 27.0 235 19.9 
Indeterminate Ceramic indet cer 525 21.6 152 12.9 
Indeterminate Check-Stamp 
Ceramic 
indet cer cs 237 9.7 150 12.7 
Indeterminate Prehistoric indet prehist 28 1.2 12 1.0 
All Indeterminate N/A 1447 59.4 549 46.6 
Total Components  N/A 2442 100.0 1179 100.0 
a
Due to the low number of components, this total includes Indeterminate Woodland 
components (Wdlnd) as well as those sites noted as having generic Early (EWdlnd), 
Middle (MWdlnd), or Late Woodland (LWdlnd) components. 
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Each of these individual site selections was then exported as a stand-alone Shapefile from 
which the two sets of mapping were exported as .jpeg images. The collection of maps 
illustrating site locations by time period and component within the larger study area are 
included in Appendix B and the maps illustration site locations by time period and 
component within the smaller intensive survey area are included in Appendix C.  
Tables of identification number and name for sites within the valley are included by time 
period and component in Appendix D. 
 
GIS Methods 
Once the archaeological sites were mapped by time period, site distribution and 
patterning within the study area were examined using both quadrat analysis and site 
density analysis. GIS was used to aid in the identification of associations, correlations, 
and the lack thereof among the many different site types and time periods, as well as 
geomorphological and environmental features, that may have affected human behavior in 
the past and through time.  
 
Quadrat Analysis 
Quadrat analysis is used to examine how the density of a point distribution 
changes through space (Wong and Lee 2005:221). This method was used to look at the 
frequencies of sites throughout the study area within a grid-based system of quadrats 
(uniformly sized cells). Quadrat analysis was chosen for this thesis in order to 
compensate for the somewhat uneven survey coverage within portions of the study area 
(particularly in southwest Georgia and southeast Alabama). The emphasis of quadrat 
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analysis is on the frequency and density of archaeological sites, rather than the location or 
spacing of the sites themselves (McGrew and Monroe 2000:178), which helps 
compensate for geographical survey bias. 
The size and starting location of the quadrat unit can greatly affect the outcome of 
the analysis (Wong and Lee 2005:224; Wheatley and Gillings 2002:128; McGrew and 
Monroe 2000:181; Nance 1990:145; Boots and Getis 1988:24; Hodder and Orton 
1976:36, 37). If the quadrat is too large, it is possible to have similar large numbers of 
points in all of the quadrats, skewing the results towards a more even pattern, whereas if 
the quadrats are too small, they may create artificial divisions or at the most extreme 
create a situation where the quadrat will either contain one site, or none at all (Boots and 
Getis 1988:24).  
To determine the most appropriate quadrat size for this investigation, I began by 
using a commonly accepted formula for determining optimal quadrat size 
(             
  
 
  where A is the total area of the study area and r is the number of 
points in the distribution in order to determine an initial quadrat size (Wong and Lee 
2005:224; Griffith and Amrhein 1991:131; Taylor 1977:146-147, Grieg-Smith 1952). 
The quadrat analysis was used to compare site distributions against one another. 
Therefore, numerous values for r were tried including the total number of sites, as well as 
the minimum, maximum, mean, and median number of sites within the sample area of 
intensive survey. Numerous other sizes were also tested to determine what would best 
suit the unique shape of the intensively surveyed area (see Table 6). 
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Table 6. Evaluation of Quadrat Sizes 
Description Count (r) 
Resulting 
Quadrat Area 
(km
2
) 
Comments 
Total sites 
compared during 
quadrat analysis 
567 4.7 km
2
 Quadrats did not contain 
comparable amounts of 
intensively surveyed area. 
Maximum 
number of sites 
from one 
component 
119 22.7 km
2
 Quadrats appeared to contain 
relatively consistent amounts of 
intensively surveyed areas but 
were much smaller than the 
standard area recommended and 
contained far too many empty 
quadrats. 
Median number 
of sites for one 
component 
53.5 50.5 km
2
 Quadrats did not contain 
comparable amounts of 
intensively surveyed area. 
Average number 
of sites for one 
component 
47.25 57.1 km
2
 Quadrats contained more 
consistent amounts of intensively 
surveyed area, albeit with 
numerous empty quadrats. 
Minimum 
number of sites 
from one 
component 
13 207.7 km
2
 Quadrats contained more 
consistent amounts of intensively 
surveyed area, with fewer empty 
quadrats. 
Additional 
judgmental 
quadrat sizes 
N/A 10 km
2
 These judgmental quadrat sizes 
did not offer any discernible 
improvement over the other 
recommended sizes discussed 
within this table. 
20 km
2
 
30 km
2
 
40 km
2
 
53 km
2
 
60 km
2
 
65 km
2
 
100 km
2
 
125 km
2
 
150 km
2
 
200 km
2
 
250 km
2
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Based on the preliminary results, two set of quadrat analyses were run using 
quadrats of different sizes and different starting locations to ensure that an appropriately 
sized quadrat was used (Conolly and Lake 2006; Wong and Lee 2005:224). The first 
analysis was run using quadrats based on the average number of sites (47.25) contained 
in each component of the analysis resulting in 114 hexagonal quadrats that each 
contained 57.1 km
2
 in size. This size allowed for a relatively consistent amount of 
intensively surveyed area falling within each quadrat. However, when conducting the 
analysis, it appeared that there were a large number of quadrats containing no sites at all, 
and in order to ensure this was not skewing the data and additional analysis was 
conducted.  
The second quadrat analysis used a different starting point with the goal of more 
efficiently covering the intensively surveyed area and avoiding quadrats with less survey 
area falling within them. The second analysis also tested the effects of fewer, larger 
quadrats (38 hexagonal quadrats that each contained 207.7 km
2
). Using larger quadrats 
lowered the amount and proportion of quadrats containing no sites within the various 
components. Using the larger quadrats did not appear to affect the results of the analysis 
dramatically, which provided a certain level of support considering two very different 
scales of quadrat resulted in similar outcomes. 
The grids of quadrats created to determine the size of the quadrat, as well as those 
used for the analyses, were generated in ArcMap 10.0 using the „Repeating Shapes‟ 
extension (Revision 1.5.138) for ArcGIS 10.0 developed by Jenness Enterprises. This 
extension creates a grid of shapes (hexagons, squares, triangles, etc.) corresponding to an 
area and orientation selected by the user (Jenness 2012). While using square and 
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triangular quadrats was considered, and many corresponding to the sizes outlined in 
Table 6 were generated, the trials using hexagons more consistently captured the area of 
interest. 
The methods used to conduct the quadrat analysis largely followed the steps 
adapted from Wong and Lee (2005) by Thompson and Turck during their study of the 
adaptive cycles of hunter-gatherers along of the southeast coast of Georgia (2009:260–
262). These resources were augmented by a guide created by Hooks (n.d.), specifically 
designed to illustrate how to conduct quadrat analysis using ArcGIS. 
As outlined by Hooks, (n.d.:4–6), once the grid of quadrats was established for 
each analysis, I tabulated the observed frequencies of sites within each quadrat in ArcGIS 
using a spatial join between the layer containing the archaeological sites of interest and 
the quadrat layer to generate a „sum‟ of the „count‟ of points contained within each 
quadrat and exported the results to a .dbf file. This .dbf file was then opened in 
Microsoft® Excel and modified to insert a placeholder for any counts that were not 
encountered when the summation was conducted. 
 Prior to comparing the site distributions to each other, hypothetical expected 
counts were derived from the observed counts using the Poisson distribution as the first 
step in determining if the to determine whether any difference existed between the 
individual distributions of sites and what would be expected from a random distribution 
(Hooks n.d.:7). In order to use the Poisson probability distribution, it was necessary to 
calculate the average number of sites within each quadrat. As described by Hooks 
(n.d.:7), this average (λ) was calculated using the formula (       where n represents 
the number of events and k represents the number of quadrats. Using the average (λ), it is 
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possible to use the equation ( (   
      
  
) to calculate the probability of observing each 
count of events within any given quadrant (Hooks n.d.:7). However, it was easier to 
calculate the Poisson probabilities using the built in POISSAN function in Microsoft® 
Excel using each of the possible numbers of sites per quadrat (0–13 for the set of 114 
quadrats, and 0–19 for the set of 38 quadrats) as well as the calculated average (λ) 
statistic per time period/component. Once the probabilities were calculated, I used Excel 
to calculate the expected number of quadrats for each number of sites by multiplying the 
total number of quadrats by the Poisson probability, p(x). 
Having obtained the observed and expected counts for each quadrat, it was 
possible to compare the observed and expected counts using either a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test or Chi-Square test (Barber 1988:472; Fletcher and Lock 2005:109-
110; Hooks n.d.:9).  The Chi-Square test is best used to test for associations between two 
sample populations of nominal or ordinal nature (Fletcher and Lock 2005:129), while the 
K-S test is best used with continuous data to test whether or not two samples are likely to 
have been taken from the same population (Fletcher and Lock 2005:111, 113). The site 
counts used in the analysis are continuous data, and the K-S test was determined to be 
appropriate. This choice was supported by the fact that the K-S test is more effective than 
the Chi-Square test if there are a small number of quadrats or if the density of points 
within those quadrats is low (Hodder and Orton 1976:37, 38; Hooks n.d.:12), as the K-S 
test is not affected by these factors.  
The K-S test is a non-parametric test that does not require the parent population 
be assumed to be normally distributed (Conolly and Lake 2006). The null hypothesis is 
that the quadrats are hypothetically drawn from the same population and there is no 
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significant difference in site distribution between the groups (Conolly and Lake 
2006:130; Shennan 1988:60).  
To use this test, the expected and observed proportions of quadrats were 
calculated and used to create cumulative proportion distributions using Excel (Hook 
n.d.:9). These cumulative proportions were then used to obtain the K-S D statistic, also 
known as the largest absolute difference (D), which measures the maximum difference 
between the cumulative distributions of the two categories being compared and compares 
the difference against a predicted value that would be expected if the samples had 
originated from the same parent population (Conolly and Lake 2006:131-132; Shennan 
1988:57; Wong and Lee 2005:237-238). This measure was calculated in Excel by 
calculating the absolute value of the largest difference among the observed and expected 
cumulative proportions within the .dbf (Hooks n.d.:9). 
Once the K-S D statistic was computed, it was compared against a critical value 
calculated specifically for this test (Hooks n.d.:10). For the purposes of this thesis, a 95 
percent confidence level was used to determine the critical value for each K-S test 
(       ) where N represents the number of quadrats resulting in critical values of 
0.1274 for the first analysis (114 quadrats) and 0.2206 for the second analysis (38 
quadrats). In simple terms, the K-S test was used to determine whether the sample 
distribution and cumulative probability distribution are sufficiently different enough that 
it is unlikely that the difference occurred due to chance (Barber 1988:345). When the K-S 
D statistic was larger than the critical value, it was determined that the observed 
distribution does not match what would be expected from a random distribution and that 
the events making up the distribution are clustered (Hooks n.d.:10). When the K-S D 
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statistic was smaller than the critical value, it was determined that there was no 
significant evidence that the observed distribution varied from what would be expected 
from a random distribution. Tables of the resulting average number events per quadrat (λ) 
and associated K-S D statistics for the one-sample K-S test were compiled for each of the 
quadrat analyses, and are included in the Results Chapter of this thesis. 
A two-sample K-S test, as described by Wong and Lee (2005:227) and 
implemented by Thompson and Turck (2009:261), was also used to compare each pair of 
site distributions against each other. This was done to determine whether significant 
differences existed between the frequency distributions for each time period examined 
(Thompson and Turck 2009:261). To do this, I again calculated the K-S D statistic to 
measure the maximum difference between the cumulative distributions, but instead of 
comparing the cumulated proportions calculated during the one-sample K-S test against 
an expected Poisson distribution, I compared them instead against the cumulative 
proportions calculated for the other site distributions. This measure was calculated in 
Excel by selecting the absolute value of the largest difference between each pair of 
cumulative site frequencies within the .dbf (Thompson and Turk 2009:261; Hooks 
n.d.:9). The observed K-S D statistic for each pairing was then compared against the 
critical value of the K-S D statistic(             √
      
     
 ). In this equation,   is 
the number of quadrats in the first site distribution and    is the number of quadrats in the 
second site distribution. This resulted in critical values of 0.1801 for the first analysis 
(114 quadrats) and 0.3120 for the second analysis (38 quadrats). For each pairing (66 in 
all), if the observed D statistic was larger than the critical value, the two distributions 
being compared were considered statistically different (Wong and Lee 2005:228). Tables 
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of the resulting K-S D statistics were compiled for each of the quadrat analyses, and are 
included in Chapter V of this thesis. 
 
Near Analysis 
Many different hypotheses regarding site location are based wholly or in part on 
distance to water and in most cases this measure only considers a distance from the coast 
or a major river channel. Using the „Near‟ analysis tool available in ArcGIS, I calculated 
the distance from the coast and from major river channels for each site within the valley. 
In addition, I looked to see whether there were any observable patterns, particularly when 
factoring in distances to different classes of water other than major rivers and coastline, 
including secondary drainage (creeks, sloughs, and branches), additional smaller 
drainageways, and springs. Summary statistics were calculated by time period and 
component for archaeological sites located within the valley and for those sites located 
within the smaller intensively surveyed area. These summary statistics are included in 
Chapter V and discussed in Chapter VI. 
For this analysis, locations of the coastline, major river channels, secondary 
drainage, and additional drainageways were all obtained from the „NHDFlowline‟ feature 
of the National Hydrography Dataset, which is available from the USGS (USGS 2012a). 
Locations of springs were extracted from the „NHDPoint‟ feature of the National 
Hydrography Dataset (USGS 2012a) and augmented by additional springs identified 
within the „Spring Locations in Florida‟ layer compiled by the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection (2011) and available for download from the Florida 
Geographic Data Library, Springs of Florida report compiled by the Florida Geological 
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society (Ferguson et al. 1947), Springs in Alabama report from the Geological Survey of 
Alabama (Chandler and Moore 1987), and any additional spring locations illustrated on 
the 1:24000 scale USGS quadrangle maps. The locations of sites by time period 
component are illustrated relative to water sources in Appendix E. 
 
Extract Values to Points 
The NED is the primary elevation information produced by the USGS and 
consists of the best raster elevation data available (USGS 2006). Therefore, for this 
thesis, elevation data for the valley were obtained based on NED data obtained from the 
USGS National Map Viewer (USGS 2012b) and consisted of multiple raster grids that 
had to be merged using the „Mosaic to New Raster‟ data management tool available in 
the ArcGIS. The „Extract Values to Points‟ tool from the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst 
extension was then used to obtain elevation data (in meters) for each archaeological site 
recorded within the valley. Summary statistics were then calculated by time period and 
component for archaeological sites located within the entire valley, and again for those 
sites located within the intensively surveyed area. These summary statistics are included 
in Chapter V and discussed in Chapter VI. The locations of sites by time period and 
component are illustrated on a NED map in Appendix F. 
 
Spatial Join and Site Density Analysis 
In order to investigate the characteristics of the numerous soil types within the 
valley, detailed soil type data for each county within the study area were obtained from 
the USDA NRCS Soil Data Mart (NRCS 2012). For each county, the download consisted 
of ArcView Shapefiles, associated tabular data, and an associated Microsoft Access 
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template database. The tabular data consisted of multiple text files that were field 
delimited using the vertical bar (|) symbol and a double quote text-delimited format coded 
in ASCII. Once downloaded, these files could be linked to the Microsoft Access template 
databases that were also included in the download that setup for use with the Soil Survey 
Tabular Database (NRCS 2007:6-7). For each county, the „mu_key‟ attribute of the soil 
shapefile was used to join the soil layer to corresponding tabular data detailing the soil 
name, drainage characteristics, flood frequency, and farmland class. Additional fields 
from the tabular data describing the geomorphology, descriptor of the soil type (i.e. fine, 
loamy, clayey, etc.), and wildlife habitat potential for various elements were not 
investigated during the current thesis research, but were linked to the sites due to their 
potential for future research. 
Once the spatial data for each county were joined to the appropriate 
corresponding tabular data, the soil layers were merged into one file and the „Spatial join‟ 
Analysis tool from ArcGIS was used to obtain the detailed soil characteristics for the soil 
type within which each site was located. Due to the irregular shape and varying acreage 
of the different soil types and characteristics within the study area, site density analysis 
was used to compare frequencies of sites located within areas with different drainage 
characteristics, flood frequency, and farmland class
2
.  
                                                 
2
 Farmland classifications are derived by the NRCS from the Code of Federal Regulations 7CFR657 which 
states that farmland class is based on “soil properties, growing season, and moisture supply needed to 
produce sustained high yields of crops in an economic manner if it is treated and managed according to 
acceptable farming methods. In general, prime farmland has an adequate and dependable water supply from 
precipitation or irrigation, a favorable temperature and growing season, an acceptable level of acidity or 
alkalinity, an acceptable content of salt or sodium, and few or no rocks. Its soils are permeable to water and 
air. Prime farmland is not excessively eroded or saturated with water for long periods of time, and it either 
does not flood frequently during the growing season or is protected from flooding.” 
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Site density analysis allows for the investigation of how the locations of sites 
from the different time periods within the study area shift or remain constant in the 
landscape over time. Unlike quadrat analysis, this analysis focuses on the quantity of 
points within these irregularly shaped areas and was used to calculate standardized site 
densities as described in Thompson and Turck 2009:262. This was done by counting the 
number of sites with each environmental characteristic (poorly drained soils, for 
example), dividing the number of sites by the total acreage (in km
2
) of the characteristic 
exhibited within the study area, and multiplying by 100 to ascertain the average number 
of sites per 100 km
2
 of study area (Thompson and Turck 2009:262). Tables detailing the 
breakdowns of each characteristic by time period and component are included in Chapter 
V and are discussed in Chapter VI. 
Sites within the USF database are represented as point data based on UTM 
coordinates. Therefore, the analysis of soil characteristics conducted during the current 
thesis only used the characteristics of the soil type contained at the center of each site. If 
future updates to the database include polygonal representations of the archaeological 
sites, then these methods can be updated to include the characteristics of any additional 
soil types that may fall within the boundaries of each site. 
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CHAPTER V: RESULTS 
 
Chapter V provides tables of statistical measures resulting from the quadrat 
analysis and summary statistics related to the environmental variables now available in 
digital format. These data are used in Chapter VI to examine and discuss many of the 
hypotheses and research questions outlined Chapter III. 
 
Quadrat Analysis 
One-sample K-S D statistics were calculated by time period and component 
within the intensive survey area to determine whether or not there was evidence of 
clustering or whether the patterning of the sample of sites located within the intensive 
survey area could be expected to occur as a result of random chance. The K-S D statistics 
calculated for the smaller 57.1 km
2
 quadrats are included in Table 7 and those calculated 
for the larger 207.7 km
2
 quadrats are included in Table 8.  
Two-sample K-S D statistics were also calculated to compare sites within the 
intensive survey area from each time period and component against the others to 
determine whether or not a significant difference existed between the two site 
distributions or if any differences could be attributed to chance. The two-sample K-S D 
statistics calculated for the smaller 57.1 km
2
 quadrats are included in Table 9 and for the 
larger 207.7 km
2
 quadrats are included in Table 10.  
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Table 7.  One-Sample K-S D Statistics (57.1 km
2
 Quadrats) 
Time Period / 
Component
a
 
λ  
(n/k) 
K-S D Statistic 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
Paleo 0.1140 0.0376 No 
EArch 0.4737 0.1668 Yes 
MArch 0.1491 0.0333 No 
LArch 0.5614 0.0875 No 
Dept 0.4649 0.1613 Yes 
SwCr 0.5439 0.1563 Yes 
SwCr-eWI 0.5175 0.1058 No 
eWI 0.2018 0.0336 No 
ltWI 0.2456 0.0599 No 
FW 1.0439 0.3058 Yes 
Lamar 0.1404 0.0169 No 
LCr/Sem 0.5175 0.2023 Yes 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
bSignificance is based on a critical value of 0.1274 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
 
Table 8.  One-Sample K-S D Statistics (207.7 km
2
 Quadrats) 
Time Period / 
Component
a
 
λ  
(n/k) 
K-S D Statistic 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
Paleo 0.3421 0.1318 No 
EArch 1.4211 0.2585 Yes 
MArch 0.4474 0.1502 No 
LArch 1.6842 0.1302 No 
Dept 1.3947 0.2521 Yes 
SwCr 1.6757 0.2993 Yes 
SwCr-eWI 1.5526 0.1567 No 
eWI 0.6053 0.0856 No 
ltWI 0.7368 0.1793 No 
FW 3.1316 0.3723 Yes 
Lamar 0.4211 0.0805 No 
LCr/Sem 1.5526 0.3936 Yes 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
bSignificance is based on a critical value of 0.2206 at the α = 0.05 level 
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Table 9.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics (57.1 km
2
 Quadrats) 
Time 
Period/ 
Componenta 
Paleo EArch MArch LArch Dept SwCr 
SwCr-
eWI 
eWI ltWI FW Lamar LCr/Sem 
Paleo - 0.1404 0.0351 0.2719* 0.1404 0.1930* 0.2281* 0.0789 0.0877 0.2719* 0.0439 0.1316 
EArch 0.1404 - 0.1053 0.1316 0.0088 0.0526 0.0877 0.0877 0.0526 0.1316 0.1053 0.0351 
MArch 0.0351 0.1053 - 0.2368* 0.1053 0.1579 0.1930* 0.0439 0.0526 0.2368* 0.0175 0.0965 
LArch 0.2719* 0.1316 0.2368* - 0.1316 0.0789 0.0439 0.1930* 0.1842* 0.1053 0.2281* 0.1404 
Dept 0.1404 0.0088 0.1053 0.1316 - 0.0526 0.0877 0.0789 0.0526 0.1316 0.0965 0.0263 
SwCr 0.1930* 0.0526 0.1579 0.0789 0.0526 - 0.0351 0.1140 0.1053 0.1053 0.1491 0.0614 
SwCr-eWI 0.2281* 0.0877 0.1930* 0.0439 0.0877 0.0351 - 0.1491 0.1404 0.1053 0.1842* 0.0965 
eWI 0.0789 0.0877 0.0439 0.1930* 0.0789 0.1140 0.1491 - 0.0439 0.1930* 0.0351 0.0702 
ltWI 0.0877 0.0526 0.0526 0.1842* 0.0526 0.1053 0.1404 0.0439 - 0.1842* 0.0614 0.0702 
FW 0.2719* 0.1316 0.2368* 0.1053 0.1316 0.1053 0.1053 0.1930* 0.1842* - 0.2281* 0.1404 
Lamar 0.0439 0.1053 0.0175 0.2281* 0.0965 0.1491 0.1842* 0.0351 0.0614 0.2281* - 0.0877 
LCr/Sem 0.1316 0.0351 0.0965 0.1404 0.0263 0.0614 0.0965 0.0702 0.0702 0.1404 0.0877 - 
aTime period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
*Significance is based on a critical value of 0.1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
 
Table 10.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics (207.7 km
2
 Quadrats) 
Time 
Period/ 
Componenta 
Paleo EArch MArch LArch Dept SwCr 
SwCr-
eWI 
eWI ltWI FW Lamar LCr/Sem 
Paleo - 0.3421* 0.0789 0.5263* 0.3421* 0.3556* 0.4737* 0.2105 0.1842 0.4737* 0.1053 0.2368 
EArch 0.3421* - 0.2895 0.1842 0.0526 0.0526 0.1316 0.1579 0.1579 0.2105 0.2368 0.1053 
MArch 0.0789 0.2895 - 0.4737* 0.2895 0.3030 0.4211* 0.1579 0.1316 0.4211* 0.0526 0.1842 
LArch 0.5263* 0.1842 0.4737* - 0.1842 0.1707 0.0789 0.3158* 0.3421* 0.1842 0.4211* 0.2895 
Dept 0.3421* 0.0526 0.2895 0.1842 - 0.0526 0.1316 0.2105 0.1579 0.2105 0.2368 0.1053 
SwCr 0.3556* 0.0526 0.3030 0.1707 0.0526 - 0.1238 0.1657 0.1714 0.2063 0.2504 0.1188 
SwCr-eWI 0.4737* 0.1316 0.4211* 0.0789 0.1316 0.1238 - 0.2895 0.2895 0.2368 0.3684* 0.2368 
eWI 0.2105 0.1579 0.1579 0.3158* 0.2105 0.1657 0.2895 - 0.0789 0.3421* 0.1053 0.2105 
ltWI 0.1842 0.1579 0.1316 0.3421* 0.1579 0.1714 0.2895 0.0789 - 0.2895 0.0789 0.1316 
FW 0.4737* 0.2105 0.4211* 0.1842 0.2105 0.2063 0.2368 0.3421* 0.2895 - 0.3684* 0.2368 
Lamar 0.1053 0.2368 0.0526 0.4211* 0.2368 0.2504 0.3684* 0.1053 0.0789 0.3684* - 0.2105 
LCr/Sem 0.2368 0.1053 0.1842 0.2895 0.1053 0.1188 0.2368 0.2105 0.1316 0.2368 0.2105 - 
aTime period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
*Significance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
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Proximity to Different Classes and Sources Water 
For all sites within the valley, distances (in meters) were calculated to the nearest 
coastline, major river channel, secondary drainage (creeks, sloughs, and branches), 
additional smaller drainageway, and spring. Summary statistics describing these distances 
were tabulated by time period and component for all sites located within the valley (Table 
11) and for sites located within the smaller intensive survey area (Table 12).  
 
Range of Elevation 
Elevations for all sites within the valley ranged from 0 to 101.7 m above sea level 
with a mean of 31.7 m above sea level and a standard deviation of 20.0 m. For sites 
within the intensively surveyed area, elevations ranged from 0 to 91.4 m above sea level 
with a mean of 26.1 m above sea level and a standard deviation of 17.1 m. Summary 
statistics broken down by time period and component for all sites within the valley are 
included in Table 13 and summary statistics for sites located within the intensively 
surveyed area are included in Table 14. 
 
Characteristic of Soil Types 
Site densities were calculated relative to soil drainage class (Table 15), soil flood 
frequency (Table 16), and soil farmland class (Table 17) for both the study area and 
intensive survey area. Each density is represented as the number of sites per 100 km
2
. 
Due to the large amount of area within the larger study area that has less dense survey 
coverage, only values for the intensive survey area were calculated.  
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Table 13.  Site Elevation Descriptive Statistics (Meters above Sea Level) for 
Archaeological Sites within the Valley 
Time Period / 
Component
a
 
Site Elevation (meters) 
Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 
Paleo 9.6 56.3 24.7 12.2 
EArch 0.0 74.1 28.8 14.8 
MArch 12.0 52.0 30.1 10.1 
LArch 0.0 84.1 24.5 18.7 
Dept 0.0 93.1 24.5 19.2 
SwCr 0.0 75.0 28.7 20.4 
SwCr-eWI 0.0 93.1 23.9 19.3 
eWI 0.0 75.9 30.8 18.2 
ltWI 0.0 72.7 23.8 15.9 
FW 0.0 69.8 18.0 14.4 
Lamar 0.0 69.8 20.1 18.1 
LCr/Sem 0.0 67.9 24.6 11.7 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
 
Table 14.  Site Elevation Descriptive Statistics (Meters above Sea Level) for 
Archaeological Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
Time Period / 
Component
a
 
Site Elevation (meters) 
Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 
Paleo 9.6 56.3 20.1 11.9 
EArch 2.9 67.7 24.6 12.6 
MArch 12.0 40.1 22.5 7.9 
LArch 0.0 72.7 22.3 15.6 
Dept 0.0 67.4 25.5 16.9 
SwCr 0.0 75.0 28.4 20.8 
SwCr-eWI 0.0 70.7 20.3 16.8 
eWI 0.0 64.0 28.2 16.8 
ltWI 0.0 72.7 24.9 15.8 
FW 0.0 60.5 18.2 12.6 
Lamar 0.0 40.1 20.0 14.0 
LCr/Sem 0.0 57.0 24.3 10.5 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
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Table 15.  Archaeological Site Density by Soil Drainage Class indicating Number of 
Sites per 100 km
2
 within the Intensive Survey Area 
Soil 
Drainage 
Class 
Area 
(km2) 
Number of Sites per 100 km2 by Time Period / Componenta 
Paleo EArch MArch LArch Dept SwCr 
SwCr-
eWI 
eWI ltWI FW Lamar 
LCr/ 
Sem 
Excessively 
Drained 
47.4 0.0 4.2 0.0 8.4 4.2 14.8 6.3 2.1 0.0 6.3 2.1 4.2 
Somewhat 
Excessively 
Drained 
17 0.0 5.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9 
Well 
Drained 
281.7 0.7 5.3 2.5 6.4 7.1 5.3 6.4 4.3 5.0 16.3 2.5 6.0 
Moderately 
Well 
Drained 
92.6 2.2 7.6 3.2 4.3 7.6 8.6 5.4 1.1 4.3 1.1 1.1 4.3 
Somewhat 
Poorly 
Drained 
85.7 2.3 8.2 0.0 7.0 4.7 8.2 7.0 1.2 2.3 14.0 3.5 5.8 
Poorly 
Drained 
220.1 1.4 5.9 1.8 5.0 3.2 4.1 3.6 1.8 2.7 11.4 0.9 5.0 
Very Poorly 
Drained 
387.8 0.0 0.5 0.0 2.1 0.5 1.5 1.3 0.5 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.3 
N/A 216.8 1.8 3.2 1.4 6.0 5.1 4.6 6.5 0.9 0.9 12.0 0.9 8.3 
Average 
Density 
1350.1 1.0 4.0 1.3 4.7 3.9 4.6 4.4 1.7 2.1 8.8 1.2 4.4 
aTime period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
 
Table 16.  Archaeological Site Density by Soil Flood Frequency indicating Number 
of Sites per 100 km
2
 within the Intensive Survey Area 
Soil Flood 
Frequency 
Area 
(km2) 
Number of Sites per 100 km2 by Time Period / Componenta 
Paleo EArch MArch LArch Dept SwCr 
SwCr-
eWI 
eWI ltWI FW Lamar 
LCr/ 
Sem 
None 543.5 0.9 5.2 1.5 4.0 4.4 5.5 5.2 2.4 2.9 4.8 0.9 3.5 
Very Rare 5.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.5 0.0 0.0 37.0 0.0 0.0 
Rare 53.4 3.7 13.1 1.9 20.6 9.4 13.1 9.4 9.4 7.5 24.3 9.4 9.4 
Occasional 109.9 0.0 0.9 1.8 5.5 5.5 5.5 4.5 0.0 1.8 22.7 3.6 5.5 
Frequent 432.8 0.5 2.5 0.7 3.0 1.6 2.3 1.6 0.7 0.9 6.2 0.0 2.5 
N/A 204.2 2.0 3.4 1.5 5.9 5.4 4.4 6.4 1.0 1.0 12.7 1.0 8.8 
Average 
Density 
1350.1 1.0 4.0 1.3 4.7 3.9 4.6 4.4 1.7 2.1 8.8 1.2 4.4 
aTime period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
 
Table 17.  Archaeological Site Density by Soil Farmland Class indicating Number of 
Sites per 100 km
2
 within the Intensive Survey Area 
Farmland 
Class 
Area 
(km2) 
Number of Sites per 100 km2 by Time Period / Componenta 
Paleo EArch MArch LArch Dept SwCr 
SwCr-
eWI 
eWI ltWI FW Lamar 
LCr/ 
Sem 
Prime 
Farmland 
253.7 2.0 8.7 3.2 6.3 4.7 4.3 5.9 3.5 3.9 11.8 1.2 6.3 
Not Prime 
Farmland 
1081.3 0.6 2.8 0.8 4.3 3.8 4.6 4.1 1.3 1.7 8.0 1.2 3.9 
N/A 14.1 7.1 14.2 0.0 14.2 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.3 0.0 7.1 
Average 
Density 
1350.1 1.0 4.0 1.3 4.7 3.9 4.6 4.4 1.7 2.1 8.8 1.2 4.4 
aTime period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
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CHAPTER VI: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
This chapter of my thesis applies the results and descriptive statistics provided in 
Chapter IV to many of the research questions and hypotheses that exist regarding site 
distribution within the valley. The discussion of these results and how they relate to these 
larger questions is presented by time period. 
 
Paleoindian Site Distribution/Revised Archaeological Probability Model 
Site data for the Paleoindian period were limited within the updated database, 
consisting of a total of 20 sites with confirmed Paleoindian components. While it is a 
contentious topic among archaeologists, Tyler (2008:98-99) articulately argues for the 
use of information obtained from collectors and local avocational archaeologists within 
the valley in order to broaden the available Paleoindian knowledge base. This suggestion 
is a pertinent one considering how truly limited the site distribution data within the valley 
are, and incorporating this type of information would serve to create a more robust 
sample of Paleoindian sites. Therefore, it is recommended that more of this type of data 
be incorporated into the USF database in the future, if determined to be from a reliable 
source. 
Past research (Dunbar et al. 1991; Faught 2002, 2004; Faught and Donoghue 
1997; Tyler 2008) has noted that Paleoindian sites are most often found in the vicinity of 
rivers, springs, estuarine river mouths, and lithic sources, and has not identified any 
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Paleoindian period sites located within the lower valley, along the coast, or within any of 
the barrier islands. A review of the updated database and site mapping (Figures B2 and 
C2) did not provided any contradictory evidence to the picture of an absence of sites 
within any of these latter contexts. The expansion of the study area to Alabama and 
Georgia included the lower portions of the Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers. However, no 
additional sites were identified in the vicinity of Lake Seminole or the lower portion of 
the Flint River within the study area. 
I used the updated environmental data to revisit the work of Tyler (2008) who 
used a combination of site file and collector data and identified what he describes as two 
clusters of Paleoindian sites within the valley. These include a large concentration of sites 
located along the Chipola, and a smaller concentration along the Apalachicola. Tyler 
(2008:92-95) suggests that the grouping of sites along the Chipola is likely due to their 
proximity to the river itself, as well as the proximity of springs and local chert sources.  
When I was investigating the available environmental information for Paleoindian 
sites within the valley, several factors stood out. Paleoindian sites were expected to be 
located much farther from the coast than sites of other time periods, very close to the 
main river channels (particularly the Chipola), and within 3 km of a spring. When 
looking at the summary statistics for proximity to water contained in Tables 11 and 12, it 
is clear that, with the exception of the sites with Middle Archaic components, which also 
have no sites identified within the lower portion of the valley, sites within Paleoindian 
components did have the largest minimum distance (51.3 km within the valley and 48.7 
km within the intensive survey area) from the coast, and while the mean distance from 
the coast was in the middle compared to that of the other time periods, the standard 
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deviation (12.4 km within the valley and 13.1 km within the intensive survey area) was 
much smaller than the majority of the remaining groups, suggesting a tighter distribution 
of Paleoindian sites relative to the coastline. This makes sense as unlike many of the 
other time periods, no sites with Paleoindian components were identified along the Flint 
River and few were noted along the Chattahoochee, the farthest points from the coast 
(Figure E2). 
The measure of mean distance to major rivers for Paleoindian sites within the 
valley (2.5 km) and the intensive survey area (0.7 km) are the second lowest and lowest  
relative to the other site classifications (Tables 11 and 12). The comparison of summary 
statistics noted that the mean distance of Paleoindian sites to each type of water source, as 
well as the closest source of any kind, was always smaller than the comparative measure 
for sites with Early, Middle, or Late Archaic components (Tables 11 and 12). The only 
exception was that sites with Late Archaic components have a smaller mean distance to 
the nearest coastline than Paleoindian sites within the intensive survey area.  
As expected, the mean distance of Paleoindian sites from springs (Tables 11 and 
12) was the lowest value out of all the time periods for both the valley (3.9 km) and the 
intensive survey area (3.2 km). This value is similar to the 3 km value suggested by Tyler 
(2008). While Tyler suggests a lack of springs along the Apalachicola as one of the 
possible factors for why the second Paleoindian cluster is smaller, the environmental 
information gathered for my thesis identified a grouping of springs in the vicinity of the 
cluster along the Apalachicola (Figure E2), possibly suggesting that the absence of 
locally available chert may have been more of a factor.  
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As expected, the mean values for elevation above sea level (Tables 13 and 14) for 
sites with Paleoindian components within the valley (24.7 m) and the intensive survey 
area (20.1 m) are also very similar to Tyler‟s mean of 21 m above sea level (2008:66). 
The elevation values for Paleoindian sites are in the higher range of elevations within the 
time periods, and are likely influenced by the large distance many of these sites are 
located from the coast where elevations are smallest (Figure F2). The current database 
did produce a slightly larger range of elevations above sea level (9.6 to 56.3 m) than 
presented in Tyler (14 to 40 m), partially due to the additional of two sites located to the 
west of the Chattahoochee north of Lake Seminole. 
In 2008, Tyler also produced a probability model for the valley that identified 
areas where Paleoindian sites were more likely to be identified. When reviewing this 
model relative to the current data available, it appeared that several factors could be 
adjusted to reflect site distribution within the valley more accurately. Tyler used 
variations of two of the indicators discussed previously to develop his model, including 
the mean distance to the Chipola (3 km) and all elevations under the mean elevation (21 
m above sea level) for Paleoindian sites  within the valley. It is unclear why Tyler chose 
to include only those values under his mean elevation, as this included a large range of 
values (0 to 14 m) that fall under the minimum elevation above sea level recorded for 
Paleoindian sites within the valley and may provide an explanation for why Tyler‟s 
model included a large moderate probability area where no Paleoindian sites have ever 
been found. To address these large areas of moderate probability located in the southern 
portion of the valley away from the Chipola River, and well below the mean elevation, I 
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used an elevation range containing all the values within one standard deviation of the 
mean elevation above sea level (12.5 to 36.9 m).  
 Tyler‟s model also did not predict the presence of the second cluster of sites along 
the Apalachicola. This issue was addressed by factoring in the locations of springs within 
the valley based on the updated digitized environmental data gathered for the current 
thesis. Tyler did suggest that using a 3 km buffer from springs in future research may 
help to refine the accuracy of his model and the use of this variable does help explain the 
smaller cluster of sites along the Apalachicola River identified from the collectors‟ data 
studied in 2008. 
My updated probability model was fashioned in a similar manner to that of Tyler 
(2008), through the creation of raster surfaces representing areas that either met, or failed 
to meet, the environmental criteria described above. Raster surfaces were created to 
represent a buffer of the Chipola based on the mean distance to major rivers (2.5 km), the 
mean elevation based on the NED plus or minus one standard deviation (12.5 to 36.9 m), 
and a buffer of the mean distance to springs within the study area (3.9 km). Using raster 
math, these three raster surfaces were added together and reclassified with values ranging 
from 0 (no criteria were met) to 3 (all criteria were met). Values of „0‟ were considered to 
exhibit low probability, values of „1‟ or „2‟ were considered to exhibit moderate 
probability, and values „3‟ were considered to exhibit high site potential (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12:  Revised Site Probability Model for Paleoindian Sites within the Valley   
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Addressing elevation within the model and including the locations of springs 
appears to represent the distribution of sites with Paleoindian components within the 
valley more accurately. However, while it is a clear improvement over the 2008 model, 
the current model could be refined by factoring in the location of chert sources within and 
around the valley, and I hope further research will be able to account for this factor. 
Quadrat analysis was uses to test whether the distribution of Paleoindian sites 
from the USF database was truly clustered, or if it may just appear that way. A one-
sample K-S test for Paleoindian sites within the intensive survey area did not result in a 
significant D statistic (Tables 7 and 8), suggesting no significant difference between the 
observed distribution of sites from what might be expected from random chance. This 
suggests that the Paleoindian sites did not cluster within the intensive survey area, 
although the analysis may be influenced by the limited number of confirmed sites 
recorded within the valley. 
Two-sample K-S tests for both quadrat sizes were also used to compare the 
distribution of Paleoindian sites to those with Archaic components. It is unclear whether 
or not a significant difference exists between sites with Paleoindian and Early Archaic 
components as one K-S D statistic suggests significance and the other suggests no 
difference exists (Table 18). However, both sets of K-S D statistics (Table 18) provided 
evidence that within the intensive survey area, no significant difference exists between 
the distribution of sites Paleoindian and Middle Archaic sites while the distributions of 
sites with Paleoindian and Late Archaic components are significantly different. 
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Table 18.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Paleoindian Components 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
Paleo vs. EArch .1404 No .3421 Yes 
Paleo vs. MArch .0351 No .0789 No 
Paleo vs. LArch .2719 Yes .5263 Yes 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
b
Significance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
cSignificance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
Spread of Sites during the Early Archaic 
When Simpson analyzed site distribution within the valley using the USF 
database in 1996, the database contained 57 sites with confirmed Early Archaic 
components. Based on the distribution of these sites, Simpson observed that site location 
along the Chipola appeared to remain consistent between the Paleoindian and Early 
Archaic periods, but that the locations of sites spread out to include the lower 
Chattahoochee, as well as the main channel of the Apalachicola by the Early Archaic. 
Simpson suggests that this is the result of adaptation to early Holocene landscapes, and 
that due to sea level fluctuation, the coastal region of the valley was very dry during this 
time period, with few sources of fresh water, tying site locations closer to major perennial 
water sources.  
A total of 99 sites with Early Archaic components are now confirmed within the 
valley (Figures B4 and C4) and 32 of these sites (32.3 percent) are located along the 
Chipola River. An additional 26 sites (26.2 percent) are located along the channels of the 
Flint and lower Chattahoochee. Another small cluster of sites with Early Archaic 
components are located in the vicinity of the headwaters of the Chipola where several 
springs are located (Figure E4). The database also shows a small percentage of sites (8.1 
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percent) located within the lower valley. The presence of meander scars located to the 
west of the lower Apalachicola likely provides evidence that the river was previously 
located farther to the west than its current location (Donoghue and White 1995). 
However, the updated database was not able to identify any additional sites with Early 
Archaic components in this area of the lower valley to the west of the main river though, 
of course survey coverage is less intense there. 
When comparing the distance of Early Archaic sites to each of the water sources 
relative to the same measurements for sites with Paleoindian components, the mean 
distance to the coast, major rivers, secondary drainage, additional drainageways, and 
springs was larger in every case for the Early Archaic sites  (Tables 11 and 12).  This is 
highlighted by the fact that the mean distance to the closest water source for Early 
Archaic sites more than doubles between the Paleoindian and Early Archaic periods both 
within the entire valley and the intensive survey area. 
As discussed by Tyler (2008), ranges in elevation were larger for Early Archaic 
sites than the Paleoindian, with more sites located in higher and lower elevations than in 
the previous period (Tables 13 and 14). In addition, the standard deviation is larger 
during the Early Archaic than during the Paleoindian. The locations of sites with Early 
Archaic components relative to elevation are included in Figure F4. 
On the maps of site distribution and in the summary statistics regarding 
environmental characteristics, it Early Archaic site distribution appears differs 
substantially from that of the Paleoindian Period. One-sample K-S tests performed during 
the quadrat analysis were examined to determine whether the distribution of sites within 
the valley and intensive survey area were clustered and significantly different than what 
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would have been expected due solely to chance. Both of the resulting K-S D statistics 
(Tables 7 and 8) were higher than the corresponding critical values, suggesting that the 
distribution of sites with Early Archaic components were in fact clustered.  
Comparing the distribution of sites with Early Archaic components to sites with a 
Paleoindian component within the intensive survey area, it was unclear if there was a 
significant difference. The two-sample K-S test using the larger quadrat size suggested 
that a significant difference exists between Early Archaic and Paleoindian site 
distribution within the intensive survey area, while the test using the smaller quadrat size 
suggested no significant difference (Table 19). When comparing Early Archaic site 
distribution to sites with later Archaic components, the two-sample K-S test for both 
quadrat sizes suggested that was no statistical difference between the distributions of sites 
with Early Archaic components and those with Middle or Late Archaic components 
(Table 19). 
 
Table 19.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Early Archaic Components 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
EArch vs. Paleo .1404 No .3421 Yes 
EArch vs. MArch .1053 No .2895 No 
EArch vs. LArch .1316 No .1316 No 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
bSignificance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
cSignificance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
A count of how many sites with Early Archaic components had later Archaic 
components was tabulated to check whether a large percentage of sites contained multiple 
Archaic components, which would automatically cause much of the site distribution to 
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overlap. Within the intensive survey area, 12 of the 54 (22.2 percent) Early Archaic sites 
also had a later Archaic component. However, it is unclear whether this percentage would 
have been high enough to influence the results of the K-S test. 
Simpson (1996:31) noted that in 1996 approximately 24 percent of the sites with 
an Early Archaic component in the database contained a later prehistoric component and 
cited this percentage as a clear indicator that many of the locations where Early Archaic 
sites were found were also available and desirable at later times. The current database 
notes that 48 sites (48.5 percent) within the valley that have an Early Archaic component, 
also have a later prehistoric component. The frequent reuse and re-habitation of these site 
locations many muddy the interpretation of Archaic sites as the projectile points used as 
chronological markers for many of the sites may have been picked up and reused. 
 
Absence of Middle Archaic Sites in the Lower Valley 
The difficulty in distinguishing between Archaic components, and the small 
number of lithic points (Eva, Levy, Newnan, and Thonotosassa; see) that are diagnostic 
only of the Middle Archaic, may explain why sites with Middle Archaic components 
have been considered to be relatively rare within the valley. When Simpson conducted 
his initial study in 1996, there were only three sites with Middle Archaic components 
recorded within the USF database and two of them were considered to be questionable. 
Due to continued survey and additional research conducted within the valley since the 
mid-1990s, there are now 40 sites with Middle Archaic components currently recorded 
within the USF database. 
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A review of the site mapping created from the database (Figures B5 and C5) 
noted that the majority of sites with Middle Archaic components (36) are recorded within 
Florida, particularly along the Chipola River and to the north near its headwaters, while 
an additional five sites are located along the lower Chattahoochee and Flint rivers within 
Georgia. The database does not indicate any sites with a Middle Archaic component 
within the Alabama portion of the study area. Like the Paleoindian site distribution, no 
sites with Middle Archaic components are located within the lower valley (Figure E5). 
The combination near the headwaters of the Chipola and the lack of sites in the lower 
valley help to explain why Middle Archaic sites have the largest mean distance to the 
coast when compared to sites with Paleoindian or other Archaic components (Tables 11 
and 12).  This may also explain why sites with Middle Archaic components have the 
smallest range in elevation, the smallest standard deviation for elevation values, and the 
second largest maximum elevation when compared to sites within the valley with 
Paleoindian and other Archaic components  (Tables 13 and 14). The locations of sites 
with Middle Archaic components relative to elevation are illustrated in Figure F5. 
While the mapping illustrates the sites with Middle Archaic components located 
closer to the main channels of lower Chattahoochee and Flint rivers, it appears that sites 
located along the Chipola may be situated along smaller drainageways connecting to the 
main channel. Table 11  partially supports this idea as the mean distance to major rivers 
increases from both the Paleoindian and Early Archaic to the Middle Archaic along with 
a modest increase in the distances to secondary drainage and smaller drainageways. Table 
12 shows contradictory evidence within the intensive survey area, where the mean 
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distance to major rivers and the smallest drainageways lowering for sites with Middle 
Archaic components while the mean distance to secondary drainage increased. 
This disparity may be partially explained by the location of eight of the 36 sites 
(22.2 percent) within the Florida portion of the valley and the intensive survey area, south 
of Marianna, that are noted as underwater sites. Site file forms for these sites suggest that 
they are likely redeposited materials that have been washed downriver. As these site 
locations are based on artifacts that were found directly within the river, they would 
artificially lower the distance to major river channels, which would be amplified within 
the intensive survey area as many of the intensive surveys within the valley were 
conducted along the main river channels. It is also interesting that the Middle Archaic 
sites also cluster much more closely to spring locations than sites with Early or Late 
Archaic components, but not as close as Paleoindian sites. 
One-sample K-S tests performed during the quadrat analysis resulted in K-S D 
statistics that were lower than the corresponding critical values (Tables 7 and 8), 
suggesting that the distribution of sites with Middle Archaic components within the 
intensive survey area were not clustered and were not significantly different than what 
would be expected due to chance. When comparing the distribution of sites with Middle 
Archaic components within the intensive survey area to those in the nearest time periods 
(Table 20), the two-sample K-S test for both quadrat sizes suggested there was no 
statistical difference between the distribution of sites with Middle Archaic components 
relative to those with Paleoindian or Early Archaic components. However, the two-
sample K-S test did suggest that there was a significant difference between Middle 
Archaic and Late Archaic sites within the intensive survey area. 
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Table 20.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Middle Archaic Components 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
MArch vs. Paleo 0.0351 No 0.0789 No 
MArch vs. EArch 0.1053 No 0.2895 No 
MArch vs. LArch 0.2368 Yes 0.4737 Yes 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
b
Significance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
c
Significance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
Shifting Site Location and Late Archaic Shell Middens 
The updated database doubled the amount of sites (101) within the valley with 
confirmed Late Archaic components. An updated examination of these sites identified 
five (5.0 percent) with a component earlier than the Late Archaic and 50 (50.0 percent) 
with a later component. A total of 12 Late Archaic sites (11.9 percent) had both an earlier 
and later component. This finding supports the assertion that people may have been living 
in different places based on different criteria during the Late Archaic period (Simpson 
1996:31). 
Past research (Milanich and Fairbanks 1980) originally postulated that sites from 
the Late Archaic period were predominately located in wet coastal areas or interior 
uplands. Subsequently, White (1985) showed that sites from the Late Archaic were also 
heavily concentrated along river drainages and other sources of water, not just in the 
uplands as previously suggested. More recent research (White 2003a) has shown that 
Late Archaic sites can be found along the Apalachicola and Chipola rivers, as well as the 
Flint River and the barrier islands. 
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Current mapping (Figure E6) provides evidence of Late Archaic sites along the 
Apalachicola, Chipola, and Flint rivers, and the barrier islands as documented by White 
(2003a). The mapping produced as part of this thesis also illustrates that Late Archaic 
sites are found in a similar fashion along the lower Chattahoochee. 
The one-sample K-S tests performed during the quadrat analysis resulted in K-S 
D statistics that were lower than the corresponding critical values (Tables 7 and 8), that 
suggests that the distribution of sites with Late Archaic components within the intensive 
survey area were not clustered or significantly different than what would be expected due 
to chance. When comparing the distribution of sites with Late Archaic components to 
those earlier in the Archaic and those with components related to the beginning of the 
Woodland Period (Table 21), the two-sample K-S test for both quadrat sizes suggested 
there was no statistical difference between the distribution of sites with Late Archaic 
components relative to those with Early Archaic, Deptford, or Swift Creek components. 
As suggested within the previous sections, Late Archaic site distribution differed 
significantly from the Paleoindian and Middle Archaic site distributions (Table 21). 
 
Table 21.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Late Archaic Components 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
LArch vs. Paleo .2719 Yes .5263 Yes 
LArch vs. EArch 0.1316 No 0.1842 No 
LArch vs. MArch 0.2368 Yes 0.4737 Yes 
LArch vs. Dept 0.1316 No 0.1842 No 
LArch vs. SwCr 0.0526 No 0.1707 No 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
b
Significance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
cSignificance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
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Based on the significant difference suggested by the two-sample K-S test, the 
mapping of Late Archaic sites (Figures B6 and C6), as well as the summary statistics for 
distance to different water sources (Tables 11 and 12) and elevation (Tables 13 and 14) 
for Late Archaic sites were compared to those for sites with Middle Archaic and 
Paleoindian components to see how the hypotheses outlined in the beginning of this 
section fare based on the updated data gathered from this thesis. 
The review of Tables 11 and 12 shows that within the valley and the intensive 
survey area, Late Archaic sites are generally located closer to the coast than sites with 
Paleoindian or Middle Archaic components due to the lack of Paleoindian and Middle 
Archaic sites recorded within the lower valley. These statistics also suggest that Late 
Archaic sites are located farther from springs than sites of either of these earlier time 
periods. In each case, the mean distance of Late Archaic sites to secondary drainage, 
lesser drainage, and the closest water source is greater than the mean distances exhibited 
by Paleoindian sites and less that the distances exhibited by sites with Middle Archaic 
components. Within the valley this same trend is exhibited for the mean distance of Late 
Archaic sites from the main river channels. However, within only intensively surveyed 
area, Late Archaic sites appear to be located farther from the main river channels than 
both Paleoindian and Middle Archaic sites. 
When looking at Late Archaic sites relative to mean elevation above sea level, site 
locations generally fell within larger ranges in elevations than sites with earlier 
components (Tables 13 and 14). Late Archaic sites also had the lowest mean elevation 
value when compared against sites from the earlier Archaic periods or to sites with Early 
Woodland Deptford components. The Late Archaic sites also had a smaller standard 
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deviation than the Early Woodland sites, suggesting a tighter range of elevation values 
overall. The location of sites with Late Archaic components relative to elevation are 
illustrated in Figure F6. A review of this mapping supports White‟s (2003a) hypothesis 
that the Late Archaic sites are more heavily concentrated along river drainage and 
appears to show many of the sites in the upper valley located on the cusp of areas of low 
and high elevation. 
White (2003a) has shown that coastal sites and sites in low estuarine and swampy 
areas are typically shell middens, and that sites on high ground near small creeks 
typically are not. White also outlines a disparity between saltwater and freshwater species 
at estuarine sites. Those located west of the Apalachicola contain more freshwater species 
than those located to the east of the delta. She suggests that this is likely due to the rising 
sea level after the Pleistocene, and that it pushed the mouth of the river east, bringing 
larger amounts of fresh water as time progressed. While the current database does not 
provide a breakdown of the type of faunal species found at each site location, it would be 
an excellent path for future research. 
The current database indicates 17 confirmed Late Archaic sites with shell midden 
components within the valley (Figure 13). Fifteen (15) of these sites (88.2 percent) are 
located in the low estuarine lower valley. One of the other two shell midden sites with 
Late Archaic components (9Se10 – Whaley‟s Mill) is located near the former confluence 
of the Flint and Chattahoochee in present day Lake Seminole and the other (8Li56 – 
Garden of Eden) is located along the east bank of the Apalachicola among the Torreya 
Ravines. As expected, no shell midden sites were found outside of low estuarine areas or 
at any significant distance from the main river channels. 
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Figure 13:  Shell Midden and Non-Shell Midden Sites with Late Archaic Components  
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Early Woodland Sites with Deptford Pottery 
The updated maps illustrating the locations of sites with Deptford pottery (Figures 
B9 and C9) illustrate a similar pattern of site location as that shown during the 1996 
study, albeit with approximately 20 more sites with confirmed Deptford components. 
Sites are still located along the Apalachicola, Chipola, and lower Chattahoochee and 
there is still no evidence of sites with Deptford components located near the middle of the 
Chipola. The updated mapping also illustrates the presence of numerous sites with 
Deptford components located near Lake Seminole and very few sites located along the 
Flint River. The distribution of Deptford sites (Figure E9) provides additional evidence 
(see also Ward 1989) against the initial model established by Milanich and Fairbanks 
(1980) that suggested Deptford was a coastal adaptation. 
The locations of sites with Deptford pottery relative to major water sources within 
the valley are illustrated in Figure E9. While the distribution of sites with Deptford 
pottery was not considered significantly different from that of sites with other Woodland 
components according to the two-sample K-S tests, the review of the summary statistics 
for mean distance to different water sources within the valley identified several trends 
(Tables 11 and 12).  
Deptford sites had the second lowest mean distance to major rivers among 
Woodland sites. For mean distances to the secondary and minor drainages, sites with 
Deptford pottery had comparable values (less than 1 km difference) to all the other sites 
with Woodland components other than sites with early Weeden Island pottery, which 
were generally located closer to these types of drainage. When comparing mean distance 
to springs or closest water sources, Deptford sites also had the lowest mean distances 
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compared to other Woodland sites. These summary statistics tended to show Deptford 
sites are located at comparable or closer distance to the different water sources than the 
majority of their later Woodland counterparts, with the exception of sites with early 
Weeden Island components, which had smaller distances to water during the Woodland. 
The elevation of Deptford sites within the valley is illustrated in Figure F9 and the 
review of summary statistics for elevation (Tables 13 and 14) also supports the lack of a 
statistically significant difference between the distributions of sites with Deptford pottery 
and those with later Woodland components. Variation does exist among the different 
Woodland sites. However, the Deptford sites fall within the middle of the pack when 
looking at mean elevation above sea level, as well as standard deviation.  
While the Early Woodland was the beginning of burial mound construction and 
small-scale food production in the Southeast, few mounds from this period have been 
recorded within the valley and no evidence of domesticated plants has been identified. 
The current database indicates the presence of seven mounds with Deptford pottery 
within the valley (Figure 14). 
Of the 80 sites with confirmed Deptford components, 17 (21.3 percent) are single-
component sites, 21(26.3 percent) have both earlier and later components, 10 (12.5 
percent) have only an earlier component, and 32 (40 percent) have only a later 
component. Combining these tallies results in a total of 31 sites (38.8 percent) containing 
earlier components, a number which is much lower than the 54 percent reported by 
Simpson in 1996. However, this value is not low enough to suggest that the distribution 
of Deptford sites resulted from a move to newly advantageous environmental contexts or 
population boom as Simpson suggests for sites with Swift Creek pottery.  
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Figure 14:  Early Woodland Sites with Mounds and Non-Mound Components 
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Middle Woodland Variation and Updated Mound Locations 
One-sample K-S tests were performed during the quadrat analysis for Middle 
Woodland sites with only Swift Creek pottery, with Swift Creek and early Weeden Island 
pottery, and with only early Weeden Island pottery. Both ceramic series are part of the 
Middle Woodland period in this region. The distribution of sites with only Swift Creek 
pottery resulted in K-S D statistics that were higher than the corresponding critical values 
(Tables 7 and 8), providing evidence that these sites were clustered within the intensive 
survey area, while the K-S D statistics for sites with Swift Creek and early Weeden Island 
pottery, or only early Weeden Island pottery, were lower than the corresponding critical 
values suggesting no difference from what would be expected due to chance alone. 
When comparing sites with Middle Woodland components (Swift Creek, Swift 
Creek-early Weeden Island, and early Weeden Island pottery) within the intensive survey 
area against sites with Early Woodland (Deptford pottery) and Late Woodland 
components (late Weeden Island pottery), the two-sample K-S test for both quadrat sizes 
suggested no statistical difference exists between any of the site distributions within the 
Middle Woodland (Tables 9 and 10). The lack of observed clustering within the intensive 
survey area identified during the one-sample K-S tests may help explain why the two-
sample K-S tests did not identify any significant differences among the distributions of 
Middle Woodland sites within the intensive survey area when the examination of updated 
mapping and environmental characteristics seem to suggest that differences do exist. 
There are now 97 sites with confirmed Swift Creek pottery within the updated 
database (45 more than in 1996) and the mapping illustrating the locations of sites with 
Swift Creek pottery (Figures B10 and C10) also illustrate a similar pattern of site location 
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as that shown during the 1996 study. Sites are still located along the Apalachicola, 
Chipola, and lower Chattahoochee and there is still an absence of sites near the middle 
portion of the Chipola. It is interesting to note that the absence of sites along the middle 
of the Chipola roughly corresponds to the gap in areas containing spring (Figure 
E10).The updated mapping illustrated the presence of numerous sites with Swift Creek 
components near the confluence of the Flint and lower Chattahoochee in Lake Seminole 
and unlike the mapping prepared in 1996, clearly illustrates the presence of sites with 
Swift Creek pottery on St. Vincent Island. 
Of the 97 sites with confirmed Swift Creek components and no early Weeden 
Island pottery, 49 (50.5 percent) are single-component sites, 22(22.7 percent) have both 
earlier and later components, 17 (17.5 percent) have only an earlier component, and 9 
(9.3 percent) have only a later component. Combining these tallies results in a total of 39 
sites (40.2 percent) containing earlier components, a number which is much higher than 
the 27 percent reported by Simpson (1996:35) when he suggested the distribution of sites 
with Swift Creek pottery may have been the result of a move to newly advantageous 
environmental contexts or population boom as Simpson suggests for sites. 
There are now 87 sites with confirmed Swift Creek and early Weeden Island 
pottery within the updated database (12 more than in 1996) and the site mapping (Figures 
B11 and C11)  illustrates a similar pattern to that mapped in 1996. The majority of the 
sites appear to be located in close proximity to the main channels of the Apalachicola and 
lower Chattahoochee or the barrier islands. Contrastingly, the sites located in the vicinity 
of the Chipola appear to be located farther from the main channel in the vicinity of 
springs or secondary drainage (Figure E11). The updated mapping illustrated the 
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presence of two sites along the Flint and an additional group of sites along the 
Chattahoochee near the northern limits of the study area. The sites with both Swift Creek 
and early Weeden Island pottery appear to be located in closer proximity to the 
Apalachicola in the lower valley (Figure E11) when compared to the sites with only Swift 
Creek pottery (Figure E10). 
Of the 87 sites with confirmed Swift Creek and early Weeden Island components, 
39 (44.8 percent) have only Swift Creek and early Weeden Island components, 21 (24.1 
percent) have both earlier and later components, 13 (14.9 percent) have only an earlier 
component, and 14 (16.1 percent) have only a later component. This means a total of 34 
sites (39.1 percent) with early Swift Creek and Weeden Island components contain earlier 
components, very similar to the 37 percent reported by Simpson (1996:35). This 
percentage is too high to provide evidence for a shift in site location to new 
environmental contexts or new areas based on the expansion of population. 
There are now 43 confirmed sites within the updated database (30 more than in 
1996) with only early Weeden Island pottery and no Swift Creek pottery (Figures B12 
and C12).The updated mapping is different from the 1996 map in that it shows a larger 
presence of sites with only early Weeden Island pottery located on the barrier islands 
where only one was previously recorded. Early Weeden Island sites are located away 
from the main channel of the Chipola (Simpson 1996:35) and the lower portion of the 
Apalachicola as well (Figure E12). However, when looking at the northern half of the 
study area, along the border of low and high elevations along the lower Chattahoochee 
and Flint rivers (Figure F12), the sites appear to be located in close proximity to the main 
channels similar to those containing both Swift Creek and early Weeden Island pottery. 
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Of the 43 sites with confirmed early Weeden Island components, 18 (41.8 
percent) are single-component sites, 9 (20.9 percent) have both earlier and later 
components, 4 (9.3 percent) have only an earlier component, and 12 (27.9 percent) have 
only a later component. This means 13 sites (30.2 percent) with early Weeden Island 
components contain earlier components, a larger number than the 23 percent reported by 
Simpson in 1996. However, this percentage is not low enough to provide evidence for a 
move to new environmental contexts or boom in population. 
The summary of the different Middle Woodland site components for mean 
distance to the different water sources (Tables 11 and 12) were also examined to see 
whether any trends were visible. While sites with both Swift Creek and early Weeden 
Island pottery appear to be located relatively close to the major river channels near the 
lower Chattahoochee and upper Apalachicola, sites with only Swift Creek pottery had the 
lowest mean distance to major river channels. The number of sites with only early 
Weeden Island pottery located farther from the main channels of the lower Apalachicola 
and Chipola are reflected in the low mean distances to secondary drainage and smaller 
drainage sources. The lower number of sites in the lower valley is also reflected in the 
summary statistics as the early Weeden Island sites also have the largest mean distance to 
the coast. The lower number of these sites found near the Chipola relative to other Middle 
Woodland sites may also explain the larger mean distance of these sites to springs. 
Summary statistics (Tables 13 and 14) comparing site elevation within the Middle 
Woodland Period show sites with Swift Creek or early Weeden  Island pottery are 
generally located at higher mean elevations above sea level than sites with both types of 
pottery which are at slightly lower mean elevations. 
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The Middle Woodland is typically characterized in the eastern U.S. by a shift to 
early food production and horticulture. However, no evidence of this is currently 
documented within the valley. Therefore, I also investigated the Middle Woodland site 
distributions relative to detailed soil characteristics including drainage classification, 
flood frequency, and modern farmland classification. Site densities for each of these 
classifications are included in Tables 15–17. Discussions of soil characteristics within 
this thesis are limited to the intensive survey area as the site density results are dependent 
upon the total area contained within each measure and it can be reasonably assumed that 
the majority of archaeological sites within the intensive survey area have been identified. 
A review of soil drainage characteristics (Table 15) relative to site distribution in 
the Middle Woodland led to somewhat unexpected results. For sites with only Swift 
Creek pottery, excessively drained soils contained the most sites per 100 km
2
 while 
moderately well drained and somewhat poorly drained soils also contained a good portion 
of the identified sites. For sites with Swift Creek and early Weeden Island pottery, while 
there was less variation among the top three soil drainages, somewhat poorly drained had 
the highest number of sites identified per 100 km
2
, while and well drained and 
excessively drained soils followed closely behind. For sites with only early Weeden 
Island pottery, well drained soils contained the most sites per 100 km
2
 while excessively 
drained and poorly drained soils contained the next highest numbers of sites. 
Results of the analysis of site location relative to flood frequency were less 
unexpected, as the highest number of sites from each of the Middle Woodland 
components was identified in areas that were rarely or very rarely flooded, followed by 
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areas that never or occasionally flooded (Table 16). There were fewer sites identified 
within soils that experienced frequent flooding. 
The comparison of site location to farmland classification of detailed soil types 
(Table 17) noted that sites with Swift Creek pottery were located more often within soils 
that were not indicative of prime farmland. This contrasts with the findings for every 
other time period/component ranging from Paleoindian to Fort Walton, where sites were 
more likely to be found in soils described as prime farmland. 
Past research conducted by Frashuer (2006) examined the locations of Middle 
Woodland mounds within the valley and suggested that these mounds were situated close 
to major trade routes including the banks of major rivers or secondary drainage and cited 
a greater quantity of grave goods and exotics within the burial mounds on these routes. 
The updated database contains eight additional Middle Woodland mounds; four in 
Alabama, three in Florida, and one in Georgia. Based on these additional sites and the 
information in the updated database two additional Middle Woodland mounds with only 
early Weeden Island pottery are now visible near the northernmost extent of the study 
area and a larger number of sites with only Swift Creek components are located along the 
coast and the middle Apalachicola. An updated map illustrating the locations of all the 
Middle Woodland mounds within the valley by component is included as Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Middle Woodland Mounds within the Valley by Component 
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Late Weeden Island Pottery and Late Woodland Site Distribution 
The updated database contains 32 sites with confirmed Late Woodland 
components (late Weeden Island pottery) within the valley. A review of components at 
these Late Woodland sites identified eight (25 percent) with a single Late Woodland 
component, 11 (34.4 percent) with an earlier component, five (15.6 percent) with a later 
component, and eight (25 percent) with both an earlier and later component. This resulted 
in a total of 19 sites (59.4 percent) with an earlier component, a larger value than the 40 
percent reported by Simpson (1996:35). This large overlap with earlier components may 
help explain the lack of a statistical difference between the Late Woodland sites within 
the valley and earlier Woodland counterparts identified during the quadrat analysis.  
The one-sample K-S tests performed during the quadrat analysis resulted in K-S 
D statistics that were lower than the corresponding critical values (Tables 7 and 8), 
suggesting that within the intensive survey area, the distribution of sites with late Weeden 
Island pottery were not clustered or significantly different from what would be expected 
due to chance. When comparing the distribution of sites with Late Woodland components 
to those with earlier Woodland components or against sites with Lamar or Lower 
Creek/Seminole components (Table 22), the two-sample K-S test for both quadrat sizes 
suggested there was no statistical difference between site distributions. When comparing 
the distribution of sites with late Weeden Island pottery to those with Fort Walton 
ceramics within the intensive survey area, it was unclear if there was a significant 
difference as the two-sample K-S test using the larger quadrat size suggested that a 
significant difference exists, while the test using the smaller quadrat size suggested no 
significant difference (Table 22). 
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Table 22.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Late Weeden Island Pottery 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
ltWI vs. Dept  0.0526 No 0.1579 No 
ltWI vs. SwCr 0.1053 No 0.1714 No 
ltWI vs. SwCr-eWI 0.1404 No 0.2895 No 
ltWI vs. eWI 0.0439 No 0.0789 No 
ltWI vs. FW 0.1842 Yes 0.2895 No 
ltWI vs. Lamar 0.0614 No 0.0789 No 
ltWI vs. LCr/Sem 0.0702 No 0.1316 No 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
b
Significance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
cSignificance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
The Late Woodland was characterized by increased population sizes and 
intensified cultivation practices, which were likely influential in the shift towards more 
complex social structures (Brose and Percy 1978:105; Brose 1984). Past work has noted 
that sites with Late Woodland components (late Weeden Island pottery) are located 
mainly along the main river channels, potentially due to the benefit of alluvial soils for 
early farming (Simpson 1996:35). The current mapping (Figures B13 and C13) shows 
additional sites along the Flint River and depicts fewer confirmed Late Woodland sites 
within the lower valley. 
The mean distance of sites with late Weeden Island pottery to the coast (Tables 11 
and 12) is comparable with distances for sites that have Swift Creek or early Weeden 
Island pottery, but is approximately 10 km greater than sites with Swift Creek and early 
Weeden pottery or Fort Walton components. The return of site locations to the main river 
channels during the Late Woodland is evidenced by a smaller mean distance to rivers 
compared to Middle Woodland and Fort Walton sites. Compared to Fort Walton sites, the 
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mean distance to springs for sites within late Weeden Island pottery is smaller within the 
valley but larger when limited to the intensive survey area. However, the mean distance 
for sites with late Weeden Island pottery relative to Fort Walton sites are larger for 
secondary drainageways, lesser drainageways, and closest water sources. The location of 
these sites relative to different water sources is illustrated in Figure E13. 
According to summary statistics for mean elevation above sea level, sites with 
late Weeden Island pottery are generally located at lower elevations than those with 
Middle Woodland components and higher elevations than sites with Fort Walton 
components (Tables 13 and 14). The location of late Weeden Island sites relative to 
elevation above sea level within the study area is included in Figure F13. 
In response to Simpson‟s hypothesis regarding soil beneficial for farming, Late 
Woodland site locations were also examined relative to the drainage classification, flood 
frequency, and farmland classification of detailed soil types within the intensive survey 
area. Site densities for each of these classifications are included in Tables 15–17 and 
discussions of soil characteristics within this thesis are limited to the intensive survey 
area, as the site density results are dependent upon the total area contained within each 
measure, and it can be reasonably assumed that the majority of archaeological sites 
within the intensive survey area have been identified. The review of soil drainage 
characteristics (Table 15) and flood frequencies (Table 16) noted that well drained soils, 
moderately drained soils, and soils that rarely flooded exhibited the most sites per 100 
km
2
. Sites with late Weeden Island pottery were also more often found within soils that 
were indicative of prime farmland (Table 17).  
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Mounds, Shell Middens, and Fort Walton Site Distribution within the Valley 
The updated database contains 160 sites with confirmed Fort Walton components. 
Sixty-seven (67) of these sites (41.9 percent) have only a Fort Walton component, 52 
(32.5 percent) have an earlier component, 18 (11.3 percent) have a later component, and 
23 (14.4 percent) have both an earlier and later component. Therefore, 75 sites (46.9 
percent) contain an earlier component, an increase over the 38 percent noted previously 
(Simpson 1996:38).  
One-sample K-S tests performed during the quadrat analysis were examined to 
determine whether the distribution of Fort Walton sites within the valley and intensive 
survey area were clustered and significantly different than what would have been 
expected due solely to chance. Both of the resulting K-S D statistics (Tables 7 and 8) 
were higher than the corresponding critical values, suggesting that Fort Walton sites were 
clustered. As discussed in the previous section, when comparing the distribution of sites 
with Fort Walton pottery to those with late Weeden Island ceramics, it was unclear if a 
significant difference exists as the two-sample K-S test using the larger quadrat size 
suggested a significant difference, while the smaller quadrat size suggests no difference 
(Table 23). The two-sample K-S D statistics for both quadrat sizes suggested there was a 
statistically significant difference between Fort Walton and Lamar sites within the 
intensive survey area and that no statistical difference existed between sites with Fort 
Walton and Lower Creek/Seminole components (Table 23).  
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Table 23.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Fort Walton Components 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
FW vs. ltWI 0.1842 Yes 0.2895 No 
FW vs. Lamar 0.2281 Yes 0.3684 Yes 
FW vs. LCr/Sem 0.1404 No 0.2368 No 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
bSignificance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
cSignificance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
Fort Walton site distribution in the valley consists of inland mound-village centers 
supported by maize agriculture as well as wild foods and coastal shell midden sites where 
people were fishing, hunting, and gathering but not producing food (Marrinan and White 
2007). Simpson (1996) identified a large number of sites close to the upper Apalachicola 
and lower Chattahoochee and several shell middens within the estuarine wetlands and 
along the coast. An updated map showing the locations of Fort Walton sites with mounds, 
shell middens, or both based on the updated database is included in Figure 16. Fort 
Walton sites within only shell middens are much more heavily concentrated in the lower 
estuarine areas of the valley and the barrier islands, although there are several freshwater 
shell middens along the middle and upper Apalachicola. Within the valley, there are no 
confirmed Fort Walton sites with shell midden or mound components along the Chipola 
or Flint rivers. With the updated data, two additional mound sites from Alabama were 
identified located on the lower Chattahoochee near the northern terminus of the study 
area and one mound in Georgia near the confluence of the Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, 
and Flint.  
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Figure 16:  Fort Walton Sites with Mound and Shell Midden Components 
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One Fort Walton Mound site, Waddell‟s Mill Pond (8Ja65), is located 
approximately 9.3 km west of the Chipola, along a small stream that flows into that river. 
When the database for this thesis was finalized, it was unclear based on the site report 
(Tesar and Jones 2009) whether there was  a Fort Walton mound located at the site, in 
addition to the confirmed Middle Woodland mound. Therefore, while the site was not 
included in the mapping or analysis of sites with Fort Walton components during the 
current study, it should be included in future analysis of Fort Walton site distribution. 
On the updated maps of Fort Walton sites (Figures B17 and C17), their 
distribution appears to differ from that of sites with Late Woodland components as the 
Fort Walton sites are spread more completely throughout the valley. There is also a larger 
percentage of Fort Walton sites located off the main river channels in the southern 
portion of the valley and a much denser concentration of sites on the barrier islands. Fort 
Walton sites have a larger presence along the Chipola River, while no Lamar sites and 
only one site with Lower/Creek Seminole components have been identified in that 
portion of the valley. The concentration of sites in the Barrier Island is much higher for 
sites with Fort Walton components. 
A map illustrating the locations of Fort Walton sites relative to these water 
sources within the valley is included in Figure E17. The mean distance of Fort Walton 
sites to major river channels was in the middle range compared to sites with Woodland 
components, lower than mean distances for Lamar sites, and much farther away than that 
of sites with Lower Creek/Seminole components. 
Distances of Fort Walton sites to secondary drainage, additional smaller 
drainageways, and the nearest water source were generally within 1 km of the mean 
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distance of the same measures for sites with Woodland or later components (Tables 11 
and 12). The mean distance of Fort Walton sites to the coast was lower than that of most 
sites with Woodland components, comparable to distances for Lamar sites, and much 
lower than sites with Lower Creek/Seminole components. When looking at the distance 
to springs, the mean distance for Fort Walton sites was at the high end of values 
compared to sites with Woodland components, while lower than sites with Lamar 
components, and much higher than sites with Lower Creek/Seminole components.  
According to summary statistics for mean elevation above sea level, sites with 
Fort Walton components have lower mean elevations than those from Late Woodland or 
subsequent periods and smaller standard deviations (Tables 13 and 14). The location of 
late Weeden Island sites relative to elevation above sea level within the study area is 
included in Figure F17. 
Due to the importance of agriculture for inland sites with Fort Walton 
components, drainage classification, flood frequency, and farmland classification of 
detailed soil types within the intensive survey area were reviewed. Site densities for each 
classification are included in Tables 15–17. Discussions of soil characteristics within this 
thesis are limited to the intensive survey area, as the site density results are dependent 
upon the total area contained within each measure, and it can be reasonably assumed that 
the majority of archaeological sites within the intensive survey area have been identified. 
The review of soil drainage characteristics (Table 15) and flood frequencies (Table 16) 
noted that well drained soils, somewhat poorly drained soils, and soils that very rarely 
flooded exhibited the most sites per 100 km
2
. In similar fashion to almost all other time 
periods and components examined, Fort Walton sites were more often found within soils  
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Figure 17: Lamar Sites with Fort Walton and Lower Creek Components   
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that were indicative of prime farmland (Table 17). These characteristics are more similar 
to the conditions found to be favorable for Late Woodland sites and differ from the 
conditions exhibited by sites with Lamar components (better drainage and no distinction 
between prime and not prime farmland) and Lower Creek/Seminole sites (greater 
variation among soil drainage). 
 
Lamar Distribution Relative to the Fort Walton and Lower Creek 
The updated database contains 21 sites with confirmed Lamar components. Three 
of these sites (14.3 percent) are single-component, 12 (57.1 percent) have an earlier 
component, one (4.8 percent) has a later component, and five (23.8 percent) have both an 
earlier and later component. Seventeen (17) sites (81.0 percent) contain an earlier 
component, an increase over the 38 percent noted previously (Simpson 1996:38) and 16 
(76.2 percent) are earlier Fort Walton components.  
Recent research (Du Vernay 2011; Marrinan and White 2007) examined Lamar 
ceramics relative to the late Fort Walton period and interpreted Lamar pottery as an 
indicator of increasing interaction with ancestors of the Lower Creeks. The updated 
database identified six additional sites with Lamar components along the lower 
Chattahoochee (four from Alabama and two from Georgia) and one along the Flint River 
in Georgia (Figures B18 and C18). These sites provide possible evidence for the 
hypothesized interaction with Creek ancestors as five of these seven newly added sites 
also have later Lower Creek components. Figure 17 illustrates the confirmed locations of 
Lamar sites with Fort Walton and Lower Creek components within the valley. 
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One-sample K-S tests performed during the quadrat analysis were examined to 
determine whether the distribution of Lamar sites within the intensive survey area were 
clustered and significantly different from what would have been expected from chance. 
While the map of Lamar sites appears clustered (Figures B18 and C18), both of the 
resulting K-S D statistics (Tables 7 and 8) were lower than the corresponding critical 
values, suggesting that the distribution of sites was not clustered within the intensive 
survey area. This may be due to the low number of site with Lamar components recorded 
within the valley. The two-sample K-S D statistics for both quadrat sizes suggested there 
was a statistically significant difference between Lamar and Fort Walton sites within the 
intensive survey area but no statistical difference between sites with Lamar and Lower 
Creek/Seminole components (Table 24). 
 
Table 24.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Lamar Components 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
Lamar vs. FW 0.2281 Yes 0.3684 Yes 
Lamar vs. LCr/Sem 0.0877 No 0.2105 No 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
bSignificance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
c
Significance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
A map illustrating the locations of Lamar sites relative to water sources within the 
valley is included in Figure E18 and summary statistics are included in Tables 11 and 12. 
The mean distance of Lamar sites to the coast was comparable to that of sites with Fort 
Walton components, but much lower than sites with Lower Creek/Seminole components. 
Mean distances of Lamar sites to major rivers, secondary drainage, and springs were all 
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higher than those of sites with Fort Walton or Lower Creek/Seminole components. The 
mean distances for Lamar sites to lesser drainageways were higher than sites with Fort 
Walton components and smaller than those with Lower Creek/Seminole sites. Mean 
distance to the closest water source was comparable among the three site groupings. 
These measures are expected as the mapping shows site locations generally moving 
farther away from the coast and towards the upper valley during these time periods. 
The location of Lamar sites relative to elevation above sea level within the study 
area is included in Figure F18. According to summary statistics for mean elevation above 
sea level, sites with Lamar components have a higher mean elevation than sites with Fort 
Walton components and lower mean elevations than sites with Lower Creek/Seminole 
components while having a smaller standard deviation than either of the other two site 
distributions (Tables 13 and 14). The mean elevation value is likely the result of fewer 
Lamar sites relative to Fort Walton sites along the low elevations of the coast and barrier 
islands and fewer Lamar sites relative to Lower Creek/Seminole sites in the upper valley 
near Lake Seminole and the lower Chattahoochee where elevations are typically higher. 
The small number of sites with Lamar components in the database, and the disparity in 
their locations between the lower and upper valley, may help to explain the larger 
standard deviation among elevation values for Lamar sites. 
Drainage classification, flood frequency, and farmland classification for detailed 
soil types within the intensive survey area were reviewed for Lamar sites and site 
densities for these classifications are included in Tables 15–17. As explained in previous 
sections, only soil characteristics for the intensive survey area are discussed as the site 
density are calculated relative to the total area for each measure, and it can be reasonably 
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assumed that the majority of archaeological sites within the intensive study area have 
been identified. The review of soil drainage characteristics (Table 15) suggested that sites 
with Lamar components were most likely to be found in somewhat poorly drained soils 
and to a somewhat lesser extent, excessively or well drained soils. This is different from 
sites with Fort Walton components that were more likely to be located in lesser drained 
soils and Lower Creek/Seminole sites, which were much more spread out among the 
different drainage classifications. Similar to soils at almost all other site types examined, 
soils that very rarely flooded exhibited the most sites per 100 km
2
 (Table 16). Sites with a 
Lamar component were the only subset of sites where an equal numbers were found soils 
indicative of prime farmland as soils not indicative of prime farmland (Table 17).  
 
Lower Creek/Seminole Sites in the Northern Valley 
Simpson (1996:38) suggested that his distribution of Lower Creek sites within the 
valley was concentrated northern Florida, predominantly in areas that were 
environmentally similar to the terrain of Georgia and Alabama, where the Lower Creek 
originated. It was expected that these sites would cluster along the lower Chattahoochee, 
lower Flint, and upper Apalachicola where Georgia and Alabama Indians migrated 
downriver into the valley after the original inhabitants were gone, and interacted with 
British colonists, American settlers, and the military. 
The updated database now contains 70 sites with confirmed Lower Creek 
/Seminole components, more than double the number of confirmed sites previously 
contained within the database. Twenty-eight (28) of these sites (40 percent) are single-
component, 34 (48.6 percent) have an earlier component, four (5.7 percent) have a later 
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component, and four (5.7 percent) have both an earlier and later component. Thirty-eight 
(38) sites (54.3) contain an earlier component, a decrease from the 71 percent noted 
previously (Simpson 1996:38). Earlier Fort Walton components are found at 26 (37.1 
percent) Lower Creek/ Seminole sites and Lamar components are found at 13 (18.6 
percent) Lower Creek/Seminole sites. 
This thesis research added seven sites with Lower Creek/Seminole components 
along the lower Chattahoochee in the northernmost portion of the study area in Alabama 
and an additional 24 sites along the lower Chattahoochee and lower Flint in Georgia 
(Figures B19 and C19).The updated mapping and analysis of summary statistics for 
proximity to water provide evidence to support the concentration of archaeological sites 
in the northernmost portions of the valley as the Indians from Alabama and Georgia 
migrated downriver (Figure E19).  
One-sample K-S tests performed during the quadrat analysis were examined to 
determine whether the distribution of Lower Creek/Seminole sites within the intensive 
survey area were clustered and significantly different than what would have been 
expected from chance. Both of the resulting K-S D statistics (Tables 7 and 8) were lower 
than the corresponding critical values, suggesting that the distribution of sites was not 
clustered within the intensive survey area. The two-sample K-S D statistics for both 
quadrat sizes suggested there was no statistically significant difference between Lower 
Creek/Seminole sites and sites with Fort Walton or Lamar components within the 
intensive survey area (Table 25).  
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Table 25.  Two-Sample K-S D Statistics for Sites with Lower Creek/Seminole 
Components 
Time Periods / 
Components
a
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(57.1 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
b
 
K-S D 
Statistic 
(207.7 km
2
) 
Significant 
Difference
c
 
LCr/Sem vs. FW 0.1404 No 0.2368 No 
LCr/Sem vs. Lamar  0.0877 No 0.2105 No 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are detailed in Table 2 
bSignificance is based on a critical value of .1801 at the α = 0.05 level 
c
Significance is based on a critical value of 0.3120 at the α = 0.05 level 
 
A map illustrating the locations of Lower Creek/Seminole sites relative to water 
sources within the valley is included in Figure F19 and summary statistics are included in 
Tables 11 and 12. Mean distances to the coast, lesser drainageways, and closest water 
source were found to be higher for Lower Creek/Seminole sites compared to sites with 
Fort Walton or Lamar components and mean distances to major rivers, and springs were 
smaller for Lower Creek/Seminole sites. The summary statistics showed that these three 
site distributions were located a similar mean distance from secondary drainageways. 
The location of Lower Creek/Seminole sites relative to elevation above sea level 
within the study area is included in Figure F19. The summary statistics (Tables 13 and 
14) show that Lower Creek/Seminole sites have a higher mean elevation than sites with 
Fort Walton or Lamar components, which is expected due the high percentage of sites 
located in the upper valley where elevations area higher and the minimal number of site 
within the lower valley near the coast where the lowest elevations occur.  
Drainage classification, flood frequency, and farmland classification for detailed 
soil types within the intensive survey area are included in Tables 15–17. As previously 
outlined, only soil characteristics for the intensive survey area are discussed below as site 
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densities are dependent on the total area for each measure, and it can be reasonably 
assumed that the majority of archaeological sites within the intensive study area have 
been identified. The review of soil drainage characteristics (Table 15) suggested that sites 
with Lower Seminole/Creek components were more spread out among the different 
drainage classes, but well drained, somewhat excessively drained, and somewhat poorly 
drained soils exhibited the most sites per 100 km
2
. Like the majority of sites examined 
during this thesis research, soils that rarely flooded and soils classified as prime farmland 
exhibited the most Lower Creek/Seminole sites per 100 km
2
 (Tables16 and 17).  
 
Instances of Tallahatta Quartzite within the Valley 
Past research (Austin 2003; White 1985) has identified instances of Tallahatta 
quartzite in southern Alabama and northwestern Florida during the Woodland Period. 
These researchers have suggested that interaction between groups in the valley and 
groups from the interior area of Mississippi and southwest Alabama in the Tallahatta 
Hills, where outcrops of this resource are located (Austin 2003; White 1985). In attempt 
to examine the spatial and temporal distribution of this resource within the valley, the 
updated database was queried to determine whether any additional instances of Tallahatta 
quartzite were identified within the valley since Austin provided his review in 2003. 
However, only 10 instances of Tallahatta quartzite were recorded at confirmed sites 
within the valley (Figure 18), all of which appear to have been recorded before Austin‟s 
work in 2003. As further research and documentation of this unique raw material 
becomes available, it is recommended that it be added to the updated database. 
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Figure 18:  Archaeological Sites with Tallahatta Quartzite within the Study Area  
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Post-Pleistocene Fluvial Shift, Stream Capture, and Maximum Site Ages 
As described in Chapter II, the current location and configuration of the 
Apalachicola River delta is the result of a slow continual southward growth into the gulf 
(Donoghue 1992:294). Donoghue (1993:202-203) has suggested that approximately 
7,500 years ago the upper Apalachicola shifted and bent sharply eastward away from 
Lake Wimico, turning the Jackson River into a relict channel (Figure 19). The 
Apalachicola and Flint rivers both have developed terraces on their eastern banks, but not 
the west, supporting the interpretation of migration of the river to the southeast 
(Donoghue 1993:182) and suggesting the low wet areas west of the Apalachicola may be 
remnants of eroded past ridge systems (Campbell and Hoenstine 1982:4). Past research 
(Donoghue and White 1995; White 1994) has suggested that the lack of recorded sites 
prior to the Early Archaic is due to the entire valley having been an open, wet, and 
uninhabitable area until the Early Archaic, and this may explain the greater presence of 
Paleoindian sites along the Chipola. 
Donoghue and White (1995) also suggested a trend of maximum ages of sites 
becoming lower as one moves southeast towards the coast; instances of site habitation 
followed by inundation and subsequent habitation; and the dramatic change of faunal 
materials that would be expected when transitioning from a coastal environment with 
high salinity to a freshwater environment produced when the river moved closer.  
As part of my research, I mapped the maximum age of sites within the valley 
(Figure 20) to determine whether the dates of sites appear to be younger moving east 
through the valley and south toward the coast. The mapping produced for each time 
period (Appendices B through D) and discussion of site distributions provided in the  
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Figure 19:  Location of Lake Wimico and the Jackson River Relict Channel 
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Figure 20:  Maximum Ages for All Confirmed Sites within the Valley  
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previous sections of this chapter have clearly illustrated that the areas surrounding the 
Chipola became less desirable for human habitation as time passed within the valley. 
However, the maps illustrating maximum site age do not particularly illustrate a trend of 
younger sites moving east to west or north to south. Attempting to establish this trend is 
hindered by the presence of archaeological sites throughout the entire valley as early as 
the Early Archaic and the analysis is also likely affected by the large areas of the valley 
that have not been comprehensively surveyed and likely contain additional sites. 
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The goal of this thesis was to do the best job possible providing standardized 
baseline data, which have never existed for this region, with which additional research 
questions can be investigated. This work was dependent upon countless hours spent 
reading survey reports, archaeological site files, and past research to update and 
standardize the existing USF database of over 1,000 archaeological sites located within 
the Florida portion of the Apalachicola/Lower Chattahoochee river valley. In addition to 
updating the sites already contained within the database, I integrated and standardized the 
information for hundreds of sites located within the Alabama and Georgia portions of the 
study area, allowing for a better and more thorough understanding of site distribution 
within the entire valley. 
This updated database, now containing 1885 sites, is a valuable research tool. It 
allowed for the production of maps depicting site/component distribution for each time 
period throughout the 12,000+ years of prehistory and protohistoric time within the entire 
valley, based on current data available from academic researchers and state site files. The 
use of the updated database and mapping allowed this thesis to build on past research 
within the valley and address longstanding research questions regarding shifting 
landscapes and human activity. 
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Trends and Observations 
Late Pleistocene Populations 
Paleoindian sites are obviously clustered within the valley, grouping mostly along 
the Chipola drainage on the west side of the Apalachicola. However, they were not 
significantly clustered within the intensively surveyed area. This may be due to the 
limited number of Paleoindian sites within the entire valley. The distribution of these 
sites (Figure B2), along the spring-fed smaller river that is deeply incised into the 
limestone bedrock, supports the hypothesis that the main river channel was farther to the 
west in the late Pleistocene when people first arrived in this region and settled near 
reliable water sources like springs and sinks. The continued inclusion of collectors‟ data 
would benefit the database for this and many other questions. Within the intensively 
surveyed area, a significant difference was identified between Paleoindian and Late 
Archaic site distribution. However, no significant difference was found between 
Paleoindian and Middle Archaic site distribution, and it was unclear whether a significant 
difference existed between sites Paleoindian and Early Archaic sites within the intensive 
survey area, although Early Archaic sites are distributed throughout the valley, no just 
along the Chipola (Figure B3). 
Paleoindian sites were found most often near major rivers and springs. The mean 
distance of Paleoindian sites to springs was the lowest of all time periods for the valley 
and they were generally closer to all water sources except the coast. Mean elevations 
above sea level for Paleoindian sites were higher than those of other time periods, in part 
due to the large distance from the low elevations of the coast. No Paleoindian sites were 
found in the lower valley, the coast, or the barrier islands. No Paleoindian sites were 
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identified in the vicinity of Lake Seminole or the lower portion of the Flint River within 
the Alabama or Georgia portion of the study area. 
This work also updated the site probability model established by Tyler (2008) 
using newer environmental data to create a model that predicted more accurately, the 
clusters of Paleoindian sites along the Chipola and upper Apalachicola. This updated 
model also removed large areas of site potential in the lower valley where no Paleoindian 
sites have been identified. 
 
Archaic-Period Settlement Patterns 
Early Archaic site locations differ from those of Paleoindian sites within the 
valley, and Early Archaic sites within the intensively surveyed area were significantly 
clustered. Conflicting evidence was found for a significant difference between 
Paleoindian and Early Archaic sites. Sites location on the Chipola is consistent between 
the Paleoindian and Early Archaic, but Early Archaic sites are also located on the Flint 
and lower Chattahoochee channels, and spring areas near the Chipola headwaters. Few 
Early Archaic sites are located within the lower valley and no sites were found near the 
meander scars west of the lower Apalachicola, although there is less survey coverage in 
that area. Early Archaic sites had larger mean distances to every water source within the 
valley and the intensively surveyed area, with the mean distance to the closest water 
source for Early Archaic sites more than double that of Paleoindian sites. 
No statistical difference was identified between Early Archaic and later Archaic 
site distributions. This may be influenced by the fact that just under half of sites with 
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Early Archaic components within the valley also have a later prehistoric component, and 
the reuse and re-habitation of these Archaic sites many blur interpretations. 
Middle Archaic sites are rare in the valley and were not significantly clustered 
within the intensively surveyed area. Most Middle Archaic sites were located on smaller 
drainage ways of the Chipola and near its headwaters, with several closer to the main 
channels of the Flint and lower Chattahoochee.  No sites were identified within the 
Alabama portion of the study area or the lower Apalachicola valley. The mean distances 
to major rivers and other drainages increase moving from earlier periods to the Middle 
Archaic. Similar to Paleoindian sites, Middle Archaic sites cluster closer to springs and 
are farther from the coast than sites with Early or Late Archaic components.   
Middle Archaic sites were not significantly clustered within the intensively 
surveyed area. However, a significant difference existed between the distribution of 
Middle and Late Archaic sites within the intensive survey area. As suggested by Simpson 
(1996), the low number of Late Archaic sites with an earlier component supports the idea 
that Late Archaic people may have been living in different areas from the settlements of 
their ancestors, based on a different set of criteria. 
Late Archaic sites are located on the Apalachicola, Chipola, and Flint rivers, the 
lower Chattahoochee, and the barrier islands. So far, Late Archaic components indicate 
the earliest occupation of the barrier islands, though the islands themselves are only 
approximately 4,000 to 5,000 years old. Late Archaic sites are located closer to the coast 
and farther from major rivers and springs than sites with Paleoindian or Middle Archaic 
components. This work supported the hypothesis of White (2003a), that Late Archaic 
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sites are more heavily concentrated along river drainages, particularly in the upper valley 
on the cusp of areas of low and high elevation. 
The mapping for this thesis also provided support for another of White‟s (2003a) 
observations, that Late Archaic sites located in low estuarine areas near the coast were 
predominately shell middens and those located on small creeks farther inland were not. 
Over 88 percent of Late Archaic sites with shell midden components within the valley 
were located within low swampy areas near the coast, or on barrier islands.  
Late Archaic sites had the lowest mean elevation above sea level relative to that 
of earlier Archaic periods or of sites with Early Woodland components. However, no 
statistical difference was found between the distribution of Late Archaic sites relative to 
that of sites with Deptford or Swift Creek components within the intensive survey area. 
 
Woodland-Period Settlement Patterns 
The Early Woodland was the time of the beginning of small-scale food production 
and the construction of burial mounds in the eastern U.S. However, no evidence of 
domesticated plants has been encountered and only seven mounds from this period are 
recorded within the valley. Early Woodland sites with Deptford pottery are located on the 
Apalachicola, Chipola, and lower Chattahoochee, with numerous sites located near Lake 
Seminole (the rivers‟ confluence). A few sites with Deptford components are on the Flint 
but none are near the middle of the Chipola. This distribution supports the work of Ward 
(1989), who argued against the initial model of Milanich and Fairbanks (1980) 
suggesting that Deptford was a coastal adaptation. 
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The distribution of sites with Early Woodland Deptford pottery was not 
significantly different from that of other Woodland sites within the intensive survey area. 
The elevation data for Deptford sites support this finding, as they are comparable with 
those of sites with later Woodland components. However, Deptford sites were generally 
located at comparable or closer distances to water sources than site with later Woodland 
components, with the exception of sites with early Weeden Island pottery, which were 
found closer to the water.  
Swift Creek and early Weeden Island ceramic series are both characteristic of the 
Middle Woodland period in the valley. Sites with only Swift Creek pottery were clustered 
within the intensive survey area, and sites with both pottery types or only early Weeden 
Island were not. No significant difference existed between the distribution of sites with 
Middle Woodland components and those of sites with Early Woodland or Late Woodland 
components. The lack of significant clustering within the intensive survey area may 
explain why no significant differences were identified among sites with Swift Creek 
pottery, early Weeden Island pottery, or both while the updated mapping and review of 
environmental characteristics suggest differences exist within the valley. 
Sites with Swift Creek pottery are located along the Apalachicola, Chipola, and 
lower Chattahoochee, but are absent along the middle Chipola in an area with no springs. 
Numerous sites with Swift Creek components are located near the confluence of the Flint 
and lower Chattahoochee, and on St. Vincent Island. Sites with both Swift Creek and 
early Weeden Island pottery are located near the main channels of the Apalachicola, 
lower Chattahoochee, and Flint, and the barrier islands. Sites near the Chipola are farther 
from the main channel by springs or secondary drainage. Sites with both Swift Creek and 
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early Weeden Island pottery are closer to the Apalachicola in the lower valley than those 
with only Swift Creek pottery. Sites with only early Weeden Island pottery are farther off 
the main channel of the Chipola and the lower Apalachicola, and closer to the main 
channels of the lower Chattahoochee and Flint where low and high elevations meet. Few 
of these sites are located on the barrier islands 
 Sites with only Swift Creek or early Weeden Island pottery are generally located 
at higher elevations above sea level and in better drained soils than sites with both Swift 
Creek and early Weeden Island pottery. All sites with Middle Woodland components 
were more likely to be found in areas that were rarely or very rarely flooded. Sites with 
only Swift Creek pottery were more likely to be found in soils that modern farmland 
classifications indicate are not indicative of prime farmland, which contrasts with the 
findings for every other time period or component ranging from Paleoindian to Fort 
Walton, where sites were more likely to be found in soils described as prime farmland. 
This may be due to the fact that sites with Swift Creek pottery and no Weeden Island 
pottery had a high percentage of sites located in areas of excessively drained soils which 
dry out more quickly (USDA 2012) and may explain the lack of evidence for food 
production at these locations. 
The current work also added eight mounds with Middle Woodland components to 
the work conducted by Frashuer (2006). The majority of these mounds (27) contains both 
Swift Creek and early Weeden Island pottery and extends throughout the valley (Figure 
15). An additional three mounds with only early Weeden Island pottery are located both 
along the lower Chattahoochee and the barrier islands, and seven mounds with only Swift 
Creek components are located along the coast or the middle Apalachicola. 
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Within the valley, the Late Woodland was characterized by population growth 
and intensified cultivation, likely influencing a shift towards more complex social 
structures (Brose and Percy 1978; Brose 1984). Sites with late Weeden Island pottery 
components are much harder to distinguish, since the pottery types are so non-diagnostic. 
Late Woodland sites are located primarily along the main river channels and the coast, 
with few sites in the middle and lower valley. They are located closer to the main river 
channels relative to Middle Woodland and Fort Walton sites and they were often found in 
soils that were well or moderately drained, rarely flooded, and indicative of prime 
modern farmland, possibly due to the importance of cultivation during this period. 
Late Weeden Island sites were not significantly clustered within the intensive 
survey area, and their distribution was not significantly different from that of earlier 
Woodland components or sites with later Lamar or Lower Creek/Seminole components. 
Almost 60 percent of sites with late Weeded island pottery have an earlier component, 
which may explain the lack of statistical difference between Late Woodland site 
distributions and those of earlier Woodland sites. It was unclear whether sites with late 
Weeden Island components were significantly different from those with Fort Walton 
components within the intensive survey area. The predominant ceramics of late Weeden 
Island are check-stamped and plain, both of which are also found in early Fort Walton. 
Sites/components classified as late Weeden Island/Late Woodland are those with 
additional diagnostic types such as Keith Incised or Carrabelle Incised, but none of the 
Middle Woodland elaborate pottery such as Weeden Island Incised or Punctated. 
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Mississippian-Period and Historic Native Settlement 
Fort Walton sites are clustered within the intensively surveyed area and a 
significant difference exists between Fort Walton and Lamar sites within the intensive 
survey area. No difference exists between Fort Walton and Lower Creek sites within the 
intensively surveyed area and it is unclear if a significant difference exists between the 
distribution of sites with Fort Walton and late Weeden Island ceramics. Within the valley, 
Fort Walton sites appear to be distributed differently than sites with Late Woodland 
components, as they are spread more throughout the valley. Fort Walton sites are also 
farther from the main river channels in the lower valley, and have a large presence along 
the Chipola and on the barrier islands, while no Lamar sites and only one Lower/Creek 
Seminole site have been identified in that portion of the valley.  
Fort Walton soil characteristics were similar to those favorable for Late 
Woodland site location in that they were relatively well drained, very rarely flooded, and 
were indicative of prime modern farmland, likely due to the importance of agriculture for 
inland sites with Fort Walton components. Sites with Lamar components were better 
drained and exhibited no preference for prime modern farmland, while sites with Lower 
Creek/Seminole components had greater variation in soil drainage. 
No Fort Walton sites with shell midden or mound components are located on the 
Chipola or Flint rivers. Fort Walton non-mound sites within shell middens are heavily 
concentrated in the lower valley and barrier islands, although a few middens of 
freshwater shell are located along the middle and upper Apalachicola. Two non-shell 
midden mound sites from Alabama are located on the lower Chattahoochee and one was 
identified in Georgia near the river confluence in Lake Seminole. 
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Lamar sites appear clustered. However, they were not significantly clustered 
within the intensive survey area. This may be due to the low number of Lamar sites 
within the valley and their proximity to the main river channels. Site distributions for 
Lamar and Fort Walton components within the intensive survey were statistically 
different, but no difference existed between Lamar and Lower Creek/Seminole sites. Five 
of the seven confirmed Lamar sites added during the current thesis have later Lower 
Creek components, providing support for the past interpretation of Lamar ceramics as a 
possible indicator of interaction with the ancestors of the Lower Creeks (Du Vernay 
2011; Marrinan and White 2007). 
Lamar sites were located at a comparable distance to the coast as sites with Fort 
Walton components, and closer than Lower Creek/Seminole sites. Sites with Lamar 
components are generally farther from the coast, more prevalent in the upper valley, and 
located farther from major rivers, secondary drainage, and springs than Fort Walton or 
Lower Creek/Seminole sites. Since populations with Lamar pottery are thought to have 
arrived in the valley after native populations with their Fort Walton culture were 
becoming or became extinct (White et al. 2012), the distribution of these few sites is 
interesting (Figure B18). 
Sites with Lamar pottery were primarily found in soils that were more poorly 
drained than those with Fort Walton pottery and less varied that those with Lower 
Creek/Seminole components. Sites with Lamar components were often located in soils 
that very rarely flooded and were the only site type found equally distributed between 
soils indicative of prime modern farmland, and soils not indicative of good farmland. 
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Lower Creek sites appear clustered within the valley. However, they were not 
significantly clustered within the intensive survey area. No statistically significant 
difference was found between Lower Creek sites and sites with Fort Walton or Lamar 
components within the intensively surveyed area. As found previously by Simpson 
(1996), the current work illustrated that within the valley, Lower Creek sites were 
concentrated in the northernmost portion of the study area in areas that were more 
environmentally akin to the terrain of Georgia and Alabama, where the Creeks originated. 
These sites were also found along the main river channels in the northern valley, likely 
resulting from Indian migrations downriver from Georgia and Alabama after the original 
inhabitants were gone and possibly fleeing from various conflicts. 
 
Other Research Findings 
Past research (Austin 2003; White 1985) has noted that Tallahatta quartzite 
(sandstone), an unusual lithic material, occurs at several sites in southern Alabama and 
northwest Florida during the Woodland period. This raw material, with outcrops in 
southeast Alabama, is suggested to represent interaction between groups of people in the 
valley and those from the interior area of Mississippi and southeast Alabama. The 
updated database identified no additional sites with Tallahatta quartzite recorded in the 
valley since the last review by Austin (2003) and of these ten sites, only five had 
Woodland components, while the rest had Archaic components or were indeterminate 
lithic or ceramic sites. Additional research on this and other important raw materials can 
indicate possible interaction pathways. 
In interpreting fluvial geomorphology in the region, research has shown that the 
location and configuration of the Apalachicola delta is the result of slow, continual 
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growth into the gulf (Donoghue 1992:294), while sea-level rise since the early Holocene 
may have continually moved the river to the east up against the present-day high bluffs of 
the Torreya Ravines that extend into southwest Georgia. Donoghue and White (1995) 
suggested a trend of maximum ages for archaeological sites lowering from the northwest 
to the southeast towards the coast may have resulted from this shift  combined with delta 
growth. The site distribution maps illustrate that the areas surrounding the Chipola may 
have become less favorable for human habitation through time, especially if the 
development of agriculture required a shift to the present-day main valley, which has 
more fertile alluvial bottomland soils that are renewed by the annual flooding of the 
wider floodplain. However, the map of maximum site ages did not show a clear trend of 
younger sites moving from east to west or north to south, which would be expected if 
delta growth produced more land to live on. This pattern may be due to sites spreading 
through the valley as early as the Early Archaic, and also the sampling bias within the 
large less-intensively-surveyed area within the valley, which undoubtedly contains 
additional sites that have not yet been identified. 
 
Potential for Future Research 
While the updated database offers a greatly improved resource for research 
conducted within the valley, there is always room for improvement. During the course of 
this thesis it became apparent that a much more detailed description of the type of faunal 
and botanical materials contained within each site could be useful, as well a field within 
the database to store available radiocarbon dates. In addition, as academic researchers and 
CRM firms identify new sites or uncover new information about existing sites, the 
database should be updated to include this information. In particular, as data from 
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Georgia continue to become more accessible, records that could not be verified during the 
current research should be revisited. 
Temporal affiliations and chronologies are always being refined and the database 
should be revisited as additional information is encountered and new dates established. 
For instance, while finalizing this thesis, an article was published in the Florida 
Anthropologist providing an in-depth discussion of the transition between the Early and 
Middle Archaic (Faught and Waggoner 2012), and suggesting that a discontinuity in 
stone tool production styles may indicate the arrival of new populations moving into 
Florida during the Middle Archaic. In the future, the database should be updated to 
account for any changes resulting from their article. 
While quadrat analysis is a global test that considers all of the data at once, kernel 
density estimation tests individual locations and searches for hot spots or areas of 
increased density. Kernel density estimation is a technique used to estimate the density of 
a population from which a sample has been drawn and is less sensitive to the size of the 
unit of analysis and (Conolly and Lake 2006:175; Baxter 2003:30).  I was unable to use 
kernel density analysis during the current thesis due to the limited number of 
archaeological sites relative to the study area and the generally linear nature of the 
intensively-surveyed area. In order to capture enough sites from each time period to 
identify areas of intensity, it would have required a relatively large bandwidth. This large 
bandwidth would have extended outside of the intensively-surveyed area and produced 
edge effect. Edge effect is normally addressed by assuming that the same processes are 
occurring outside the bandwidth that are occurring within; however, this assumption is 
counterintuitive in this case as site distribution cannot be assumed to be consistent both 
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inside and outside the bandwidth if the environmental conditions vary. Therefore, it is 
recommended that kernel density estimation be used as a tool in the future to help 
identify areas of high site intensity either when more of the valley has been 
comprehensively surveyed, or to examine smaller, less linear areas. 
While the current database does not provide a breakdown of faunal species 
recovered at sites, it would be an excellent addition to see trends in space and time. If 
these attributes were added, the database could be used to test a number of hypotheses. 
For example, as discussed previously, it could be used to look for evidence of post-
Pleistocene fluvial migration by looking for differences between saltwater and freshwater 
species at estuarine sites within the lower valley to see whether sites west of the 
Apalachicola contain more freshwater species than those to the east. White (2003a) 
suggests that this pattern could have resulted from the rising sea level pushing the mouth 
of the Apalachicola east, and bringing in large amounts of fresh water over time after the 
Pleistocene. 
This database can also be used in conjunction with environmental reconstructions 
developed in the future. For example, it would be possible to populate a reconstructed 
paleoenvironment of paleolandforms, geomorphology, and sea level with increasing 
density through time and compare the results against the findings resulting from the 
current thesis and previous research. 
Confirming this or any other of the hypothesis, trends, and interpretations within 
this thesis will depend on future research, as well as the careful and accurate 
characterization of the variables needed to build, maintain, and use a good archaeological 
database.  
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APPENDIX A: USF DATABASE TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 
Table A1. USF Database Terms and Abbreviations (Time Periods and Components) 
Term Abbreviation 
Paleoindian Paleo 
Early Archaic EArch 
Middle Archaic MArch 
Late Archaic LArch 
Indeterminate Archaic Arch 
Deptford Dept 
Swift Creek SwCr 
Swift Creek-early Weeden Island SwCr-eWI 
early Weeden Island eWI 
late Weeden Island ltWI 
Indeterminate Weeden Island
a
 WI 
Early Woodland EWdlnd 
Middle Woodland MWdlnd 
Late Woodland LWdlnd 
Indeterminate Woodland
b
 Wdlnd 
Fort Walton FW 
Lamar Lamar 
Leon-Jefferson Leon-J 
Indeterminate Mississippian Miss 
Lower Creek/Seminole LCr/Sem 
Indeterminate indet 
Indeterminate Lithic indet lithic 
Indeterminate Ceramic
c
 indet cer 
Indeterminate Check-Stamp Ceramic indet cer cs 
Indeterminate Prehistoric
d
 indet prehist 
Nineteenth-Century American Amer 19th cen 
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Table A1 (continued) 
Term Abbreviation 
Twentieth-Century American Amer 20th cen 
Unspecified American Amer unspec 
Eighteenth-Century European Euro 18th cen 
Nineteenth-Century European Euro 19th cen 
Twentieth-Century European Euro 20th cen 
Unspecified European Euro unspec 
Seventeenth-Century Historic hist 17th cen 
Eighteenth-Century Historic hist 18th cen 
Nineteenth-Century Historic hist 19th cen 
Unspecified Historic hist unspec 
a
Sites with ceramic types, like Carrabelle Incised, that are not exclusively diagnostic of 
early or late Weeden Island ceramics 
b
Sites with artifacts diagnostic of the Woodland Period, but lacking additional diagnostics 
information to refine the date (for example, Camp Creek points date to the Early to 
Middle Woodland, and without additional information it is unclear whether the site dates 
to the Early Woodland, Middle Woodland, or if it spans both) 
c
Prehistoric sites specified as having ceramics within the site file forms or survey reports, 
but lacking diagnostic characteristics (i.e. a site with only sand tempered plain pottery) 
d
Sites specified as prehistoric within the site file forms or survey reports, but lacking 
additional information available regarding the types of artifacts found at the site 
 
Table A2. USF Database Terms and Abbreviations (Ceramic Materials) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
Abercrombie Plain Abercrom Pl Miss 
Alligator Bayou Stamped
b
 Allig-St SwCr; MWdlnd to 
LWdlnd 
Andrews Decorated or 
Incised 
Andrews FW; Miss 
annualware annual hist unspec 
Basin Bayou Incised
b
 BasinB Inc SwCr; MWdlnd 
British ceramics British Euro unspec 
Indeterminate Carrabelle Carr WI; LWdlnd 
Carrabelle Incised Carr Inc WI; LWdlnd 
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Table A2 (continued) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
Carrabelle Punctated Carr Punc WI; LWdlnd 
Cartersville Cartersville MWdlnd 
Unspecified 
Ceramics/Pottery 
cer indet cer 
Chattahoochee Brushed Chatt Br LCr/Sem 
Unspecified Check-Stamped 
Pottery 
ch-st Dept to hist unspec 
Chinaware Chinaware hist unspec 
cob-marked cobmk ltWI to LCr/Sem 
Colonial pottery colon hist unspec 
Columbia Incised Colum Inc FW; Miss 
Columbia Utility Colum Util Wdlnd to Miss 
Cool Branch Incised Cool Br FW; Miss 
cord-marked cordmk SwCr-eWI to ltWI 
Coweta Micaceous Utility Cow Mica N/A (indet cer) 
creamware creamware hist unspec 
crockery crockery hist unspec 
Crooked River Complicated-
Stamped
b
 
Crooked River Comp-St SwCr-eWI; MWdlnd 
Crystal River Zoned Red
b
 Crys Riv Red SwCr; MWdlnd 
daub daub N/A (indet cer) 
Deptford Bold Check-
Stamped
b, c
 
Dept Bold Ch-St Dept to SwCr; MWdlnd 
Deptford Linear Check-
Stamped 
Dept Linear Ch-St Dept; MWdlnd 
Deptford Simple-Stamped
b
 Dept S-St Dept to SwCr; MWdlnd 
Dunlap fabric marked Dunlap EWdlnd 
earthenware earthenware N/A (indet cer) 
effigy head effigy head SwCr-eWI to hist 
unspec 
effigy pot effigy pot SwCr-eWI to hist 
unspec 
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Table A2 (continued) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
fabric marked fabricmk indet 
fiber-tempered fiber-t LArch 
fired clay fired clay N/A (indet cer) 
Fort Walton Incised FW Inc FW; Miss 
grit-tempered plain pottery grit-t Dept to LCr/Sem 
grog-tempered grog-t Dept to LCr/Sem 
Herty Cup fragments Herty Amer unspec 
indeterminate incised  indet inc Dept to LCr/Sem 
indeterminate brushed  indet brushed Dept to LCr/Sem 
indeterminate punctate  indet engraved Dept to LCr/Sem 
indeterminate impressed indet punc indet 
indeterminate stamped indet-st Dept to LCr/Sem 
Indian Pass Incised Ind Pass Inc WI; LWdlnd 
limestone-tempered limest-t Dept to LCr/Sem 
Kasita Red Filmed Kas red LCr/Sem 
Keith Incised Keith WI; LWdlnd 
Kellog Cord Marked or 
Fabric Marked 
Kellog EWdlnd 
Kolomoki Complicated-
Stamped 
Kolo Comp-St SwCr; MWdlnd 
Lamar check stamped Lamar Ch-St Lamar; Miss 
Lamar Complicated-Stamped  Lamar Comp-St Lamar; Miss 
Leon Jefferson Leon-J Leon-J; Miss 
Lake Jackson Plain or 
Incised 
LJ FW; Miss 
linear-check stamped linear ch-st Dept to LCr/Sem 
majolica majolica Euro unspec 
Marsh Island Incised MI Inc FW; Miss 
mica-tempered mica-t Dept 
mocha-ware mocha-ware hist unspec 
Mossy Oak Simple Stamped Moss S-St LWdlnd 
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Table A2 (continued) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
net-marked netmk eWI to ? 
Norwood Plain NorwPl LArch 
Ocmulgee Fields Incised OcmFields Inc LCr/Sem 
Ocmulgee Fields Plain OcmFields Pl LCr/Sem 
pearlware pearlware hist unspec 
Pensacola Incised Pens Inc FW; Miss 
Point Washington Incised Point Wash FW; Miss 
porcelain porcelain hist unspec 
quartz-tempered quartz-t indet cer 
Rood Rood FW; Miss 
Ruskin Dentate-Stamped Rusk Den-St WI 
Sand-tempered Plain stp cer 
Savannah River SavanRiv Miss 
Seale Plain Seale Pl WI; LWdlnd 
shell-tempered shell-t FW to LCr/Sem 
simple-stamped s-st Dept 
Spanish Ceramics Spanish Euro unspec 
Stallings Island Stall Is LArch 
Stallings Plain Stall Pl LArch 
stoneware stoneware hist unspec 
Saint Andrews Complicated-
Stamped
b
 
StAnd Comp-St SwCr-eWI; MWdlnd to 
LWdlnd 
Santa Rosa Stamped
b
 StRosa-st SwCr; MWdlnd 
scalloped rim scal rim indet cer 
St. Simons Plain StSimonPl Dept; LArch 
Swift Creek Complicated-
Stamped
b
 
SwCr Comp-St SwCr; MWdlnd 
transfer-print trans hist unspec 
Tucker Ridge Pinched Tucker WI; LWdlnd 
turpentine turpentine Amer unspec 
turquoise glazed turq glazed hist unspec 
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Table A2 (continued) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
Wakulla Check-Stamped Wak Ch-St ltWI to FW; LWdlnd to 
Miss 
West Florida Cord-Marked
b
 WFl Crdmk SwCr; MWdlnd 
Weeden Island Incised WI Inc eWI; MWdlnd 
Weeden Island Plain WI Pl eWI; MWdlnd 
Weeden Island Punctated WI Punc eWI; MWdlnd 
whiteware whiteware hist unspec 
Wilson Check-Stamped Wils Ch-St WI; LWdlnd 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are based on those used in the USF database 
(Table A1) 
b
All instances of Swift Creek/Santa Rosa were categorized as Swift Creek (SwCr) within 
the database 
c
Deptford Check-Stamped and Deptford Bold Check-Stamped are the same type 
(Williams and Thompson 1999:36) 
 
Table A3. USF Database Terms and Abbreviations (Lithic Materials) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
Abby/Abbey/Abbie Abby pt MArch to LArch 
Alachua
b
 Alach pt MArch to LArch 
Arrendondo Arrend pt Arch 
Baker‟s Creek BakeCr pt LArch to MWdlnd 
Beaver Lake BeavLake pt Paleo 
Benton Benton pt MArch to LArch 
Big Sandy
c
 BigSand pt Paleo to EArch 
Bolen Beveled
c
 Bolen Bev pt Paleo to EArch 
Bolen Side-Notched
c
 Bolen SN pt Paleo to EArch 
Bradford Brad pt EWdlnd to Miss 
Bradley Spike  BradSp pt LArch 
Broward Brow pt EWdlnd to Miss 
Camp Creek CampCr pt EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
Clay Clay pt LArch 
Clovis Clovis pt Paleo 
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Table A3 (continued) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
Cotaco Creek CotacoCr pt Arch to Wdlnd 
Crawford Creek CrawCr pt EArch 
 
Culbreath Culbr pt LArch to EWdlnd 
Dalton Dalton pt Paleo to EArch 
Decatur Decatur pt EArch 
Duval Duval pt EWdlnd to Miss 
Elora Elora pt MArch to LArch 
Eva Eva pt MArch 
Florida Archaic Stemmed FAS pt Arch 
Florida Spiked Fl Spike pt EWdlnd to MWdlnd 
Gary Gary pt LArch to Wdlnd 
Gilchrist Gilch pt Paleo to EArch 
Greenbriar Greenbr pt Paleo to EArch 
Hamilton Ham pt Arch 
Hamilton Arrow Ham Ar pt LWdlnd to Miss 
Hardaway Hard pt Paleo to EArch 
Hernando Point Hern pt EWdlnd 
Jackson Jacks pt Wdlnd 
Johnson Johns pt MArch to LArch 
Kays Kays pt MArch to LArch 
Kirk Corner Notched Kirk CN pt Paleo to EArch 
Kirk Serrated Kirk Serr pt EArch 
Lafayette Laf pt LArch to EWdlnd 
 
Lamoka Lamoka pt Arch 
Ledbetter LedBtr pt LArch to EWdlnd 
Leon Leon pt MWdlnd to Miss 
Levy Levy pt MArch 
Limestone Limest pt LArch to EWdlnd 
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Table A3 (continued) 
Term Abbreviation 
Time Period /  
Component
a
 
Little Bear Creek LilBear pt MArch to MWdlnd 
 
Lost Lake LostLake pt Paleo to EArch 
Madison Madison pt Miss 
Maples Maples pt LArch 
Marion
b
 Marion pt MArch to LArch 
Mississippian Miss pt Miss 
Morrow Mountain MorrowMt pt EArch to MArch 
Newnan Newnan pt MArch 
O‟Leno Oleno pt MWdlnd to Miss 
Pickwick Pick pt LArch 
Pinellas Pinellas pt Miss 
Putnam
b
 Putnam pt MArch to LArch 
Santa Fe StFe Paleo 
Savannah River SavRiv pt MArch to EWdlnd 
Simpson Simps pt Paleo 
Stanly/Stanley Stan pt EArch to MArch 
Sumter Sumter pt EArch to MArch 
Suwannee Suwan pt Paleo 
Swan Lake Swan Lake pt LArch to MWdlnd 
Tallahassee Tallah pt LArch to EWdlnd 
Thonotosassa Thono pt MArch 
Wacissa Wacissa pt Paleo to MArch 
Wade Wade pt LArch to EWdlnd 
Wheeler Wheel pt Paleo 
a
Time period and component abbreviations are based on those used in the USF database 
(Table A1) 
b
FAS subtype 
c
This point type is known in Florida as Bolen, in Alabama and Georgia as Big Sandy, and 
Taylor in South Carolina (Cambron and Hulse 1975:16; Farr 2006:18, 64; Whatley 
2002:117) 
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APPENDIX B: MAPS ILLUSTRATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES WITHIN 
THE STUDY AREA 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 
 
Figure B1: All Prehistoric Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B2: Paleoindian Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B3: All Archaic Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B4: Early Archaic Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B5: Middle Archaic Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B6: Late Archaic Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B7: Indeterminate Archaic Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B8: All Woodland Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B9: Sites with Deptford Components within the Study Area 
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Figure B10: Sites with Swift Creek Ceramics within the Study Area 
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Figure B11: Sites with Swift Creek-early Weeden Island Ceramics within the Study Area 
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Figure B12: Sites with Early Weeden Island Ceramics within the Study Area 
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Figure B13: Sites with Late Weeden Island Ceramics within the Study Area 
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Figure B14: Sites with Indeterminate Weeden Island Ceramics within the Study Area 
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Figure B15: Indeterminate Woodland Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B16: All Mississippian Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B17: Sites with Fort Walton Ceramics within the Study Area 
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Figure B18: Sites with Lamar Ceramics within the Study Area 
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Figure B19: Lower Creek/Seminole Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B20: All Indeterminate Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B21: Indeterminate Lithic Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B22: Indeterminate Ceramic Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B23: Indeterminate Ceramic Check-Stamp Sites within the Study Area 
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Figure B24: Indeterminate Prehistoric Sites within the Study Area 
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APPENDIX C: MAPS ILLUSTRATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES WITHIN 
THE INTENSIVE SURVEY AREA 
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APPENDIX C (Continued) 
 
Figure C1: All Prehistoric Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C2: Paleoindian Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C3: All Archaic Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C4: Early Archaic Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C5: Middle Archaic Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C6: Late Archaic Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C7: Indeterminate Archaic Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C8: All Woodland Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C9: Sites with Deptford Components within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C10: Sites with Swift Creek Ceramics within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C11: Sites with Swift Creek-early Weeden Island Ceramic within the Intensive 
Survey Area 
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Figure C12: Sites with Early Weeden Island Ceramics within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C13: Sites with Late Weeden Island Ceramics within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C14: Sites with Indeterminate Weeden Island Ceramics within the Intensive 
Survey Area 
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Figure C15: Sites with Fort Walton Ceramics within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C16: All Mississippian Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C17: Fort Walton Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C18: Sites with Lamar Ceramics within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C19: Lower Creek/Seminole Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C20: All Indeterminate Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C21: Indeterminate Lithic Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C22: Indeterminate Ceramic Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C23: Indeterminate Ceramic Check-Stamp Sites within the Intensive Survey Area 
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Figure C24: Indeterminate Prehistoric Sites within the Intensive Survey Area
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APPENDIX D: LISTS OF SITES WITHIN THE VALLEY BY TIME 
PERIOD/COMPONENT 
 
Table D1. Paleoindian Sites within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho305 Unnamed 
8Ca91 Johnson Shoals 
8Ca93 Johnny Boy Landing 1 
8Ca94 Johnny Boy Landing 2 
8Ca96 Chipola River North 274 
8Ca97 Bridge 274 
8Ca185 Four Hole Pond 
8Ja39 Harrell/3 Rivers St.Pk.B/Lit.Isl. (J-37) 
8Ja83 Bellamy Bridge (Gv) 
8Ja124 Malloy Farm 
8Ja327 Greg Patrick 
8Ja429 H L Chason 
8Ja435 Peacock Bridge North 2 
8Ja437 Magnolia Bridge 
8Ja442 Baggett 
8Ja513 For Sale 
8Ja1122 Bump Nose Road Rye Field 
8Ja1698 Johnson Shoals 
8Ja1756 Calistoble 
8Ws424 No Name 
 
Table D2. Early Archaic Sites within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho75 Johnson 
1Ho109 Jody Harper 
1Ho122 Pond 4 
1Ho165 Unnamed 
1Ho169 Unnamed 
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Table D2 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ca91 Johnson Shoals 
8Ca92 Ring Jaw Island 
8Ca93 Johnny Boy Landing 1 
8Ca94 Johnny Boy Landing 2 
8Ca95 Altha West 
8Ca96 Chipola River North 274 
8Ca97 Bridge 274 
8Ca98 Look & Tremble Shoals 
8Ca99 J B Young 
8Ca101 Lightning 
8Ca108 Ten Mile Creek Overlook 
8Ca128 Spivey Road Borrow Pit 
8Fr785 Dot's Landing 
8Fr946 Box R Cemetery Site 
8Gd338 Chattahoochee Apalachicola River site 
8Gu55 Yellow Houseboat Shell Mound 
8Gu58 Cypress Ridge 
8Ja17 Arnold #1/Radio Tower (J-15) 
8Ja33 Wilson (J-31) 
8Ja39 Harrell/3 Rivers St.Pk.B/Lit.Isl. (J-37) 
8Ja52 Neal's Bridge 3 (J-50) (Gv) 
8Ja68 Blue Springs 
8Ja93 Watson's Field (Gv) 
8Ja105 J C Simpson House And Lot 
8Ja106 Marshall Creek Bridge 
8Ja107 Richburg Sand Pit 
8Ja109 Caverns Park (Russell Spring-N Of Park) 
8Ja111 Double Pond (Gv) 
8Ja112 Blue Hole 
8Ja114 Malone highway Grade 
8Ja154 No Name 
8Ja161 Milton Plantation Field W of Homestead 
8Ja203 Rum Pond  (Gv) (Huge Area) 
8Ja204 Arnold's Soybean Field 
8Ja213 Cox Plantation 2 
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Table D2 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja215 Spanish 
8Ja231 Three Puddle 
8Ja233 Mercer 
8Ja242 Fieldside 
8Ja274 Robinson 3 
8Ja275 Robinson 4 
8Ja317 First 
8Ja327 Greg Patrick 
8Ja329 Sand Pond Gate 
8Ja351 Compass Lake 2 
8Ja374 Compass Lake 25 
8Ja378 Compass Lake 29 
8Ja429 H L Chason 
8Ja432 Peacock Bridge South 1 
8Ja435 Peacock Bridge North 2 
8Ja437 Magnolia Bridge 
8Ja445 White Pond East 
8Ja448 Homer Sims 3 
8Ja450 Dudley 
8Ja502 Bevis 
8Ja522 Lonice 
8Ja537 Welch 
8Ja1118 Chipola River Bellamy Bridge 
8Ja1125 Bump Nose Road Whites Bean Field 
8Ja1483 Cottondale Douglas Farm 
8Ja1484 Cottondale Sales Farm Railroad 
8Ja1488 Chipola River Bellamy Bridge Long Farm 
8Ja1490 Daniel Springs Corn Field 
8Ja1491 Cowarts Creek Arnold Farm (Ja510?) 
8Ja1496 Twin Creeks Hunt Club 
8Ja1502 Chipola River Peacock Bridge Shoal One 
8Ja1507 Chipola River Peacock Bridge Shoal Two 
8Ja1508 Chipola River Cypress Tree 
8Ja1551 Peanut Fields Forever 
8Ja1707 Providence Church Road 
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Table D2 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja1756 Calistoble 
8Ja1761 Marcus Warland 
8Ja1810 FAS #1 
8Ja1822 FAS #13 
8Ja1828 Jackson East #2 
8Ja1847 Keene Redfield Site 
8Ja1848 Keene Dog Pond 
8Ja1853 Wayford Tract 
8Li195 Nameless Creek 
8Li207 Estiffanulga Dump 
8Li320 USFS APA 89-22 
9Dr3 Chason's Blue Spring 
9Dr9 Hutchinsons Ferry 
9Dr11 Munnerlin Plantation 
9Dr70 Unnamed 
9Dr72 Wingate 1 
9Dr94 Spring Creek P 3 
9Dr127 Mayfly 
9Dr151 Frank Braswell 
9Dr183 Christopher 
9Dr199 Presnell 
9Dr213 Unnamed 
9Er53 East Bank Dam 
9Er140 Unnamed 
 
Table D3. Middle Archaic Sites within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ca82 Road Bend 
8Ca95 Altha West 
8Ca97 Bridge 274 
8Ja48 Irwin Mill 1 (J-46) 
8Ja93 Watson's Field (Gv) 
8Ja110 Sugar Mill Hole Spring (Gv) 
8Ja164 Milton Plantation West of Home 
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Table D3 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja243 Tommy Jackson 
8Ja394 Marianna Airport 
8Ja405 Reedy Creek North 
8Ja407 No Name 
8Ja432 Peacock Bridge South 1 
8Ja475 Little Dallas 
8Ja520 Dan Gray 
8Ja1111 No Name 
8Ja1125 Bump Nose Road Whites Bean Field 
8Ja1130 Fletcher Roberson Borrow Pit 
8Ja1482 Hays Spring Run Deptford 
8Ja1483 Cottondale Douglas Farm 
8Ja1491 Cowarts Creek Arnold Farm (Ja510?) 
8Ja1502 Chipola River Peacock Bridge Shoal One 
8Ja1504 Chipola River Island 
8Ja1505 Chipola River Spring Creek Mouth 
8Ja1507 Chipola River Peacock Bridge Shoal Two 
8Ja1508 Chipola River Cypress Tree 
8Ja1531 Five Mile Pond 
8Ja1537 Lazy John 
8Ja1538 Deep Turn 
8Ja1539 Hurt Foot 
8Ja1542 Blue Hammer 
8Ja1551 Peanut Fields Forever 
8Ja1662 West Two Egg #2 
8Ja1761 Marcus Warland 
8Ja1847 Keene Redfield Site 
8Ja1853 Wayford Tract 
9Dr163 Buttercup 
9Dr213 Unnamed 
9Se77 One Mile 
9Se102 Prince 
9Se117 Swimming Fence 
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Table D4. Late Archaic Sites within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1He146 Pitchford 
1Ho2 Omussee Creek South Site #1 
1Ho21 Unnamed 
1Ho22 Bull Pen 
1Ho48 Unnamed 
1Ho54 Smith Bend Bluff 
1Ho65 M.E. King 
1Ho91 Cassidy 
1Ho101 Seaborn Mound 
1Ho164 Unnamed 
1Ho203 Speedway 
1Ho232 January Snake 
1Ho315 Unnamed 
1Ho322 Unnamed 
8Ca34 Graves Creek 
8Ca92 Ring Jaw Island 
8Ca121 Bateman Howell 
8Ca164 P119-2 
8Ca193 Duncan Mcmillan 
8Ca195 Neal Ramp Southwest 
8Fr1 Porter's Bar 
8Fr9 Nine Mile Point 
8Fr59 Unnamed 
8Fr71 Paradise Point 
8Fr360 Saint Vincent 1 
8Fr361 Saint Vincent 2 
8Fr365 Saint Vincent 6 
8Fr372 USFS #82-24 
8Fr744 Van Horn Creek Shell Mound 
8Fr754 Sam's Cutoff Shell Mound 
8Fr784 USFS #85-15 
8Fr785 Dot's Landing 
8Fr806 Gardner Landing Shell Mound 
8Fr854 Two Mile 
8Fr864 Sand Beach Hammock 
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Table D4 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Fr908 4-Turtle Site 
8Fr922 Orman Property 
8Fr938 Smith Creek East 
8Gd12 Sassafras 
8Gd13 Sycamore 
8Gd450 No Lunch 
8Gu34 Mk Ranch Borrow Pit 
8Gu40 Firebreak Circle 
8Gu46 Marge Martin 
8Gu54 Six Palms Shell Mound 
8Gu56 Depot Creek Shell Mound 
8Gu60 Clark Creek Shell Mound 
8Gu62 Black Bear 
8Ja8 Chattahoochee River 1 (J-5) (Gv) 
8Ja16 West Ridge (J-14) 
8Ja20 Tan Vat (J-18) 
8Ja39 Harrell/3 Rivers St.Pk.B/Lit.Isl. (J-37) 
8Ja44 Neal (J-42) 
8Ja62 J-X Field 
8Ja65 Waddell's Mill Pond Site 
8Ja92 No Name 
8Ja100 Bridge Creek 1 
8Ja110 Sugar Mill Hole Spring (Gv) 
8Ja135 Hays Branch 3 
8Ja183 No Name 
8Ja379 Compass Lake 30 
8Ja408 Kmcc's First Point 
8Ja411 Curtis Lee 2 
8Ja437 Magnolia Bridge 
8Ja486 Pender 3 
8Ja1111 No Name 
8Ja1124 Rocky Creek Hardaway Field 
8Ja1482 Hays Spring Run Deptford 
8Ja1494 Chipola River State Rd 162 
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Table D4 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja1502 Chipola River Peacock Bridge Shoal One 
8Ja1508 Chipola River Cypress Tree 
8Ja1542 Blue Hammer 
8Ja1551 Peanut Fields Forever 
8Ja1705 SR 71 Retention Ponds 
8Ja1761 Marcus Warland 
8Ja1826 FAS #17 
8Li15 Four Branches 
8Li44 Hill 226 
8Li51 Hill 191 
8Li56 Garden Of Eden 
8Li69 Memery Island 
8Li75 Hatcher 
8Li76 Saint Stephens Church 
8Li132 USFS #83-9 Wakulla 
8Li182 Twin Ponds 
8Li197 Brantley Mill 
8Li211 Summers 
8Li374 USFS APA 92-07 
9Dr2 Munnerlyns Landing 
9Dr3 Chason's Blue Spring 
9Dr6 Big White Springs 
9Dr8 Fort Scott Island (Prehistoric) 
9Dr20 Yates Spring 
9Dr129 15 Mile 
9Dr213 Unnamed 
9Er140 Unnamed 
9Er141 Unnamed 
9Se10 Whaley's Mill 
9Se13 Bird Field 
9Se77 One Mile 
9Se87 Butler's Ferry South 
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Table D5. Indeterminate Archaic Sites within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho59 Alaga Bridge North 
1Ho77 Unnamed 
1Ho132 Unnamed 
1Ho134 Unnamed 
1Ho136 Unnamed 
1Ho175 Unnamed 
1Ho214 Unnamed 
1Ho305 Unnamed 
1Ho306 Unnamed 
1Ho320 Unnamed 
1Ho326 Unnamed 
1Ho328 Unnamed 
1Ho337 Unnamed 
8Ca115 Vickey Trickey 
8Ca129 Thunderstorm 
8Fr55 Eight Mile Point 
8Fr752 Bleached Bones 
8Fr832 Nagel 1 
8Fr833 Nagel 2 
8Gd469 Alvie 
8Gd470 Scooter 2 
8Ja21 Rock Hill (J-19) 
8Ja42 Buena Vista Landing/Leslie (J-40) 
8Ja49 Irwin Mill 2/Robinson Site #6 (J-47) 
8Ja51 Neal's Bridge #2 (J-49) 
8Ja54 Parking Area (Gv) 
8Ja83 Bellamy Bridge (Gv) 
8Ja107 Richburg Sand Pit 
8Ja110 Sugar Mill Hole Spring (Gv) 
8Ja111 Double Pond (Gv) 
8Ja114 Malone highway Grade 
8Ja124 Malloy Farm 
8Ja134 Hays Branch 2 
8Ja135 Hays Branch 3 
8Ja159 Rettig East 
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Table D5 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja160 Milton Plantation Site 
8Ja161 Milton Plantation Field W of Homestead 
8Ja190 Old City Dump Road 
8Ja257 Pink Point 
8Ja313 Hunting 
8Ja368 Compass Lake 19 
8Ja380 Compass Lake 31 
8Ja386 Dry Creek North 
8Ja396 Little Dry Creek 
8Ja408 Kmcc's First Point 
8Ja411 Curtis Lee 2 
8Ja424 Tipton-Green 
8Ja486 Pender 3 
8Ja490 Humongus 
8Ja496 Willow 
8Ja502 Bevis 
8Ja510 River Genesis 
8Ja541 102 Pond 
8Ja1066 Blue Springs Run Structure 
8Ja1121 Bump Nose Road Milton Farm 
8Ja1123 Dixie Mining Company 
8Ja1126 Two Egg Quarry 
8Ja1488 Chipola River Bellamy Bridge Long Farm 
8Ja1503 Chipola River Deep Trench 
8Ja1698 Johnson Shoals 
8Ja1724 Mary Ann North 
8Ja1728 Southwest Cottondale 
8Ja1735 8-01 
8Ja1800 Scuppernong Ridge 
8Ja1827 Jackson East #1 
8Ja1832 Jackson East #6 
8Li198 Pig Island Pit 
8Li203 Cedar Tree 
8Li291 Alum Bluff 
8Li480 #02-03 APA 
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Table D5 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Li493 Black Snake 
8Ws18 Gaines Bay 2 
9Dr10 Montgomery Fields 
9Dr117 Nickel 
9Dr127 Mayfly 
9Se70 Desser Landing 
9Se77 One Mile 
9Se80 Ray's Lake 1 
 
Table D6. Sites with Deptford Components within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1He146 Pitchford 
1Ho3 Scott Site 
1Ho19 Unnamed 
1Ho52 C-10 Disposal Area 
1Ho309 Oakley 
1Ho315 Unnamed 
1Ho327 Unnamed 
1Ho332 Unnamed 
1Ho335 Unnamed 
1Ho340 Unnamed 
1Ho342 Unnamed 
8Ca49 Crazy Bug 
8Ca206 Deep Midden Site 
8Fr1 Porter's Bar 
8Fr10 Eleven Mile Point 
8Fr14 Pierce Mounds (also Fr19, Fr21) 
8Fr17 No Name 
8Fr55 Eight Mile Point 
8Fr360 Saint Vincent 1 
8Fr361 Saint Vincent 2 
8Fr367 Saint Vincent 8 
8Fr784 USFS #85-15 
8Fr785 Dot's Landing 
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Table D6 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Fr820 Lost Dog Village / USFS 90-2 Apa 
8Fr820A Lost Dog Site #2 
8Fr820B Lost Dog Site #3 
8Fr938 Smith Creek East 
8Gd4 Chattahoochee Landing (G4 & Gd2) 
8Gd13 Sycamore 
8Gd280 Sore Eye 
8Gd682 River Hill #1 
8Gu3 Burgess Landing 
8Gu40 Firebreak Circle 
8Gu42 Three Pine Clearing 
8Gu52 Roy Whitfield 
8Gu55 Yellow Houseboat Shell Mound 
8Gu56 Depot Creek Shell Mound 
8Gu60 Clark Creek Shell Mound 
8Gu105 Lake Wimico Northwest Shell Midden 
8Ja5 Jim Woodruff (J-2) 
8Ja8 Chattahoochee River 1 (J-5) (Gv) 
8Ja20 Tan Vat (J-18) 
8Ja44 Neal (J-42) 
8Ja60 State Hospital Farm (J-3) 
8Ja62 J-X Field 
8Ja67 Second Springs (Blue Springs) 
8Ja88 McCormick's Pond 
8Ja92 No Name 
8Ja101 Ene Watson's Field 
8Ja111 Double Pond (Gv) 
8Ja186 Trestle Bridge 
8Ja227 Square Oak 
8Ja278 Robinson 7 
8Ja325 Patrick Pond 
8Ja391 Pope's Cabin 
8Ja427 Three Guys 
8Ja550 Road Curve West 
8Ja1123 Dixie Mining Company 
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Table D6 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja1124 Rocky Creek Hardaway Field 
8Ja1482 Hays Spring Run Deptford 
8Ja1483 Cottondale Douglas Farm 
8Ja1484 Cottondale Sales Farm Railroad 
8Ja1494 Chipola River State Rd 162 
8Ja1506 Jacobs Road Highway 231 Farm 
8Ja1533 Tanner Springs 
8Ja1539 Hurt Foot 
8Ja1674 Chipola Bluff 
8Ja1761 Marcus Warland 
8Li29 Hogan's Bend 
8Li118 USFS 82-13 
8Li119 USFS 82-22 
8Li165 lower Green Houseboat 
8Li211 Summers 
9Dr8 Fort Scott Island (Prehistoric) 
9Dr189 Woodpecker 
9Er140 Unnamed 
9Se4 Oil Still Springs 
9Se10 Whaley's Mill 
9Se21 Below Turkey Patch 
9Se27 Underwater Indian Mound 
 
Table D7. Sites with Swift Creek Ceramics and no early Weeden Island Ceramics 
within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1He146 Pitchford 
1Ho19 Unnamed 
1Ho65 M.E. King 
1Ho160 Unnamed 
1Ho309 Oakley 
1Ho332 Unnamed 
8Ca48 Termite Veranda 
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Table D7 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ca99 J B Young 
8Ca113 Elofson 
8Ca147 South Bluff 
8Ca206 Deep Midden Site 
8Fr11 Green Point 
8Fr12 Huckleberry Landing 
8Fr17 No Name 
8Fr21 Cemetery Mound 
8Fr77 Jackson Midden (same as 8Fr15) 
8Fr360 Saint Vincent 1 
8Fr361 Saint Vincent 2 
8Fr364 Saint Vincent 5 
8Fr365 Saint Vincent 6 
8Fr370 Saint Vincent 11 
8Fr864 Sand Beach Hammock 
8Gd13 Sycamore 
8Gd280 Sore Eye 
8Gd682 River Hill #1 
8Gd684 River Hill #3 
8Gd685 Curt Perry 
8Gu20 Conch Island 
8Gu38 Overgrown Road 
8Gu41 Howard Creek Mound 
8Gu52 Roy Whitfield 
8Gu55 Yellow Houseboat Shell Mound 
8Gu90 Beanfield South 
8Gu105 Lake Wimico Northwest Shell Midden 
8Ja28 Lime Sink (J-26) 
8Ja44 Neal (J-42) 
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Table D7 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja48 Irwin Mill 1 (J-46) 
8Ja52 Neal's Bridge 3 (J-50) (Gv) 
8Ja72 No Name 
8Ja83 Bellamy Bridge (Gv) 
8Ja90 Spring Creek (Gv) 
8Ja92 No Name 
8Ja101 Ene Watson's Field 
8Ja102 No Name 
8Ja122 Edenfield Farm 
8Ja155 No Name 
8Ja158 No Name 
8Ja186 Trestle Bridge 
8Ja203 Rum Pond  (Gv) (Huge Area) 
8Ja278 Robinson 7 
8Ja288 Overhang 
8Ja320 Kilpatrick 
8Ja352 Compass Lake 3 
8Ja391 Pope's Cabin 
8Ja502 Bevis 
8Ja1114 Spring Branch Borrow Area 
8Ja1484 Cottondale Sales Farm Railroad 
8Ja1494 Chipola River State Rd 162 
8Ja1533 Tanner Springs 
8Ja1828 Jackson East #2 
8Li3 Mound Below Bristol 
8Li6 Michaux Log Landing (Gv) 
8Li7 Estiffanulga (Gv) 
8Li17 Doll's Leg 
8Li18 Brown Branch 
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Table D7 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Li24 West Branch 
8Li27 Forbes Purchase 
8Li28 Sweetwater 
8Li36 Charlie Barrieum 
8Li38 Hickory Stick 
8Li46 No Name 
8Li66 Stroh's Beer 
8Li96 USFS 79-12,13 
8Li201 Rock Bluff Borrow Pit 
8Li208 Beaverdam Creek 
8Li274 USFS 86-14 
8Li467 Willson's Ceramic Cache 
8Li492 Sumatra Lithic Workshop 
8Li506 USFS#04-02(P)APA 
9Dr2 Munnerlyns Landing 
9Dr3 Chason's Blue Spring 
9Dr6 Big White Springs 
9Dr8 Fort Scott Island (Prehistoric) 
9Dr12 Sandy Ridge 
9Dr13 Lamberts Landing 
9Dr15 Hales Landing 
9Dr69 Unnamed 
9Dr83 Decatur Lake 1 
9Dr189 Woodpecker 
9Dr214 Unnamed 
9Er54 Andrews Dam 
9Se14 Fairchild's Landing 
9Se17 Cummings Field 
9Se21 Below Turkey Patch 
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Table D7 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
9Se32 SBSY 
9Se105 Buzzard 
9Se106 Bartow's Landing 
 
Table D8. Sites with Swift Creek and early Weeden Island Ceramics within the 
Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho3 Scott Site 
1Ho9 Unnamed 
1Ho12 Unnamed 
1Ho301 Fullmore's Upper Landing Mound 
8Ca1 Davis' Field 
8Ca2 Ok Landing 
8Ca114 Gaston Spivey 
8Fr1 Porter's Bar 
8Fr8 Brickyard Creek 
8Fr9 Nine Mile Point 
8Fr10 Eleven Mile Point 
8Fr14 Pierce Mounds (also Fr19, Fr21) 
8Fr15 Jackson Mound 
8Fr19 Cool Springs Mound (see Fr14) 
8Fr55 Eight Mile Point 
8Fr59 Unnamed 
8Fr71 Paradise Point 
8Fr352 St Vincent Ferry 
8Fr363 Saint Vincent 4/Pickalene Midden 
8Fr366 Saint Vincent 7 
8Fr367 Saint Vincent 8 
8Fr372 USFS #82-24 
8Fr785 Dot's Landing 
8Fr806 Gardner Landing Shell Mound 
8Fr946 Box R Cemetery Site 
8Gd1 Aspalaga Landing Mounds 
8Gd14 No Name 
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Table D8 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho3 Scott Site 
1Ho9 Unnamed 
1Ho12 Unnamed 
1Ho301 Fullmore's Upper Landing Mound 
8Ca1 Davis' Field 
8Ca2 Ok Landing 
8Ca114 Gaston Spivey 
8Fr1 Porter's Bar 
8Fr8 Brickyard Creek 
8Fr9 Nine Mile Point 
8Fr10 Eleven Mile Point 
8Fr14 Pierce Mounds (also Fr19, Fr21) 
8Fr15 Jackson Mound 
8Fr19 Cool Springs Mound (see Fr14) 
8Fr55 Eight Mile Point 
8Fr59 Unnamed 
8Fr71 Paradise Point 
8Fr352 St Vincent Ferry 
8Fr363 Saint Vincent 4/Pickalene Midden 
8Fr366 Saint Vincent 7 
8Fr367 Saint Vincent 8 
8Fr372 USFS #82-24 
8Fr785 Dot's Landing 
8Fr806 Gardner Landing Shell Mound 
8Fr946 Box R Cemetery Site 
8Gd1 Aspalaga Landing Mounds 
8Gd14 No Name 
8Gu2 Gotier Hammock 
8Gu3 Burgess Landing 
8Gu4 Isabel Landing 
8Gu5 Chipola Cutoff 
8Gu10 Richardson Hammock 
8Gu91 Beanfield North 
8Gu111 Blueberry Hill 
8Gu119 Stake 219 
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Table D8 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Gu181 CSB-07-01 
8Ja1 Sampson's Landing 
8Ja2 Moore's Mound Near Kemp's Landing 
8Ja5 Jim Woodruff (J-2) 
8Ja19 Butler Village (J-17) 
8Ja20 Tan Vat (J-18) 
8Ja22 Saw Mill  (J-20) 
8Ja39 Harrell/3 Rivers St.Pk.B/Lit.Isl. (J-37) 
8Ja40 Timberlake Farm (J-38) 
8Ja46 Patrick 1 (J-44) 
8Ja49 Irwin Mill 2/Robinson Site #6 (J-47) 
8Ja60 State Hospital Farm (J-3) 
8Ja62 J-X Field 
8Ja63 J-Y Field 
8Ja93 Watson's Field (Gv) 
8Ja94 WSW Watson's Field 
8Ja104 Scholz Steam Plant 
8Ja138 Poplar Springs Mound (Also Ja-93?) 
8Ja139 Poplar Springs Village (Also Ja-93?) 
8Ja170 Milton Plantation Grinding Basin 
8Ja184 No Name 
8Ja185 No Name 
8Ja204 Arnold's Soybean Field 
8Ja225 Godwin Lake 
8Ja233 Mercer 
8Ja243 Tommy Jackson 
8Ja253 Aci Boat Landing 
8Ja268 Big Island 
8Ja272 Robinson 1 
8Ja325 Patrick Pond 
8Ja387 Hornsville/Buena Vista 
8Ja410 Curtis Lee 1 
8Ja411 Curtis Lee 2 
8Ja550 Road Curve West 
8Ja1736 8-02 
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Table D8 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja1756 Calistoble 
8Ja1761 Marcus Warland 
8Li2 Yon Mound And Village 
8Li4 Bristol Mound 
8Li5 Rock Bluff Landing 
8Li8 Torreya Ranger 
8Li15 Four Branches 
8Li75 Hatcher 
8Li136 Outside Lake 
8Li172 Otis Hare 
8Li196 Under The Nose 
8Li197 Brantley Mill 
9Dr19 Four Mile Creek 
9Dr26 Unnamed 
9Dr124 East End 
9Se27 Underwater Indian Mound 
9Se102 Prince 
 
Table D9. Sites with early Weeden Island Ceramics and no Swift Creek Ceramics 
within the Valley 
Site ID Site Name 
1He146 Pitchford 
1Ho2 Omussee Creek South Site #1 
1Ho4 Unnamed 
1Ho11 Unnamed 
1Ho13 Unnamed 
1Ho20 Unnamed 
1Ho21 Unnamed 
1Ho101 Seaborn Mound 
1Ho300 Unnamed 
1Ho302 Unnamed 
1Ho316 Unnamed 
1Ho322 Unnamed 
1Ho339 Unnamed 
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Table D9 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Fr354 Saint Vincent Point 
8Fr786 Marsh Point 
8Fr835 Nagel 4 
8Gd24 Flat Creek 
8Gd686 Don Humphrey 
8Gu1 Mound Near Indian Pass Point 
8Gu50 Doug Birmingham 
8Gu85 Old Cedar 
8Gu112 Tortoise Ridge 
8Gu118 Rattlesnake Ridge 
8Ja33 Wilson (J-31) 
8Ja67 Second Springs (Blue Springs) 
8Ja111 Double Pond (Gv) 
8Ja183 No Name 
8Ja417 Thick Greenbriar 
8Ja1110 No Name 
8Ja1123 Dixie Mining Company 
8Ja1531 Five Mile Pond 
8Ja1721 Overholt #2 
8Li1 West Bristol Midden 
8Li35 Sweetwater Branch 
8Li68 Johnson Mill Branch 
8Li88 Apalachicola 20 
8Li119 USFS 82-22 
9Dr11 Munnerlin Plantation 
9Dr14 Kerr's Landing 
9Dr27 Unnamed 
9Dr46 Pattersons Landing 
9Se103 Stubble Field 
9Se114 Hidden Truck 
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Table D10.  Sites with late Weeden Island Ceramics 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho101 Seaborn Mound 
1Ho301 Fullmore's Upper Landing Mound 
1Ho302 Unnamed 
1Ho322 Unnamed 
8Ca10 Parish Lake 
8Fr354 Saint Vincent Point 
8Fr833 Nagel 2 
8Fr888 Cape St. George East 
8Fr888 Cape Saint George East Site 
8Fr908 4-Turtle Site 
8Gd12 Sassafras 
8Gd13 Sycamore 
8Gu11 Black's Island 
8Gu85 Old Cedar 
8Ja7 Curlee 
8Ja41 Walnut Ridge (J-39) 
8Ja233 Mercer 
8Ja249 Rowan 
8Ja260 Prison Hill 
8Ja427 Three Guys 
8Ja1500 Ron Hunt Number Five 
8Ja1721 Overholt #2 
8Li172 Otis Hare 
9Dr11 Munnerlin Plantation 
9Dr15 Hales Landing 
9Dr104 Horsefly 
9Dr118 Housing Development 
9Se3 Butler's Ferry Island 
9Se27 Underwater Indian Mound 
9Se89 Ranger Station 
9Se102 Prince 
9Se103 Stubble Field 
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Table D11.  Sites with Indeterminate Weeden Island Ceramics 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho8 Unnamed 
1Ho17 Unnamed 
1Ho19 Unnamed 
1Ho22 Bull Pen 
1Ho55 Smith Bend 
1Ho78 McCallister 
1Ho81 Calhoun 
1Ho164 Unnamed 
8Ca134 Rusted Fence 
8Fr364 Saint Vincent 5 
8Fr365 Saint Vincent 6 
8Fr829 Battery Park 
8Fr845 Rattlesnake Cove #1 
8Fr1265 Big Bayou South 
8Gd682 River Hill #1 
8Gu54 Six Palms Shell Mound 
8Gu99 Hog Heaven 
8Ja14 Howell (J-12) 
8Ja96 White (Gv) 
8Ja208 Panama City Sportsman's Club 
8Ja320 Kilpatrick 
8Ja1706 Braxton Cemetery Prehistoric Site 
8Ja1826 FAS #17 
8Li40 Graham 
9Dr6 Big White Springs 
9Dr8 Fort Scott Island (Prehistoric) 
9Dr12 Sandy Ridge 
9Dr13 Lamberts Landing 
9Dr23 Shackleford Springs 
9Dr25 Bowers 
9Dr32 Ten Mile Still Landing #3 
9Er138 Sawhatchee Creek South 
9Se10 Whaley's Mill 
9Se11 Sealy Plantation 
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Table D12.  Sites with Fort Walton Ceramics 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho2 Omussee Creek South Site #1 
1Ho3 Scott Site 
1Ho12 Unnamed 
1Ho15 Unnamed 
1Ho16 Unnamed 
1Ho17 Unnamed 
1Ho20 Unnamed 
1Ho51 Wilson Creek South 
1Ho54 Smith Bend Bluff 
1Ho55 Smith Bend 
1Ho60 Unnamed 
1Ho61 Bryants Landing 
1Ho63 W.P. Odom 
1Ho64 Espy 
1Ho101 Seaborn Mound 
1Ho321 Mounde Branch North Site 
8Ca3 Cayson Mound And Village 
8Ca5 Atkin's Landing 
8Ca11 Ammonia Lake 
8Ca12 Graves Creek Landing / Ridge Landing 
8Ca43 Cypress Stump 
8Ca46 Caraway Creek Mouth 
8Ca48 Termite Veranda 
8Ca50 Muddy Boot 
8Ca51 Splashing Turtle 
8Ca56 Leaning Oak 
8Ca62 Turning Point 
8Ca63 Ratzer 
8Ca66 Holliman Sink Hole 
8Ca68 Muscogee Reach 
8Ca85 Ocheesee South 
8Ca88 Graves Junction 
8Ca89 Parish Lake North 
8Ca99 J B Young 
8Ca142 Corbin-Tucker 
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Table D12 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ca160 P63-2 
8Ca163 P119-1 
8Ca164 P119-2 
8Fr1 Porter's Bar 
8Fr10 Eleven Mile Point 
8Fr12 Huckleberry Landing 
8Fr13 Five Mile Point 
8Fr14 Pierce Mounds (also Fr19, Fr21) 
8Fr19 Cool Springs Mound (see Fr14) 
8Fr24 Saint George West (Little St. G.I. #2) 
8Fr27 New Pass, Saint George Island 
8Fr60 Sportsman's Motel 
8Fr71 Paradise Point 
8Fr79 St George Plantation-Leisure Properties 
8Fr352 St Vincent Ferry 
8Fr354 Saint Vincent Point 
8Fr357 Big Bayou 2 
8Fr360 Saint Vincent 1 
8Fr361 Saint Vincent 2 
8Fr364 Saint Vincent 5 
8Fr365 Saint Vincent 6 
8Fr366 Saint Vincent 7 
8Fr368 Saint Vincent 9 
8Fr369 Saint Vincent 10 
8Fr373 Linton 
8Fr744 Van Horn Creek Shell Mound 
8Fr756 Doug Elam 
8Fr757 Carmichael 
8Fr804 Cape St George/Hendrix 1 
8Fr833 Nagel 2 
8Fr834 Nagel 3 
8Fr835 Nagel 4 
8Fr836 Nagel 5 
8Fr837 Nagel 6 
8Fr840 Rattlesnake Cove 
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Table D12 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Fr845 Rattlesnake Cove #1 
8Fr855 Ten-And-A-Half-Mile 
8Fr888 Cape St. George East 
8Fr888 Cape Saint George East Site 
8Fr915 Millender Tract Site 
8Fr1265 Big Bayou South 
8Gd3 Lookout Point 
8Gd4 Chattahoochee Landing (G4 & Gd2) 
8Gd23 Flat Creek North 
8Gd270 Picnic 
8Gd280 Sore Eye 
8Gu2 Gotier Hammock 
8Gu5 Chipola Cutoff 
8Gu10 Richardson Hammock 
8Gu11 Black's Island 
8Gu17 Indian Pass 
8Gu27 Douglas Landing 
8Gu55 Yellow Houseboat Shell Mound 
8Gu81 Eagle Harbor 
8Gu85 Old Cedar 
8Gu114 Lighthouse Bayou 
8Gu134 X654-B 
8Ja5 Jim Woodruff (J-2) 
8Ja7 Curlee 
8Ja8 Chattahoochee River 1 (J-5) (Gv) 
8Ja10 Chattahoochee River 2 (J-7) 
8Ja12 Chattahoochee River #3 (J-9) 
8Ja25 Chattahoochee #4 (J-23) 
8Ja34 Bellamy (J-32) 
8Ja39 Harrell/3 Rivers St.Pk.B/Lit.Isl. (J-37) 
8Ja44 Neal (J-42) 
8Ja53 Kemp's Landing (2) (J-10) 
8Ja54 Parking Area (Gv) 
8Ja55 Cave 10   (Gv) 
8Ja60 State Hospital Farm (J-3) 
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Table D12 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Ja62 J-X Field 
8Ja67 Second Springs (Blue Springs) 
8Ja97 Roulhac Pond 1 
8Ja99 Sam Smith 
8Ja111 Double Pond (Gv) 
8Ja137 Coe's Landing 
8Ja159 Rettig East 
8Ja160 Milton Plantation Site 
8Ja186 Trestle Bridge 
8Ja201 Scholz Parking Lot 
8Ja202 Pope Lake Mounds (J-4) 
8Ja212 Cox Plantation 1 
8Ja218 Dairy Road 
8Ja268 Big Island 
8Ja286 Tube 
8Ja287 Mossy Bank 
8Ja299 Bomb 
8Ja390 Pope Bus 
8Ja391 Pope's Cabin 
8Ja413 Castle Root 
8Ja415 Medusa 
8Ja421 Roy Casey 
8Ja427 Three Guys 
8Ja1494 Chipola River State Rd 162 
8Ja1537 Lazy John 
8Ja1706 Braxton Cemetery Prehistoric Site 
8Ja1756 Calistoble 
8Ja1761 Marcus Warland 
8Ja1763 Flintlock 
8Ja1847 Keene Redfield Site 
8Li2 Yon Mound And Village 
8Li8 Torreya Ranger 
8Li76 Saint Stephens Church 
8Li96 USFS 79-12,13 
8Li115 USFS 82-7 
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Table D12 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Li172 Otis Hare 
8Li193 Flags 
8Li217 Sunstroke 
8Li323 USFS 89-11 / Cypress Spring 
8Li480 #02-03 APA 
9Dr46 Pattersons Landing 
9Er130 Freeman 
9Er131 Unnamed 
9Er140 Unnamed 
9Se3 Butler's Ferry Island 
9Se15 Old Rambo Landing 
9Se20 Turkey Patch 
9Se26 Above Spring 
9Se27 Underwater Indian Mound 
9Se102 Prince 
9Se104 Anniversary 
9Se106 Bartow's Landing 
9Se113 Butler's Ferry Boat Channel 
9Se119 Unnamed 
9Se126 Roberts #2 
 
Table D13.  Sites with Lamar Ceramics 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho3 Scott Site 
1Ho17 Unnamed 
1Ho20 Unnamed 
1Ho101 Seaborn Mound 
8Ca3 Cayson Mound And Village 
8Fr27 New Pass, Saint George Island 
8Fr60 Sportsman's Motel 
8Fr79 St George Plantation-Leisure Properties 
8Fr352 St Vincent Ferry 
8Fr365 Saint Vincent 6 
8Gd3 Lookout Point 
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Table D13 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Gd338 Chattahoochee Apalachicola River site 
8Gu114 Lighthouse Bayou 
8Gu229 Wildfire 
8Ja10 Chattahoochee River 2 (J-7) 
8Ja389 ACI Borrow 
8Li2 Yon Mound And Village 
8Li217 Sunstroke 
9Dr4 Oklafunee 
9Se3 Butler's Ferry Island 
9Se77 One Mile 
 
Table D14.  Lower Creek/Seminole Sites 
Site ID Site Name 
1Ho3 Scott Site 
1Ho5 Unnamed 
1Ho12 Unnamed 
1Ho17 Unnamed 
1Ho47 Omussee Creek South Site #2 
1Ho69 Unnamed 
1Ho321 Mounde Branch North Site 
8Ca6 McClellan 
8Ca26 Dead Dog 
8Ca27 Windy Pines 
8Ca34 Graves Creek 
8Ca43 Cypress Stump 
8Ca149 John A. Mcclellan Site 
8Fr64 Fort Gadsden Historic Memorial 
8Fr365 Saint Vincent 6 
8Fr739 Bloody Bluff South 
8Fr798 USFS #86-10 
8Fr836 Nagel 5 
8Gd137 Miles 
8Gd279 Interstream 
8Gd280 Sore Eye 
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Table D14 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
8Gu134 X654-B 
8Ja5 Jim Woodruff (J-2) 
8Ja25 Chattahoochee #4 (J-23) 
8Ja30 Anthony / Fl. St. Pk. #1 (J-28) 
8Ja31 Wendell Spence/Fl. St. Pk. #2 (J-29) 
8Ja32 Port Jackson (J-30) 
8Ja37 Hudson (J-35) 
8Ja44 Neal (J-42) 
8Ja45 Neal's Landing (J-43) 
8Ja48 Irwin Mill 1 (J-46) 
8Ja49 Irwin Mill 2/Robinson Site #6 (J-47) 
8Ja50 Irwin Mill 3 (J-48) 
8Ja51 Neal's Bridge #2 (J-49) 
8Ja52 Neal's Bridge 3 (J-50) (Gv) 
8Ja60 State Hospital Farm (J-3) 
8Ja123 Turkey Ridge 
8Ja270 Sawgrass Circle 
8Ja272 Robinson 1 
8Ja296 Night 
8Ja309 Peeper 
8Ja391 Pope's Cabin 
8Ja409 Sneads Port 
8Ja417 Thick Greenbriar 
8Ja1763 Flintlock 
8Li76 Saint Stephens Church 
9Dr3 Chason's Blue Spring 
9Dr4 Oklafunee 
9Dr6 Big White Springs 
9Dr8 Fort Scott Island (Prehistoric) 
9Dr33 Ten Mile Still Landing #2 
9Dr46 Pattersons Landing 
9Dr48 Unnamed 
9Dr71 Unnamed 
9Dr124 East End 
9Dr157 A&A 
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Table D14 (continued) 
Site ID Site Name 
9Dr199 Presnell 
9Er53 East Bank Dam 
9Er131 Unnamed 
9Se2 Unnamed 
9Se3 Butler's Ferry Island 
9Se11 Sealy Plantation 
9Se21 Below Turkey Patch 
9Se24 Point Bluff Site 
9Se27 Underwater Indian Mound 
9Se29 Cotton Landing 
9Se77 One Mile 
9Se106 Bartow's Landing 
9Se113 Butler's Ferry Boat Channel 
9Se116 Gator Slough South 
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APPENDIX E: MAPS ILLUSTRATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES WITHIN 
THE VALLEY RELATIVE TO WATER SOURCES 
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APPENDIX E (Continued) 
 
Figure E1: All Prehistoric Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E2: Paleoindian Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E3: All Archaic Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E4: Early Archaic Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E5: Middle Archaic Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E6: Late Archaic Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E7: Indeterminate Archaic Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E8: All Woodland Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E9: Sites with Deptford Components Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E10: Sites with Swift Creek Ceramics Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E11: Sites with Swift Creek-early Weeden Island Ceramics Relative to Water 
Sources 
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Figure E12: Sites with Early Weeden Island Ceramics Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E13: Sites with Late Weeden Island Ceramics Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E14: Sites with Indeterminate Weeden Island Ceramics Relative to Water 
Sources 
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Figure E15: Indeterminate Woodland Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E16: All Mississippian Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E17: Sites with Fort Walton Ceramics Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E18: Sites with Lamar Ceramics Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E19: Lower Creek/Seminole Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E20: All Indeterminate Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E21: Indeterminate Lithic Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E22: Indeterminate Ceramic Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E23: Indeterminate Ceramic Check-Stamp Sites Relative to Water Sources 
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Figure E24: Indeterminate Prehistoric Sites Relative to Water Sources   
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APPENDIX F: NED ELEVATION MAPS ILLUSTRATING 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES WITHIN THE VALLEY 
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Figure F1: All Prehistoric Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F2: Paleoindian Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F3: All Archaic Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F4: Early Archaic Sites the Study Area on NED Map 
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Figure F5: Middle Archaic Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F6: Late Archaic Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F7: Indeterminate Archaic Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F8: All Woodland Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F9: Sites with Deptford Components on NED Map 
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Figure F10: Sites with Swift Creek Ceramics on NED Map 
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Figure F11: Sites with Swift Creek-early Weeden Island Ceramics on NED Map 
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Figure F12: Sites with Early Weeden Island Ceramics on NED Map 
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Figure F13: Sites with Late Weeden Island Ceramics on NED Map 
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Figure F14: Sites with Indeterminate Weeden Island Ceramics on NED Map 
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Figure F15: Indeterminate Woodland Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F16: All Mississippian Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F17: Sites with Fort Walton Ceramics on NED Map 
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Figure F18: Sites with Lamar Ceramics on NED Map 
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Figure F19: Lower Creek/Seminole Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F20: All Indeterminate Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F21: Indeterminate Lithic Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F22: Indeterminate Ceramic Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F23: Indeterminate Ceramic Check-Stamp Sites on NED Map 
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Figure F24: Indeterminate Prehistoric Sites on NED Map 
